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Abstract
Questions as to whether Canadians can codtute themseLves as a sovereign
people an4 more generally, whether a "solution" to the question of Canadian unity will

be found are not new. There is a general feeling that Canadian wnstitutiodism

is at a

point of stalemate. This thesis is more positive in tone and is premised on the idea that
we are asking the wrong questions. Transcending the curent impccsse requires that we

question our most basic assumptions.

The thesis therefore examines the most basic principte of political organization,
the notion of sovereignty. Sovereignty, it is argue4 is best conceived as a histoncally-

specific, uiherently social and dynamic institution that emerged with the constitutive idea
that a single legitimate authority should exist on a continuous and contiguous territory

Social norms concerning the scope and nature of legitimate sovereign authority, aithough

structured by its constitutive idea, nevertheiess change across time through state practice.
Changing state practice results in new norms that account for and "rebundle" the
practical imperfections of the iàea of "sovereignty" across time. Understanding Canada
requires situating it histoncally in the "sovereign" conversation_

The thesis deconmcts "Canada" similarly and uncovers its constitutive idea as
well as how organic or 'rconservative"change occun. Diverse federalisms, it is argued,
are constitutive of 'Canada", a fiuidamental characteristic that was, as the debate
surrounding Confederation illustrates, difficult to teconcile with the idea of
"sovereignty". "Canada", it is submitted, is an idea with a constitutive basis that is very

much at odds with the idea of sovereignty; it is essentiaily stnrtured by two wmpeting
and, to a certain extent, contradictory conversations.

The Trudeau-Lévesque Qbate and its legacy iflustrate the extent to which the
idea of sovereignty continues to wnstrain Canadian ~on~tutionalisrn.
Frozen sovereign,

nationdia assumptions force exclusivity of ailegiance and barQn constitutr*onaloptions;
they are in disagreement with Canada's constitutive b i s .

Transcending Canada's constitutional impasse requjres that we embrace our
constitutive diversity and challenge o w sovereign ~ssumptions.Doing so meais both
new institutional alternatives and a regdative process more appropriate to diverse

federations. New constitutionai paths appear with the reaiimtion that federalism is
friendship.

I would like to thpnk the following people for their support while 1 was
researching and writing this thesis: My father, my sister Karen, my mother, and Laurel
McGregor for theu emotional support. Special thanks to my motbcr for her k l p
proof-reading and honesty about rny work; Chris Silva for his tacit understanding,
emotional support, and help with al1 those "little" things that made thnigs a great deal
easier while 1was writing; Stephanie Bradley for the emotional support, encouragement,
and niendship that exemplifia the power of relationships ôased on mutual respect for
difference, understanding, and trust ; Jamie Rogers for the aftemoon conversations and
beer at Wise Guys; h f . N e d e for encoinsping me to challenge rny assioaptions and
for fostering my interest in George Grant's work; Prof Ferguson for introducing me to
Internatiod Relations thedry mi whose class inspired my thesis; Rot Lambert for his
advice as my thesis ~ u p e ~ s o his
r , enthusiastic support of my work over the fast six
years, and whose 'Tolitical Parties" class inspirecl my interest in Canadian politics; G d
through whom al1 clear thought flows. Thank-you!

Introduction:
History repeats itself and many Canadians bave grown particularly tired of
listening to Canada's constitutionai saga

It is the view of many that Canadian

constitutionai debate bas reached an iinpaue that must either be ignored or finally
solved This thesis, however, is more positive in tone and is pemised on the belief that
there exist 'hiâden' roads thst may allow passage through Canada's constitutional
cul-de-sac The directions, furthemore, lie in Canadian history. The purpose of this

thesis is to provide a new theoretical compess to guide Canadiau ~ n s t i ~ o n a I i i m i .
The discussion will take place within a h e w o r k of a theoretical study of the
concept of sovereignty. It is the view of this thesis that addressing the theoreticai
ambiguities surrounding this concept will clarify the assumptions on which cunent
constitutionalism is based an4 in doing so, provide innovative ansCanadian unity.

to the question of

More specifically, the thesis will demonmate how the idea of

"sovereignty" obstructs Canadian ~ons~tutionalism.Tnuiseending the cunent impasse
requires that Canadians challenge their mon basic assumptions.
While this thesis will speak primarily to a Canadian audience its content may also
be usehl to students of comparative politics and international relations. Employing

literature fiom various fields, the thesis will pose three general and ïnterrelated questions:
First, how is the concept of sovereignty best conceptualized? Second, and most central to
the discwion, what does this tell us about Canada's curnnt constititutional impasse?

Finally, what relevance does the Canadian example have in terms of the international
system as a whole? The thesis is relevant, in a general sense, to those students of
comparative and international politics interested in examinhg new ways of

accommodating divenity as well as in ternis of clarifjhg the nature of internatiod
order.

However, the thesis' wfulness in this regard will be tempered by its

epistemological position that reco@es Merence, and questions the effectiveness of
generalization. In other words, the thesis will speak implicitly to questions of appropriate

methodology. Simply put, it will expose the weakness of scientific method in ternis of

understanding Canada

The thesis will adopt a more interpetive appoach that

recognizes the importance of the dialectic between theory and practice, the power of
ideas to affect c b g e and, prh.ps most irnportantly, diversity with regard to both tbeory
and pradce.

The fïrst chapter of the thesis wiil be primrvily theoretid. It wïii compare the
manner in which sovereignty is wnceived in tbe international relations, political
economy and "Canadian* litexanire- It will discuss bbth what sovereignty is and what it
is not. It will demonstrate why a body of international relations tbeory literatwe labelled

"ùistitutionalisrnn povides the most promising conception of sovereignty. Essentially,
the inadequacies of realism (the traditionally dominant theory of international relations),

giobalization theory (dominant in the field of political economy), and the Canadian
literature, al1 of which, to varying extents, have lefi the concept of sovereignty

under-theorized, will be reveaiedB a s i d y , two competing conceptions of sovereignty bave domhateci the
literature. One, popdar in theones of globalization, holds that sovereignty is king
eroded by increasing coIlStraints, or decreasing autonomy while, the other, the

?traditional" realist view, argues that "sovereignty" is not eroded by constraht, but,
rather, that states may take on any number of constraiats as long as their law-mahg and
law-giving authority is maintained. Both theoretical mains, however, have left their
central concept of "sovereipty" under-theorized

These two cornpetkg views of

"sovereignty" are, fiuthennore, ineconcilable an4 as such,

difficult to evaluate.

Globalization theory, which proposes that the world is witnessing significant cbange in
terms of the nature of political organization, is unable to acwunt for the fact that states

bave always ken, in varying degrees, interdependent; states, as Canadians shodd know
particularly well, have never been fully autonomous. Traditional cbtealist"theory, which

focuses on continuity, is inmiequate in properly addressing apodyptic change in the

states-system; r d i s t theory, in short, lacks a tbeory of change and m o t , therefore,
adciress the chailenges put focward by the giobaiization theorists.

The chaper will argue that "sovereignty" is best coacephialked as a social
institution where ideas, Ianguage, m d g lad history are central to its understanding.
An interpretive epistemological approach will be employed to unwver botb the

constitutive basis of the institution, as well as how the institution is reguiated It will be
argued that the existence of a single legitimate authority on a defined temtory,

recognkd by intemationai society, is coasbasbtutive
of "sovereignty". The institution, it
wiU be submitted, is then regulated through state practice. State practice results in new

n o m or d e s that account for and "bundle"the imperfions of exclusive temtoriality;
it regulates both the nature and scope of what is considered legitimate tem-tond

authority.

Viewing "sovereignty7' as suc4 it will be demonstrate& is theoretically

superior, as it accounts for both continuity and change. Conceptuaiking "sovereignty" in

this way resolves the theoretical dispute between rdists and globalization theorists by
demonstrating the accuracy of the realist proposition that wnstraints do not necessarily

undermine state sovereignty, as well as the accuracy of the globalization theorist's
proposition that the nature of political organiration is changïng. It will be dernonstrated
that at the core of the debate lies the failure of these tbeorists to distinguish between the

concepts of 'cautonomy'' and "sovereignty7'.

The chapter will also briefly introduce the d e r to the practical implications of
the theoretical debate in relation to Canadian unity- It wiU acquaint the reader with the

conceptual mafusion that misconceiving sovereignty engenders at the domestic level as
well as introduce a comection between regdative ~ n s t i ~ o n a l i satmthe international
and domestic levels.

The thesis will then turn to an indepth exambation of the Canadian case.
Chapter two will , in a sense, deconstruct Canada in a marner similar to the way in
which "sovereignty" is examined in the nrst chapter. "Canadan will dso k explored as a

socially-constnrcted, histoncal "institution" with both constitutive and regulative des.
Looking at ^Canada" in such a manner is particularly appropriate. "Canadawis often
descnbed as co~~~ervative.
Nevertheless, such a label elucidates neither wIiat it is that

"Canada" conserves mr does it ed@ change. A geat deal of the Iiterature on "Canada",
in short, seers, fiorn the same problem of ahistoricity as reaiist theory does in relation to
"sovereignty". Looking at Tanada" as an institution within its own time and space
corrects the problem of ahistoricity as it accounts for both continuity and change. The

chapter will uacover Canada's constitutive b i s as well as demonstrate how "organic*

change occurs through regulative practice. Basically, the chapter will put fonvard a,
seemingly paradoxicai, theory of uconservative chaage".

The chapter will also situate the discussion in the larger theoretical debate about
the nature of "sovereignty". The idea of "sovereignty", it will be demonstrated, irnposed
significant constraints on the choice of state form at the time of Confederation. Canada's
diverse nature, in short, was difficult to reconcile with the idea of a single legitimate
authonty on a defined territory More specifically, although it was apparent that a federal

system would be needed, acton had difficulty reconciling the notion of wmpeting

sources of authority with "sovereignty". Nevertheless, as will be seen, the debate that
ensud at the time of Codederation resuiteâ in a "renegotiation" of the boundaries of
sovereignty. Canada's particular time and space, it will be argued, by allowing the same
conceptual distinction as will be made in chapter one, resulted in a unique theory of
federalism. Reconcïliation of the concepts of federalism and '%overeignty" was made
possible, to a certain extent, by the ideas surroundhg Canada's nlationship with Bntain
A concephiai distinction between the concepts of "autonomy" and "sovereignty" grew

out of Canada's particdu time, space and, constitutive diversity.
The third chapter will turn to a comparative examination of the

Trudeau-Lévesque constitutional visions in or&r to illustrate the extent to which the idea
of "sovereignty" conditions more contemporary constitutional debates. It will be argued

that the "clear" solutions offered by Trudeau and Lévesque are symptomatic of the

tendency of states to wish to becorne more L(perfèctly"sovereign Both of these actors, it

be demonstrated, operate under "fiozen" sovereign asmmptions that force
exclusivity of allegiance and the creation of a single âation" or "people". TNdeau and
Lévesque, it will be showri, although they acbiowledge the ctll-de-sac thaî their two
monolithic visions impose, see no way out of i t Quebecken cannot, in theu view, "bave
it both ways."

They both agree that two or more nations cannot be 'cequai" within a

single sovereign state. Their sovereign assumptions dictate that a choice must be made
between "Canada" and "Quebec" and, in so doing it will be argued, their visions are in

disagreement with the constitutive b i s of Canada Tbeir legacy, fiutbennote. is still
with us.

The fourth chapter will discuss the way in which questioning "sovereign"
assumptions may lead Canada out of the current constitutional deadlock. Dohg so, it

will be argued, requires rehiming to and reinvigorating the foderal distinction betweea
the concepts of "autonomy" and "'mvereignty" recognized at the time of Confederation,

as well as adoptïng a proc«s appropriate to Canada's constitutive diversity. Questionhg
ideas about exclusive temtoriality, it will be demonstrated, uncoven new institutional
options.

It reveals novel institutional solutions to both ethnic diversity and the

accommodation of "pst-modem"identities.
Movhg beyond the impasse entails conducting consbitutional negotiation in a
spirit of compromise.

It involves rejecting the Trudeau-Lévesque monologues and

adopting a dialogid "pt.nershipWappmach that is multilaterally negotiated, consennial

and recognires multiple identities in the way in which they wish to be recognized. This

process, it will be maintained, is neither UIlfamiliar lûstoricaily, nor unique. Negotiation,
consent, and recognition, in short, are the pnnciples underlying international relations-

These principles m u t animate constitutional negotiation in Canada

Indeed, in a

domestic setting where the "other7'is betier known, application of these thm principles
would be enriched

The chapter will wnclude by

dirussing the

implications of the

dialogical-partnemhip appmach and the institution of "sovereigaty" more generally- The

Canadian mi-de-sac is not unique to Caiilida In fact, the nature of Canach's i m p s e ,
underlies civil war and ethnic confiict intemationally. "Sovereign7'assumptions. it will

be asserted, must be relaxed at both the intemational and domestic levels- Basically, if
order is to be maiatained, co-operation must occur at botb the mcular,

domestic level,

as well as at the international level. New d e s conccnùag the nature of legitimate
authority, as well as new institutions, may need to be developed at both levels.

Multiplicity, briefly put, must becorne the d e of both the international and domestic
"games".

Chaptcr One:
Sovercigaty As institution

The concept of sovereignty has received a great deal of attention in recent years in
international relations theory. Until recentiy, the concept of sovereignty was a fairiy
"safe" one. Realist and neorealist theorists assumed the sovereignty of states and
proceeded fiom there in their quest of attaining disciplïnary status? of establishing a
scientific body of theory separate fiom the midy of domestic politics. However, the

"honeymoon" is over. Talk of the dedine of the nation-state and the c'erosion" of its
sovereignty has becorne the latest theoretical fashion. Basically, international relations

theory is in a state of "conceptuai chaos" with '%overeignty" king central to the
conceptuai debate.
The current attention given to ''sovereignty" in the international relations
literature is, however, not new to the Canadian literature. As a largely 'American

discipline" it is understandable that the concept couid k lefi under-theorized and in a
sense taken as a "given" in international relations (IR) theory. Canadians and Canadian
theorists, in contmst, have never felt able to srsume C d ' s sovcreignty. To many, it
has been challenged both internaily and extemally siwe Canada's birth. Canada bas
been descrihed by some as "stillborn" and, by others, as a nation on Life support. Many

simply plan for fimerai arrangements, others wonder fiom what source the "plug" will
eventually be p d e d

The word "sovereigmy" is a central one in Canadian political discourse- Ternis
such as "sovereignty-assa:iation9'and "sovereignty-partnershipn cuculate regularly. One
of Canada's foremost political philosopben has gone as fnr as to announce Canada's
death as a sovereign state.' Canadians are, in short, obsessed with "sovereignty". While

some feel threatcned, others rejoice at the mention of the word

What unites al1

Canadians, however, is the conceptual confusion surroundulg both the location and

nature of the threat or fieedom associateci with i t
The

ambiguous

nature

of

the

Canadian-made

concept

of

&sovereignty-association" seems to capture both the essence of the Canadian condition
and the more general theoretical tensions in the international relations theory Iiterature.

"Sovereignty-association" is, in short, the Whumbnail description" of the international
system itselt However. many today would argue that the "'8ssociation" part of the
equation is increasingly squeezing the "sovereignty" part out It is the view of many that
the world is witnessing a fundamental change in the nature of political organhtion.

Current chailenges to the "sovereignty" of states generally coliect under the nibnc
of "'globalization7', a terms which itself is contestable. Globalization theorists propose
that new "flows" permitted by techwlogy are eroding the sovereignty of "nation-states"

@et another contestable concept).

Neverthelers, another trend is also apparent;

nation-states as well as those desiring nation-date status have increased bamatically.

Similarly, while many Caaadian political scientists would argue that Canadian
sovereignty is king eroded by the forces of globalization an4 most importantly,
increasing AmMcan-Canadian interdependence. one of Canada's proMnces is

'Grant, George.
Univmity Prtss, 1965, rcprinted 1997.

C
W

. -

Ottawa, 0ntan-o: Carieton

contemplating sovereign stahis. Taken together, these two trends, so oftm noted in the
recent intemational relations and political cconomy literature, present a paradox, a
paradox that is, finthemore, very Canadian.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a theoretical fhnework in which to
situate the Canadian national unity debate. It is the view of this thesis that a theoretical

look at the question of "sovereignty" will clarify some of the issues sunounding Peter
Russell's question as to whether Caaadiaas can constitute themselves as a sovereign
people and whether the Canadian "constitutional odysseyn will ever be over2

The

ccmega-co~tutional"3
debate must 6rsl be engaged at the international level in order to
better understand C d ' s LLmega-constitutionaî"
difficulties.

The chapter will begin by identiwg the nature of the "rnega-c~~t-utional"
challenge to the international system as it

is presented in the political economy,

Canadian, and interdependence literatwe. It will be found that "sovereignty" is viewed

as synonymous with b'autonomy" in much of the literature- The chapter will then proceed
wi-lh a brief discussion of the implications of such of a definition for federal state
structures. The above conceptuakation of "sovmignty as autonomy" will be found

wanting both in tenns of its domestic and international implications; the chapter will,
therefore, tuni to a discussion of the "traditionai" IR theorists who offer an alternative

conception. Finally, it will become apparent that the two rival conceptions provided by
theories of globabtion and realist theoty are irreconcilable and a "new" approach will
be conjectured. The chapter will wnclude that 'csovereignty" is best conceptuaiized as a

social institution and iatroduce the implications of such a conceptuaiinition for Canada-

-

-.
m

Vol.
2% iùweii, Peta.
camdmm Be a Sovaa-gnPeople?,"
. *
24, No.4, DeCernber, 1991 as well as bis
Toronto, Ontario: Uaivcrsity ofToromo Press bc.,1993. As d becorne apparent throughout
the thesis, this way ofthe issue is U-co-vai as the jouray or "odyssy" is ïn6nïte.
3~aer
RU&
uses the t a n r ' ' m e g a ~ o n J "o r " m c r ~ ~ o n r<Ol d" a c n i cunstitutiod
politics that are about the very nature ofthe politid community on which the constitution is based.

As early as 1965, George Grant,one of canada's foremost political philosophers
wrote a polemical book cblamentïng"the death of Canada as a sovereïgn state. His
argument, while wmpeïling, was dihssed

by many at the time as not consistent with

the "fact~".~
However, in the hindsight Mew of many Canadians today, Grant's work is
regarded as the harbinger of Canada's fate as a "sovereign" state. For this reason, bis
"lament" is useful as a sample of how 6bsovereignty"is conceptuallled both in a great
deal of the Canadian iiterature and in Canadian political discoune. Grant's defdtion of

"sovereignty", neverthelas, is implicit and will therefore be made explicit below by a
short s m e y of bis famous workAs wïth most of Grant's "politicai" works, his 1965 Lument For A Nation was

inspired by a current politicai event. It opens witb the statement: "never has such a
torrent of abuse been powed on any Cansdian figure as tbat during the years fiom 1960
to 1965. Never have the wealthy and the clever been so wiited as they were in their joint
attack on Mr. John ~iefenbaker."~At one level, Lament For A Nation tells the story of
the defeat of the DiefenbakerGreen govemment and their failure to protect Canada's

independence.

It discwes how their opposition to stationhg American nuclear

warheads on Canadian soi1 brought d l the powen tbat be against them. At this level, it
also tell the story of a man with a different and more noble vision for Caaada ülan the
Liberals, however imbued with contradictions6 Before settling on a title for his book,
Grant ha& in fact, considerd naming it "'In defense ofDiefenbaker9'-

Nevertheles, accordhg to Grant, Diefenbaker's defeat was ody a symbol of a
larger issue: the defeat of Canadian nationalism. Grant states: lamenthg for Canada is
%or ewmple, a 1966 Rvicw of
proposai tbp "kir. Oria is &on on colwrac dru"
and tbat other works that r p p a d at the timt did "Littleto bolsta George Grant's rlumist views about the
branch plaat society..." Brady, Alexander. "National and Internrtional (book reviews)," U '
iOLpf
Vol. 35, 1966, p- 161.
A
p.23.
%L i i s , in
th#, as such, hdcoiaribiited to Carda's demise

inevitably associateci with the tragedy of Diefenbaker" and "his inability to govem is
W e d witb the inability of ths country to be sovereignW7 In Grant's view, the events

nirrounding Diefenbaker's defeat made it clear that the powerfid in Canadian society no
longer followed the wisdom of Sir John A. Macdonald, tbat the most impo~antthreat to

Canadian sovereignty came nom the south.* Grant emphasized the Amencan threat as
eariy as 1945 in his article "Have we a Canaàian Nation?,- statiag that W e s s we h o w

what we are trying to build here in Canada, rmless we malce a conscious effort to build it

- we will inevitably be shaped by the RE PUBLIC.^

Essentidy, Grant viewed the

possibility of national articulation as " a pmcess through which human beings fonn and
re-fom themselves into a society to act historidy" *ch

"coheres arouad the

intention reaüzed in the action [emphasis added],"1° as a necessary condition to
sovereignty. Furthermore7in practicai Canadian tenns, the exercise of sovereignty, in his
view, is "a govemmental means of preserving and allowing to expand certain traditions
rhat [are] different nom those of the United

tat tes."^^ These dehitions, more clearly

articulated in his "'lament", are consistent with the views expressed in Grant's 1945
article. However, the tone of the 1945 article was much more positive. Thus, the

question as to why the defeat of the Diefenbaker govemment signalled the death of

Canada according to Cirant must be posed
Diefenbaker's defeat, in essence, indicated to Grant the impossibility of Canada

grace'T12 and stand-up to the

for two reasons. First, Diefenbaker's efforts to resist

. p- 25.
d ' r "National Policy'' thu Mercd tbe growth ofAmaican
m M o a a t s in Canada (muitinatioaals that Grant c h undamine Gnadïan sovertignty).
'Grant, George. "Have we a
Ndon?,"
Vol. 8, 1945,p.162.
'*Grart& Georgee
p. 3 1.
'~nm
George. " ~ o n w m o
în
i : c a ~ d w~oütics,*
i
m chn niât, ~ a r r (
yW.).
Toroato, ontario: House ofAnuui Press Ltd-, 1978, p. 21.
in Cliud.u the rct ofnukingmord judgemenîs on tbc sins ofother
nations, short ofoffmdig one's own powcnirl neighbour (the US) as a sort offlùnsy emblern of
independence. Set Pua Sdfs "George G m : Unique Curdirn Phiiosopher," <)u#n's Ou&,g& Vol.
98,No. 1, Spring 1991, p- 35.
'~mnt, ~eofge.
*Intaes<ingly,it ti=n

'

For

Az

4

-

U.S.

in the nuclear warheads issue was m a by a d t i o n of opposition h m al1

powemil segments of Canadian society (including academics). This was the fint time,
îùrthemore, that the Canadian public did not support a politician in his anempt to
"stand-up" to the U.S. Most importantly, however, Canada's ecu~omkelite were no
longer nationalists. Their hterests now lay in the continental economy. As Grant
observed: [tJhe weaithy m l y maintain their nationalism [which in "Lament" is in
many ways viewed as synonymous with mti-Americanism] when it is in conflict with the
ecowmic drive of the &y-"13 In 1965, it had becorne clear that the state, which for

Grant carriedreligious connotations, embodying both order and moraiity, had kea taken

over by capitalists. According to Grant, therefore, the "wnscious effort" necessary to
allow independent national articulation and thus. to protect Caaada's sovereignty, was

now mattainable. in short, Grant was of the opinion that Diefenbaker's opposition, "in
their derision tbey showed, whcther aware or mot [emphasis added], that they really

paid allegiance to the homogenized cuiture of the Amencan ~ r n ~ i r e . " 'The
~ powerfûi
had been wooed by "easy gracenn

Second, and related to the first, the ability '30 know what should k built" in
Canada was also becoming increasingly difficult

Grant recognized that although

Diefenbaker's intentions were good, his vision was uaclear. Diefenbaker failed because
he was 'hever specific about what Canada should be."15 Diefenbaker was an advocate

of smaii-town private enterprise and, accordkg to Grant, such a vision was inadquate in
a country that had industrialized and wbanized since the war. More importantly,
however, Diefenbaker's ta& of fret enterprise was inconsistent with the h e t i o n s l

Canadian belief in public enterprise; ''the Coasewative plrty had, d e r dl, created
Ontario Hydro, the CNR. the Bank of çanada, and the CBC."'~ Essentially, in Grant's

view, Diefenbaker's attempt to combine populism, free-enterprise ideology and

nationaiism "made a strange

To Grant, Diefenbaker represented the plight of

the tnie conservative in modem Canada whose rejection of officially accepte& hiberal,

wisdom tumeci him into "a stranger in the public realm" and yet whose "belief in
community and tradition [madel him long for a public realm to feel at home in"18 Grant

syxnpathilPA witb Diefenbaker's efforts suggesting that "his

wafusions and

inconsistencies ... [were] essential to the Canadian fate."lg
Grant beiieved that Canada was, in essence, a consecvative nation; a Mition,
furthermore, that 'klieved tbat the pst could tell us something of the future" and that
"mie progress can only be made step by step -1ayer by layer- if it is going to stick"2o

Canada had k e n made possible by the British conwcbon and a strong state, accordiag to

Grant, which, with careful planning, directeci the economy west-east imtead of
north-south.

In Grant's view, since

the state could no longer control technology,

Canadian sovereignty had or was king eroded;

"trw" wnservatism bad becorne

impossible in praaice. This impossibility, in tum. indicated the impossibility of Canada.
Grant did not, bowever, limit his argument to

Canada He claimed that Canada

was merely one casualty among the many to corne in an era dominated by the "spirit of
progress". Although Lament For A Nation tells the story of the death of Canada, one

cultural 'cparticularism77
at the han& of Amencan l~kralism,it is also a medïtation on a
larger trend; the move toward whni Grant calls the %versai and homogeneous state*.

Grant basically put forward an argument sirnilar to Fukuyama's "end of ideology" thesis,
arguïng that modernization is equivalent to Liberaüsm wtiich, in

hirn,

rendea local

cultures anachr~nistic.~~
In Grant's view, the "spirit of progress" or "will to techwlogy"
171bid., p. 33.
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was erodiag borders Canada was no longer able to coatrol its destiny within the contea

of globalization The defeat of the Diefenbaker govemment was empincal evidence of

this fact. Thus, in 1965, Canada had ceased to k sovereign.
Grant's thesk is essentially consistent with the suggestion, popular in cunent

theones of 'bgI~balization'',that technology and new "flows"are undermining not only
Canada's, but other "nation'su sovereignty as well. The terni "globalizationw,however,
Wte "sovereipaty", is highiy contestai and broadly employed. While, the 'blOgi~"behind

Some definitions of globalization emphasize increased awareness of diserence
and others, like Grant's, similarity or hcreased homogeneity. For example, while Grant

and Fukuyama's analyses suggest that globalization inevitably leads to bomogeni'zation,
EUUos and Huntington would suggest (for different reasons) that divenity is tPbing on a
more important role." Still, othen acknowledge both forces and their relationship. This
paradoxical trend is reflected in the title of one of

Benjamin Barber's m e n t

publications: "Jihad vs. ~ c ~ o r l d ? Rather interestingly, both forces have been cited

as evidence of the decline of the nation-state and its sovereignty.

Both forces,

Mermore, are highly relevant, as will be discussed later, to the Canadian case. For the
purpose of the discussion it is best to employ a b r d definition of uglobalization" as a
worldview and process that uicludes trends such as changes in the international economic
environment, the increasing interdependence mong states. the rise of non-state actoa
and international social movements, as well as other types of 'Iows" that ''~nbundle''~~
temtory and appear to make borden less relevant.

-e
-
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Sov'Wnbundlùrg probably h y s involves or follows fkom mothcr form of bundiing,

Grant's Lament For A Nation puts forward, within the Canadian context, two

challenges to the sovereignty of tk %ation-state", popuiar in the international politid
economy and international relations iïterature:

economic transnationalism and

interdeependence. Lauterpacht, for example, descnks globaîiaition as follows:
Graduaiiy, as a resuh of improvanmts in cornmuincations and the dcvelopment of the range and s d e of
international trade, statu bacrme r + i m ~ e n t No
, loagu was Ï t possibleCïit ever truly was) fm
them to live in separate compsrtmmts without relations with one anotbcr- So, m the penpenod
d e r tbe FVst
World War, and witb acdcmed spœd der the SaCoad World War, thcrc bcgur COe v o k aptttcm oflcgal
rektionships m *ch even tha fiCCdom which custommy MteniatioMJ law .ccoided mites to act within
their own territories without rcfhnœ to the intercsts o f otfier sutes was âimhïdd in m ~ rcspacts.Aü
y
this is weli known in generai tmns. What miiy be Iess well known are some of the daairs **ch illustrate
the mage and ment of the .cmpt.net by states of rrci üaitations om tbeir fnadom o t actian. No
longer is it pouibk to suggest thrt sucb ümbtions art marginal or iacidenîd. And because these
limitations affect states in their most vitJ interests, tbe notion of s o v ~ t yii the toiipirkoswt
sense of 8 pkaitude of pawcr rirariiniaa niikin the oacontroiitd discretion o f -ta
bas k a
signficaatiy e r ~ d e d . *[~o p b i i b addedl
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Arguments such as the above rest most oflen on the presence of technological means. In

fact, some such as David Ellons view "globalùation" and "technology" as virhially

synonyrnous. b'Globalïmion", acwrding to him 'might be another word for technology
conceived b r ~ a d l y . Technology,
'~~
both in perrnitting the globalization of production via

multi- or transnational corporations a d , by increasing communication, has diminished
the autonomy of "nation-states".

According to this argument, as a state's autonomy

diminishes, so t w does its "sovereignty*.
Grant's writing, like most of the &ting on globaihtion, focuses on the impacts

of technology on the autonomy of the statcn

Grant implies tbat the "logic" of

technology is no longer compatible with the "logic" of the modem states-system.
enother way to
identities; but 6om the point of view of the long-stuiding bundles aiied nations,
unbundhg is an undohg of what had betn taken for granted." (p. 3 1). Sec also, John Gcraid Ruggie's
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Vol. 47, Winta 1993, pp. 139-174.
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Technology had once k e n controlled by the state; a situation, that by 1965, ha& in his
view, been r e v e d This is whit Grant maint by the above suggestion tbpt the state had
been taken over by capitalists and that their interests now lay in the continental economy.

Technology had once permitted the mithg of the Canadîancolonies with the raihoad. It

had also pennitted the establishment of a national broadcasting network (CBC). Today,
techwlogy defies the "logic" of territorial boundan'es, undermines the arutnomy of

govemments and, thus,undemines Canadian sovereipty in Grant's view.

The multinational corporation (MNC)is generaily viewed as the first signifiant
economic challenge to the sovereignîy of states in the political ecmomy and international
Grant express4 similar concems about MNCs in his "lament". In
relations ~iterature.~~
1965, the year of lanrenfs publication, Quebec was in the mi&

Revolution".

of its 'Quiet

With regard to the preponderance of newspaper coverage about new

fianwphone appointments to management positions in American MNCs, Grant evoked
the old adage: "1 fear the Greeks, especially when they corne with g W suggestuig that

"corporations make concessions about management personnel for the sake of better

relations with the alien community" adding that "these do not involve control [emphasis

added] of the econ~rny."*~
If Q u e k c were to seek sovereignty, it would face the yune
fate. The impossibility of controlIing a sovereign Quebec's economy would also be the

impossibility of a "sovereign" Quebec in Grant's Mew.

In her 1997 article, "Global capitalism and the state," Jan Scholte presents a
similar argument.

The state, in her view "bas lost its former con attrïïute of

s ~ v e r e i g n t y " ~ ~"Sovereignty",
.
in ber view, "has disappeared under globaiizing

capitalism in so far as contemporary states have lost the capacity for the i i i L t e r r l
2 8 h h k , B y , "A Pest-Sov-gn Epocb?: Oloküdon And Tae SosLl Colisauciion OfSovereign
S m n A thesis subantted to the Fwuîty ofGrrdwte Snidies in putiJ fdîbcnt of the raphmm&fDr
the degree ofMastas Of Ans, Deprrtmem ofPoinical Snidies, Winnipeg, Manitoba: University of
Manitoba, 1997, p. 9.
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exercise [emphasis added] of compehensive macroeconomic p~licy.''~

In a similar

fashion, Grant suggested in his Lmneni that "[alftrr 1940, n a t i o d i m i had to go hand in
hand with some measure of s~cialism.'~*"Only nationaiïsm c o d d provide the political
incentive for planning" wrote Grant, and "ody planning muid nstrain the vïctory of
continentalis~n."~~
NevertheIess, "no such combination was possible, and therefore7*,in

Grant's view "our nation was bomd to di~appear-"~~
Ekhoing Giem more than 30 years
later, Scholte suggests a causai comection between reductions in the economic autonomy

of states and their "sovereignty".
Suffice it to say that m m contemporary challenges to state sovereignty present

arguments like the one put fonuard by the above authors. Although at the t h e of
Lament's publication Grant's argument

wps

viewed as somewhat of a theoreticai

aberration, more recently, observers and academics have descn'bed Grant's 1965 work as
prophetic. It is the view of many Canadians that Grant's thesis is increasingly relevant
with tirne. in fact, Grant has k e n fiequentiy cited by nationaiists fearing the "erosion"

of Canada's sovereipty that they claimed would result fiom the implementation of both
the NAFTA agreement and the proposed M-AI. (multilateral-laterai agreement on
Canada is becoming increasingiy ^ l e s sovereign" and
i n v e ~ t m e n t ) . ~Apparently,
~

"Lament" has, in a sense, becorne the "bible" of the Canadian nationalist.
interdependence theory, often associated with Kenhane and Nye's seminal work
entitled Power and Interdependence, is viewed by some international relations theorists

as yet another important challenge to state "sovereigntyn. Althougb they do not deal
explicitly with "sovereignty", some authors have extracted a definition of "sovereignty"

fiom their work Mabee, for example, states tbat "rovereignty, as wnceptualized by
Irbid., p. 443.
32Gmnt,George.
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theorists of interdependence, is equated with total autonomy or fkeedom of action."36

Nevertheles, wbether intended as an assault on "sovereignty" or mt, what is certain is
that Keohane and Nye's "new" model of world politics descniks a reduction in state

autonomy and control.

They cleady indicate that their "perspective implies that

interdependent relationships will dways involve costs, since interdependence restricts

theory is fouaQd on the k l i e f that states have becorne
a t ~ t o n o r n ~ .Interdependence
"~~
increasingly

and 'tulnerable" to each other with sensitivity involving the

question of "how quickty do changes in one wuntry b

~ d g y cbanges in another, and

how great are the costly e f f e c ~ ? " ~ *and vulnerability refeming to "the relative
~ ~ mode1 is
availability and COStliLless of the alternatives that various actors f ~ c e ' 'Their

essentiaily an attempt to examine the impacts of globalization more qstematically.
Grant's description of globalization fia what Keohane and Nye describe as the
"dependence" model with dependence broadly defineci by the authors as "a state of king
determined or significaatly affected by extemal forces.'4o

Interdependence, the

fundamental concept of their theoxy is somewhat different a n 4 umost simply defined

rneans mutual dependence.'"

As such, and in light of Grant's thesis, interdependence

theory warrants consideration In fact, in Keohaw and Nye's view, the Carmda4J.S.
relationship is a sort of 'ideai" case of interdependence. An entire chapter of their Power
ondlwerdependence is devoted to a discussion of this very
It is interesting to note that the same event that precipitated Grant's Mting of

Lament, the nuclear warheads issue, was mentionad ia Power a d Interdependence as

anomalous of the Canada-US.relationship where military alliance and ccwperation

36M.bee, Bryan. p. 20.
37~cohane.
R o m O. md Jorcph S. Nye. Power1 Littie, Brown and
381bid., p. 12.
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. - . U.S.:

between these highly interdependent *tes
that =one of the most -ou

is taken as a "given". Keobane and Nye state

crises in post-war relations, and one t h t leâ to the fdl of a

divided Canadian government, was over the nuclear arming of missiles involved in joint
Canadian-Americm defense @nst

the Soviet military threatw dding that "military

threats, or even threats of withdrawing military protection, bave not characterized the

bargaining pro ces^.^^ Furthemore, they descnk the chpace of militmy -ion
the reiationship as reminiscent of "the Red Queen telling Nice in Wonderland that

could thinic of six impossible thiags before b r & i

every &y.*

in

she

In Keohane and

Nye's work, the events surrounding Diefenbaker's defeat are wnsidered anomaious
while in Grant's view they provided some important empirical evidence of the deatb of

Canadian sovereignty.
Without providing a detailed description of Keobane and Nye's findings, sufice
it to note that the timing of Grant's concems coincides with the development of increased

interdependence presented in Keohane and Nye's model.

Wbat is perhaps most

intereshg in light of Grant's thesis and its treatment of sovereignty as synonyrnous with
autonomy or fieedom of action, is that Keohane and Nye's study indicates that Canada's
power in relation to the U S has increased since W.W.D. In fact, Keohaae and Nye's

study found that conflict over various issues indicated that "outcornes were closer to
American objectives in two-thirds of the pre-war cases and nearly half the cases in the
1950s. but in only a quarte? of the cases in the 1960s" and that "Canada did betîer in the

pst-war than pre-war period, and better in the 1960s and in the 1 9 5 0 s . ' ~ ~
According to
the study, Caaada was an ''hterdepndent"

k t e a d of a dependent after the War, an

interdependent, moreover, with increased C b a u t ~ n ~ m
visyà
" vis the United States.
Contrary to Grant's 1965 contention that Canadian d o n a l i s m haâ been

defeated, Keohane and Nye's 1977 mib, fomd that Canadian nationalim was dive and
well:

Keohane and Nye's shidy, in short, suggests that Grant's belief that Canadians "really
paid allegiance to the homogenizedculture ofthe American Empire747was moneous.
What was perhaps most intershg about Keohane anâ Nye's

stuciy is that

interdependence creates a situation where a11 states (including the US) are coastraùied.
Even Grant's 3echnological monolith" to the south is constrained by interdependence.

Thus, if complete autonomy is the appropriate way of conceptualiziag sovereignîy then
American sovereignty is, rather ironically in relation to the content of Canadian political
works, equally threatened by Canada- Actually, as a weaker parmer in the interdependent
relationship, Caaada appeared to have gained autonomy or pwer accordhg to Keohane
and Nye's h d i n p . In fact, more generally, it is equally intelligible, considering the
greater viability of the weaker state in an era of interdependence that "a strong case can
be made for treating a map of states as more accurate than ever b e f ~ r e ? ~However, as

will be àiscussed later in the thesis, Caaada's "sovereignty" may indeed be threatened by
interdependence notwithstandùig its increase in power or autonomy in relation to the US.
Basically, the option of a "sovereign" Quebec also becornes more viable in an era of
complex interdependence.
The above discussion illustrates that theones of globalization such as the

dependence, interdependence, and tranmatioaalism varieties present challenges to state
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sovereignty conceived as erosion of autonomy or loss of control.

However, many

"'globalization" theorists who chaiimge the viability of the nation-state and make the
empincal claim that sovereignty is king erodeâ, have frUled to theorïze adequately the
objects of their attacks.

They bave "never pesented a comprehensive theoretical

reevaluation of the concept of s o ~ e r e i g n t y . ~
Rather
~
remarkably, if one accepts a
definition of sovereignty as autonomy then one would have to conclude that some states
(such as Canada) are, in fact, more sovereign than before.

The implications of the filme to achieve a comprehensive theoretical
re-evaluation of "sovereignty", however, are not limited to the external dimensions- The
implications of this concephial confusion run much deeper. The debate is, as will be
discovered increasingly thmughout this thesis, indeed, very relevant to Canada's national
unity debate. As will become increasingly apparent throughout this thesis, a conceptual
discussion of "sovereignty" cannot be divorced fkom state structure.
The conceptualization of sovereignty as autonomy is problematic in federal states.
Essentially, if sovereignty is viewed as divisible then there would appear to exlst many

"sovereign" states in Canada, each possessing degrees of sovereignty. In her article,
"Sovereignty in Transition", Ruth Lapidoth argws just that Citùig both the r m n s
discussed in the above section and the rise of new state fonns, Lapidoth concludes that

sovereignty has lost much of its relevance. Sovereignty, once viewed as indivisible, is

now challenged with division both intemationally and dornestically. In essence, states,
once sovereign, now exist in an era of wmplex interdependence both internally and
e~ternail~.~~

4%icrsteka, Thomas I. .ndCymhii Weber. "The socid consiruction of sate sovcfeignty," in <beir
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Reflectioasof the view that "sovereignty" may be equated with autonomy siirface
reguiarly Ui Canadian plitical discourse. Tbe Q u e b i s have maàe particulariy clever
use of such a dehition. In the 1980s, for example, Bourassa proposed a formula for a

united Canada based on "soveraineté partagéen or %hared sovereignty". The mode1 he

had in mind was one similar to the European Union that, in his view, was already an
example of a Cc~bared
sovereignty" arrangement. It would appear that Bou-

viewed

the existence of a Canadian constitution as an insignificant detail in ternis of the EU

cornparisou, or at least in terms ofhis toaceptuaiizaton of sovereignty.
However, the most remadcable example of a notion of divided sovereignty to

appear in Canadian political discourse in coutemporary bmes is the idea of
"sovereignty-association". Although the concept, taken literally, seems far from novel in
that it perhaps most accurately describes the relations bdween states in an interdependent
world, debate surrounding its implications has resulted in a great deal of ambiguity.
French, for example, describes the option of usovereignty-association"for Quebec
as an arrangement where Quebec would be a sovereign "borderline case". Basically, in

his view, if Quebec opted for such an anangement it would becorne "a nation with

absolute sovereignty over A, B. and C,witbin a state bavïng absolute sovereignty over X,

Y, and z?'

French suggests that the mon telling argument against such an arrangement

is that "no precedent exists".

Nevertheless, one is lefi to wonder how such an

arrangement diffen nom a feded one. Perhaps he would emphasize the absoiutencg of
the sovereignty over A, B, and C. Nevertheless, givai the argument put forward by the

globalUation theorists, it is questionable as to whether Quekc's "soverei~tynwodd k
absolute

even

in

those

spheres.

Implicit

in

French's

conception

of

"sovereignty-associationw is the same conceptualuation discussed above, namely, that
swereignty may k equated with power and control.

The ppuiarity of this ambigwus concept, however, has not been restricted to
application to the Quebec question Some have suggested that it may dso be applied to
the issue of decentraiization within the Canadian f e d d system. Adaikt Lailier, for

example, suggests that the term "shared sovereignty," implicit in the concept of
"sovereignty-assofiati~n,~also expresses "the desire of our provinces to remain

integrated in the larger Canadiau market while also sbaring with the Federai government
in the sovereign powers of

It is weil- known that the Parti Quebecois did not

have such a conception in mind when they presented it to the Quebec electorate in 1980.

Nevertheless, as Pinard's research indicates, the ambiguity sunounding the concept
appears to make it more palatabie to the ~ u e b e c o i s . ~ ~

In Canada, there wodd appear to exist many "sovereigntists". To the Iist of those
desiring "sovereignty" must be added many Fim Nations.

In a submission to the

BélangerCampeau cornmission a member of the Mashteuiatsb band articuiated that his

band was seeking "sovereignty".

submission stated:

nous recherchons cette protection dans ts première loi du pays: notre notion de sovenineté. Nous sommes
conscients que le t m e "souverainté" peut dEaycr beaucoup de monde. J'aimerais ici contribuer a
démystifierun terme qui a peut-çtrt été trop g a l d e itoutes les periades. Nous voulons iie*sovmiiet6
avec d a compétesccs rp(cirqocs pcnaettant nôtre épanouissanmt selon nos rspirations. Certaines
compétences doivent Ctre puusées et d'autres pirement diliguas. ï i n'est pas question non plus d'avoir
un État àans 1' État avec d a affaires itniigérrg une .rmk propre!, des postes, m., Ce n'est pas Ir nôtre
conception. il est plutôt question d'avoir des compétences propres sur un taritoire nous appartenant
spécifiquement et qui traduiront n6tre sovcniaett. C'est là que nous voulons exercer adtre droit à
~ ~ i u t o n o aarnp1iicS4
ie
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To this member of the Masbteuiatsh b
an4 the term "sovereigrrty* may be applied to a
situation where govemment fûnctions are divided and complete autonomy in certain
spheres is guanuiteed. In the above quotation, the member clarified that his band does
not wish to conduct its own foreign af%ks or have an army or a postai s e ~ c e but
, rather,
simply desires to become '%overeign7' within the federal framework. Actually, in light of
French's conceptuslization of "sovereignty-8~~0~iation",
it wodd appear that this band
also wîshes to be ""sovereignty-associatecl".
The above discussion exposes the degree to which the concepts of "autonomy"
and "sovereignty" are used intercbangeably in Canada- However, what also becomes

apparent is that if "sovereignty" may be conceiveci in tenns o f control or &degreesof
autonomy" then Canada's "sovereignty7' bas been undermined both uiternally and
extemaily through decentralization, interdependence and globalizatioa Furthermore, it
is debatable as to whether Canada has ever k e n sovereign. In a feded state such as the
Canadian one, autonomy has always been divided internally.
Tensions between the idea of 'Tederalism" and "sovereignty" are not new. As
will be seen in chapter two, these tensions are reflected in Canadian political discourse
since the Codederation debates.

Furthermore, Canada has always been extemally

"dependent" or "interdepdent7' internationally as historical examination of its
connections with both the Britain and the U.S. reveal.

In fact, Canada bas had a

branch-plant economy at least since the implementation of Macdonald's "'National
Policy".

in light of the Canadian experience, one is only left to wonder why intemal state
structure and outside economic influence are now king cited as a challenge to the
concept of sovereignty.

Most Iikely, the cumnt theoretical popularity of the

'"globalization" thesis has contniiuted to the re-opening of the debate. However, in light
of the definition of "sovereignty" offered by the "globalization" theorists, the erusioa of

Canada's "sovereignty" is a matter of degree and not kind.

Such a conception of

"sovereignty", however, only serves to confuse the

Canadian national unity debate. Most notably, if one may k %wereignn within
federation and increasingiy so through decenaalization then one is lefi to wonder why

Quebec seeks to becorne "sovereign? Essentidly, in relation to many of the above
conceptualizations it would wem that Qwbec is already, in many ways, a "sovereign"

entity. The question then becornes whether "sovereigntf' may be viewed as divisible and
whether it is, in fact, synonymous with '6autonomy". The discussion will now consider
an alternate viview, one tbat views sovereignty as indivisible. It will consider a view of
sovereignty as "'kind"rather than degree. In order to do so, the discussion wiii hirn to a
bnef history of the modem conception of sovereignty followed by a short discussion of

both its "intemal" and "'extemal"dimensions.

The origin of the concept of sovereignty is closely related to the nature, origin and
evolution of the state. The "sovereign" state emerged in response to changing economic

and social conditions that resulted in the political consolidation of power within
temtonally defued

The emergence of the modem-day states-system ended the

nature of rule characteristic of Medieval Europe which consisted of "a patchwork of

overlapping loyakies and allegimces, geographically interwoven jurisdictions and
political enclaves."55 Territorial mien wd the terni "wvereignty" to consolidate their

exclusive temtorial jurïsdiction in contrast to the previous overlapping medieval,
personal j~risdiction.~~
In short, the "'sovereign" states-system emerged as a aew way of

ordenng the world politically.
The history of the modem state is thought by muiy to have begun with the end of
the Thirty Years War and the Peace

5 s ~ e rJoseph&
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of

Westphalia in 1648. However, the birth of this

"Rdmbg Sov&gnty in r ShrinLine, Fngmemed Woria" in Wrlker, R B.J.
p- 13.
and Sad H.Maidlovitz
'%pidoth. Ruth- %ovemignty".5"O'n,"
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new world order is far fiom uaambiguous. In his "Rie and Demise of the Territorial

State," Hertz bighlights the changes and confiisions that this treaty created remding the
concept of sovereignty. Confûsions about sovereignty are not new. At the time of the
treaty, there were still many high dip*taries such as "pinces" or "dukes" who, out of
tradition, were referred to as "sovereign".

However, the chief problem according to

Hertz was how to classi@those miers who, because of their membership in the Empire,
were subjects of the Emperor. He asks the question: "could one be "sovereign" and
"subject" at the same the?.""

In short. questions foocerning both the location and

nature of sovereignty are not new.
Debate as to the "internai" location of the sovereign has been the topic of debate

for centuries. It is, therefore, not surprising, that Canadians have a difficult time
understanding what is meant by "sovereignty"; great philosophen, like Canadians, have
also been perpetually preoccupied with the concept
The first modem artîculation of the concept of 3overeignty" appeared in Jean
. .
Bodin's Six livres de la

(1 576). Bodin maintained that the sovereign was

"absolute", but subject to the laws of nature, and God, as well as to certain human laws-

Hobbes attempted to rectifjr this confusion and postulated that the sovereignty of the
people and the state were fiised in a 'leviathan". The "LRViathan", according to Hobbes,
becomes the absolute legitimate authority by the vïrtue of its supreme coercive power.

Locke, Rousseau and Kant, on the other hand, "lwseneâ" the above notion of
sovereignty by introducing the notion of "popular savereignty". The notion of ccpopular
sovereignty" underlay the movement of the "Leveller~'~
during the English Civil War and

existed in Locke's thought preceding the Glorious Revolution of 1688. According to

Locke, the state exists to presewe inalienable individual rights, including the right to

57~era.John H. "Rise And Daau OfTbe Territorial State,"

* *

VOL9, No. 4, 1957, p. 479.

pnvate property. These rights limit the authority of both state and w ~ i e t y . ~Essentially,
*
according to Locke, the people were to be a "check" on the monarchy and parliament A

century later, in his Socicrl Contract, Rousseau extended this principle filnher arguing
that "sovereigntyT)resided in the people done. NeveRheless, like Hobbes, Rousseau also

believed that sovereignty was indivisible and that the Jtate was a r e d t of a social

contract to wbich individuais mut submit their will- Wbere Rousseau and Hobbes
differed was in their view of how sovereign authority was to be legitimated. While

Hobbes emphiisized coercion, Rousseau focused on moral legitimacy. Finally, while Kant
agreed with Rousseau's notion of popular sovereignty, he focused on the state's legal
basis and suggested that the only relevant legai form was a wnstiMiona1 one.

The above discussion indicates that the debate over sovereignty is related to the
nature of authority. For example, wbile in Hobbes' conception, the state possesses a

monopoly of coercive authority, in Rousseau's, the state's authority is legitimated
morally. These contrastkg views of the state which conespond, in many ways, to the
distinction between reaiists and idealists in IR theory have "deeply intluenced the theory
and practice of state sovereignty and, to a considerable extent, account for the tensions

and arnbiguities that have nvrormded the concept since its earliest f o m ~ i a t i o n . " ~ ~
As will becorne inneasingly apparent throughout the thesis the tensions

concerning how sovereignty is legitimated are not limited to the distinction between the
"coercive" and the "moralw. As the question put forward by Canadian historian Ramsay

Cook who asked "Locke, Rousseau or ~ c t o n ? "suggests,
~
the manner in which
sovereignty is legitimated in Canada is more cornpiex.

Basically, the Canadian

58~amilleri,Joseph A p. 17.
59~bid. p. 15.
'O~eeCook, Runwy. "The C H m Dilemma: Locke. Rousseau, or Amon?." in his
Toronto: M a d a n of Canada, 1966, pp. 143-1 67.

"experiment" raises the question as to whether "sovereign" authority must be legitimated
in the same way by al1 members of the comrnunity.

NevertheIess, one commonality

al1 the above theorists: the idea of a single

legitimated iegal authority. There is debate as to the location and scope of sovereign
authority. However, the central issue of contention between tbeonsts is one of how

authonty is legitimated Sovereignty is not divisible, according to these theorists, but

rather, its authority is Iegithated (be it morally or coercively) in diffêrent ways.

While the abovediscussed philosophen viewed sovereignty as the final authority
or supreme good intemaUy, other theorists, namely International Relations theorists, have

been concemeci with the concept as an or-ng

principle of the "international" . The

extemal dimension wncems the way in which states relate to each other and is, in
Mabee's words, the "logical corollary to intemal exclusivity, that of oo ovem-ding
authority e ~ t e r n a l l ~ . ' ' ~
To~ summarize, the intemal and extemal dimensions of

sovereignty, taken together, represent the idea that "there is a final and absolute political
authority in the political community, and no final and absolute authority exists

el~ewhere.'*~
As mentioneâ, extenial sovereignty has been the primary coacem of international

Relations theorists; they take the concept very seriously for it is the 'csovereignty" of
states that m&es the "ntternatiod possible. "Sovereignty," to ïR thwrists, is simply a
legal concept; it is the rule or n o m which permjts the recognition of the acton with
whom relations take place. in "traditionai" international relations theory "sovereignîy"
simply refers to the independence, equality and unanimity of states and their miprocal

obligation to respect these qualities in other "sovereign7' acton.

61Mabee, Bryan- p. 38.
62Kksley, FFMas Zlrny. bvneipmv. London: C.A Watîs & Co. Ltd., p. 26.

The question as to whether sovereignty should be conceived as something that
could be eroded by constraints which limit control, %dom

of action* or autonomy was

raised above. The following discussion will tum to an alternative conception of
"sovereigntyï,, tbat of the dominant view of IR theorists.
According to Morgenthau, often deemed the 'Younding father" of international
relations theory, "sovereignty" may not be viewed ui tenns of degree as the
'globalization" theorists appear to suggest Sovereignty, according to Morgenthau, is not

a matter of degree but, rather, is a question of "W:Tt is not the quantity of legal

restraints that anects sovereignty", wxites Morgenthau, '%ut

their quali~y."~

Interdependence. according to Morgenthau, since it does not affect a state's law-giving

and law-enforcing author@ within their own tem-tov does not affect the le@ attriiute
called "sovereignty"; "the actual inequality of nations and their dependence upon each
other have no relevance for the legal status called sovereignty.*

In light of

Morgenthau's view of sovereignty. Grant's "lament" for the death of Canada as a
sovereign state was premature. Canada may becorne increasingly constraihed, granted.
Nevertheless, Canada was in 1965, and is t&y7 recognized inteniationally as a sovereign
actor, and its constitution is recognized dornestically as the supreme law-giving and
Iaw-enfiorcing authority.
Not al1 realists, however, have given the same amount of attention to the concept
of sovereignty as Morgenthau did. In his The Twenty Years Crisis. 1929-1939,for

example. Carr indicated that sovereignty was nothing more than a "convenient label" to
descnie the claim for independent authority made by States after the breakdown of the
Medieval ~ ~ s t e r nMore
. ~ ~ contemporary realists and n e o r e a i i ~ such as W a l e
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finthemore, seem to have ahost "done away" with the problematic concept of
sovereignty aitogether. Basically, in systemic accounts, "neorealists tend to combine
population, territory, authority, and recognition

- the principal constitutive elements of

-

sovereignty into a single, unpoblematic actor: the sovereign state-"@ Neorealists, due
to their fixation on anarchy, have devoted little attention to sovereignty. They see
sovereignty as merely one institution for managine anarchy and define it in tenns of this
wn~iition~~
Thus far, two conceptions of "sovereignty" have k e n put fonuard: one which

holds that sovereignty remains unaffected by the quantity of constraints (Morgenthau)
an4 the other, tbat sovereignty is being eroded by these same constrain& (Grant and
other theones of globalization). The latter theory implies that there has been a

fundamental change in the nature of international relations. The question then arises as
to whether Morgenthau, 0th- realists, and neordists can account for such fundamental

change. Theories of "balance of power" and shiftïng capabilities can explain minor

change. They nevertheless seem hadequate in addressing what is d e s c n i by many as
apocalyptic change. As RWe

stated, %alists and neorealists have reproductive, but

not transformative 1 0 g ï c . ' ~ ~
This is a central flaw in realist theory which makes it

theoretically impotent in the face of cunent challenges.
Another related flaw in realist writing is that it cannot account for how the
concept of "sovereignty" emerged "Sovereignty" is, essentially, prior to their theorizingAs Biersteker and Weber observe: qaJlthough neorealists have provided a parsimonious

explanation of how and why the state system has persisted as long as it has, they have not

construction of s o v ~ c i ~p., 6.
"

done a good job of explaining how it emerged in the first place" or "'how it might
in the process of emerging*

be

They cannot, to cite, once again, the title of Peter

Russell's recent book about Canada, acwunt for sovereignty's ccConstitutïonalOdyssey".
It is clear f i e r even a cursory glance at history that the way sovereignty is
praaiced has cbanged. However, without a look at these changes histoncally, it is
impossible to evaluate whether, in rrcent times, there luis been a qualitative change in the
concept. Both reaiist and globalization theories are in a sense ahistorical. For realists,
"sovereignty" simply 7s" despite coIlStfaint, Realists are, therefore, unable to address
the issue of what wodd constitute a veritable challenge to the qualitative nature of

Povereignty".

Theories of globalization are also problematic as they are unable to

account for why rovereignty is now king eroded when states have, for many years, k e n ,

in varying degrees, interdependent Essentially, both theones have left the concept of
"sovereignty" under-theorized and, as such, are irreconcilable.
Many cunent theoretical worh on sovereignty propose that examining
sovereignty as a social construction will permit a more fniitfbl evaluation of both
traditional coaceptions as well as challenges to the concept70 Biersteker and Weber are
two such theorists who propose that since sovereignty is a pre-condition of the
international, it must therefore follow that it is both a social and historical concept If
states are able to recognite each other as sovereign, as realist theory assumes, then it is
implied that states understand what is meant by "rovereign"

Barically, a common

understanding of "'sovereign d e ' ' implies the existence of an international society.
"Sovereignty", write Biersteker and Weber, is "an inherently social
The social nahue of "sovereignty" is implicit in Morgenthau's theory and more
explicit in Bull's and the "Engiish School's" conception of "international society".

6%iersteker, Thornu J. dCynthia Weber. p. 6.
'O Sec Biersteka ad Weba ad,Mibe* Bryaa.
''~iersteka .ad Wcba, p. 1.

Realist theory is, in essence, ontologicaiiy social. The problem, however, is that the
epistemology employai by realists such as Morgenthau aud his followers dœs not fit the
ontological character of their unit. In theu article, "International organiation: a state of
the art on an art of the state," Kratochwil aud Ruggie discuss the difficuities of

employing a "scientific" approach or epistemology within the context of an ontology that
is n e a s a d y intersubjective and sociaL7* When a positivist approach is combineci with

an ontological unit requiring intersubjectivity, in the words of Kratochwil and Ruggie,
"we have the rnost debilibîing problem of dl: epistemology fimdamentally contradicts
o n t o ~ o ~ ~ !They
" ~ ~propose that the use of an interpretive methodological approach
would reconcile this fûndarnental contradiction

The interpretive approach is discussed at leogth in Hollis and Smith's Erplaining
And Understanding intemutionaf Relations.

This approach, rooted in the idealist

tradition, is generally the "pre-thwry choice" of ment IR thetwists who emphasize the

socially consmicted nature of sovereignty. The interpretive or 'hnderstanding" approach

makes meaning d e s , history and actoa' expectatioas central to theu theori~in~?~
Such
an approach places importance on both agency and structure, viewing them as
b4~nstituted".

The "understanding" approach, as it relates to this chapter, begins by separating
the concepts of "state" and "sovereignty" where the date becomes the agent and,

sovereignty, the structure. The state is, however, not reified or viewed as a fwed agent
but rather, is seen as "an identity or agent, and sovereignty, as an institution or discourse"

7 2 ~ o c h w &Friadn'cb d John Gmrd Ruggie. uIntautionaiotguiizuion: a m e ofrbe arc on .aart of
the state,". Vol. 40, No.4, Autumn 1986, pp. 764-66.
73~bid..p- 764.
.74~ollis,Martin and Steve Smith.
- . NewYork:
M o r d University Press, 1991, pp*68-70,

with the two interacting "as mutually constitutive and constantly undergoing change and
tra~~sformation"~~
Viewing "sovereignty" as an institution, implies wnceiving it as a set

of d e s ; a set of d e s , moreover, that are -c

and have a "deepTTbasis?

Wittgensteinians suggest that dl social activities and thus, institutions may be

seen as a historical combination of

bL~~IIstitutive"
and "regulative"

The

constitutive d e s are the "defining" or structurai ones and the "regulative" d e s , the
"facilitating" ones.

Distinguishing between these two types of d e s allows for an

account of change wÏthout fiindamentally changing the nature of what Hollis and Smith
cal1 the "game" (in this case the nature of "sovereignty"). Therefore, the method
required to undentand sovereignty as a social institution "is to identie the constitutive

and regulative niles of the relevant 'game' (institution, practice, 'fonn of life'), exhibit
the associated normative explanations and thus understand action as the doing of what is

normatively expected in a situation structure of

The £ktask
t
then becomes

identimng the defining or "constitutive" d e / s of the gazne.
One problem with this approach is that although it is usefùi for descnbing change,
the establishment or f d g of a "constitutive" d e is perhaps open to i~~terpretation?~
In

short, disthguishg between 'konstitutive" and c4regulative"d e s is somewhat bluny.
The question &ses as to whether sovereignty has any constitutive mies at dl. Perhaps

al1 niles are "regulative", facilitating or changing. Wittgensteinians, however, would
reply that "ail social activities have some constitutive mies" because "social activity is

75~iersteker,Thomas J. Pd Cynthia Weber. p. 11.
'6Makr, Bryan. p. 81. Charles Taylor,u WUk dkcussd Mer in the k s k , wa the word "dccp" to
describe the "Uistitutiodn nature ofCanada's divcrsity.
77~011is,Mariui and Steve S
e p. 179.
78~oiiisMartin.
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Cambridge University Press, 1994,p. 143 quotad in Mabee, Bryrn p. 80-81'<in, issue ofUÏntmon"
wiii k divurrcd in more dcpth in ber chiptcn. Tbac 4-rding
to
Wittgenstein, also a way ofgrasping a nile tùat involves mmh@ instances wbere mors ut vieweâ as
fouowing or going a@st thC nrle in rcturl cucs. Examhhg history is important as it provides the tbeorist
with instances through which rules becorne apparent as well as rwcals the temporal specificity of cataui
niles.

possible only in so far as there are ' d e s of the game' to go by-''80 The ahistoncal

potential of settliag on "constitutiven d e s can best be rectifieci by taking a historical
perspective where the "'constitutive" d e s emerge from the dominance of a particular

In relation to "sovereignty" the constitutive d e is generally viewed as the
existence of an exclusively defined tenitory or "the claim to dtimate or final authority in
a particular spac~."~~
The "mguiativen d e s , firrthermore, involve the s a p e of authority
and "delineate the specific fwictions over whkh the state as legitimate authority and can

" ~ ~the "5wnsti~ve"
and the 'reguiative" dimensions
legitimately claim a ~ t h o r i t ~ .Both
of sovereignty will be discussed below.

Exclusive temtoridity, generally viewed as the constitutive d e of sovereignty, is
the dominant assumption of the era. Nevertheless, it was not always so. What Murphy

calls the G4political-te~tonalw
ideal is a historïcally unique way of organiang space; the
resdt of a new worldview that manifested itself aîter the Peace of ~est~hulza.~~
This

new worldview was one in which "discrete, quasi-independent territorial units were seen

as the principal buildurg bloclrs for social and political lifeanS4 It was a worldview,
furthemore, that involved a unique way of viewing space. Territory is not synonymous

with geography or space, "every object takes up space, and so do organizations" but
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"'thereare different ways of occupying ~ p a c e .Exclusive
~~
temtoriality is one way of
occupyïng space; it is historically contingent and socially coitstnicted It is, in short,
unique to the modem period, "constitutive of our environment but ultimately denved
ftom shared social experieoce."~
Spatial oatology, nevertheles, despite iîs importance to "sovereignty" is rarely
e ~ ~ l o r e d . *Ruggie
~
is one of the few theorists who discusses the way in which this
particular way of organizing and perceiving space emerged historically. The standard

accounts of the emergence of the modem territorial state generally focus on economic,
military and political efIiciencyP8 However, Ruggie's research ad& another important

dimension to this hctional account: the power of ideas or the emergence of what
Ruggie calls a uew "social epi~terne".~~
Upon examining the nature of political or&anization through time, Ruggie
concludes that the principles of territorial contiguity, exclusivity and, continuity,
constitutive of sovereignty, are, indeeâ, a historically unique way of prceiving and
organizing space.

His study considered various past spatial principles such as

consaoguini*ty or Lin-based systems, nomadic temtoriality, as well as medieval

perceptions of space. In the first instance, the organizational principle is not territorial at
d l . "To be sure", writes Ruggie, "temtory was occupied in kin-based systems, but it did
not define t h e ~ n . "The
~ ~ second instance, indicates that temtoriality need not be fixed; in

nomadic systems, 'me right to move prevailed over the right to camp'' and ownership

meant the title to migrationg1 Finally, in medieval times, territory, although fixed, was
David. p. 16.
'%id.
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not owned exclusively as "ciiffernt jinidicai instances were geographically interwoven

and stratified'' and ''plural
enclaves abounded.*

allegiaaces, asymmetrical sunxainties and aaomalous

"Brïefly put". writes Ruggie, "the spatial extension of tbe

medieval system of nile was Jtnrctured by a nonexclusive fonn of territonality, in which
authonty was both personalized and parcelized within and across tehorial
and for which inclusive bases of Iegitimry pre~iled?'~

formations

In short, the exclusive,

continuous and contiguous way of occupying space "sovereigniy" is unique to the

modem penod
Ruggie, as mentioned, attriibutes the rise of the sovereign "territorial ideal" to a

change in "social episteme" that replaced what Friedrich Meinecke bas called the
"heteronomous shacldes4 constitutive of the medieval way of perceiviag space *th the
cchomonomous'~s
fetters of modem spatial conceptions. Social, percepnial changes, in
Ruggie's view, were instrumenîal in the creation of the "bundlewnow known as the
"sovereign" temtoriai state. In his view. developments in art and language both reflected

and encourageci this changing "spatial episteme.*

He mentions as si@cant

examples, the "invention of [the] single-point perspective" in the visual arts as well as
"the growing use of vemaculars, and the cornhg to the dominance of the '1-fonn' of

speech" which permitted the distinction between 1 and you and between me and the

~ o r l d . ~ 'EUuns concurs with idea that vemacular laaguage is both temtorial and
historically specific arguing that with the decline of Lgtin, "the greater concem with
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political temtoriality went band in hand (or mouth-to-mouth) with linguistic
territ~riality.~
Without exhaustively listing the various ideas that coincided wïth a focus on
temtory, changing notions of property Bghts were also an important social force. Elkins

elaborates the various ways in which property bas k e n mnceived historicaily including
notions of shared ownership of land (the popular view of many Aboriginal nations), as
well as a form of transient "ownership" baseâ s h e d usage. Today, however, the

dominant assumption is that usage entails ownenhip an4 according to Eikim, "this

concept of ownenhip rnay be ~lated,in its empharis on exclusivity, to the notion of
temtory as the exclusive base of nations"; it is also the analogue of the concept of
sovereignty in the state system.'*

Ideas and, more genedly, a changing social and

spatial "episteme" played an important role in the emergence of the modern states

system.
However, ideas or changing "socid epistemes" were not solely responsible for the

emergence of the modem territorial states-system. At the very least, ideational change
pennitted and legitimated rather than caused the emergence of the system.

Political,

economic, technological and ideational changes interacted dialectically through time and
resuited in the new "sovereign" territorial fom.

There has been too much

interdependence and interaction (historically) between social, religious, politicai, and
technological changes to single-out any one variable as the individual variable that
resulted in the "bundlingy*
of territory. The institution of sovereignty is a hybrid case of

the ideal-types r e f e n d to by Taylor as Warnily-typet)and "seivice-type"institutions. In
other words, it both provides a pole of identity and serves a utiitarian f i u i ~ t i o n .In
~~~
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fact, as Elkins notes, "a sharp division among social, religious, ecowmic, political, and
technological variabtes

- however plausible to us now - wodd bave seemed quite

arbitrary to people living in the Iate medieval and early modern p e t i ~ d . " ~ ~ ~
Moreover, it is signincant that at the tirne of the emergence of the modem
states-system, as Hendrik Spruyt's research has established, many viable organhtional

foms were in existence if one where to

a~jcss

them according to utiliîarian

considerati~ns.~~~
Spniyt's research is also important as it higblights the historïcal
coexistence of different state forms. At the time of the rise of the "sovereign" temitorid
state, larger-scaie temonal states, city-states and, city-leagues al1 existed. Nevertheless,

the "sovereign" territorial form, prevalent toâay, was eventuaily, however imperféctiy,

selected out.

As Ruggie has conectly obsewed, "[d]esignating dominant hinorical

forms, therefore, is a matter of balance: of judging ascendancy and dedine, devance

and spurious signification."lo3 "Nonetheless" adds Rug@e "it is the case that the

modem state bas succeeded in driving out substitutable alternatives more effectively than
any other prior f o r ~ n . " ~ Although
~~
changes in social epistemology did mt

single-handedly criose the nse of the temtorial state, they were an important and
contagious force resulting in a new social nom: the exclusive use of territory as the
constitutive basis of sovereignty.

The regulative dimension of an ùistitutioa is what pennits change. More specific
to î h i s discussion, regdative rules are the ones produced by state interaction (the
practices of states) within the confines of the institutional structure of sovereignty.
Basically, while the constitutive basis of rovereignty (a single legitunate authonty on a
defineci tmitory) provides the structure or the limits of action, the states or agents are

'O1lbid, pp. 80-81.
'Ozsee ~ c a d rspmyt's.
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actively involved, through practice, in changing or recreating the d e s of the ''game" as

they go dong. The regdative rules delineate the specific fllnctions over which the state
has legitimate authoriîy as well as who can legitimately claim authonty over their
constitutive temtory. The regdative niles determine the sape of authority, as well as
what is considered iegitimate.
Without exhaustively listing the multitude of regdative changes thn have been

made, a short list will d c e to illustrate the ways in which regulative change bas
occurred-

The concept of uextmtemtoriality" is one early and importsnt example. As

Ruggie has explained, haviag established sovereign states based on exclusive use of
territory, states were faced with the tough question of what was to k done with pmblems
that could not be deait with tenitorially. One such problem was the need for dipiornatic

space or embassies. Tension occuned when members of the foreign country wished to
practice their respectivereligions in their respective embassies' chapel.

According to

Ruggie, in order to remedy the imperfkctions of sovereign temtorial constraù~ts,states
invented the fictitious concept of "cextratemtoriality."'05 Essentially, the issue of an

exclusive territorial religion was "unbundled" to permit ambassadors to ptacàce their

religious views within a temtory deemed "'extra" or "in rexrve" for the "other" and thus
not subject to the sovereign The "sovereign" would "pretend", in Ruggie's words, that
the religious service was taking place at the home

"Exîratemtoriality" was a

way in which sovereign nations sought, in Ruggie's words, "to compensate for the 'social

defects' that inhere in the modem constnict of temtoriality."lo7 This regdative nile
protected the integrity of sovereignty by -tting

a mal1 degree of territorial

''unbundling" and "rebundling" by introducing the concept of "extratemtoriaiity".

The issuing of passports by the 1920s is another, more contempofary7euunple of
regulative change. Until World War One people gemdly did not ûavel very much and
thus passports were unnecessq. However, "when by 1920 it was evident that this

presumption no longer held, nations todc steps to control who entend their tmitory and
for what purpose."108When travel begm to 'iuibundle" tenitory, states twk seps to
address this "social defect'". States took steps to regulatively Yebmdle" theu state using
passports to spec* ' M o belongs where" and "wbt belongs to whom". Pasports were
used to "sort" people temtorially.

Another significant example of regulative change is the way in which -tes
nations are recognized by international society.

or

Cnteria for Iegitimate entry into

international society have evolved greatly since the modem states system7sinception-

The principles of seMetermination and aati-colonialism are two examples of such
regulative change. These new principles, as will be seen later in the thesis, are of
significa.importance to cunent discussions of sovereignty in CanadaSovereignty is a socially "relative notion, variable in the course of t h e , adaptable
to new situations and exigen~ies,"~*and as Hiasley so aptly put it "despite the loose taU;
about the way it is acquired, 10% eroded, sovereignty is not a fact" but "rather it is an
expression of a claim about the way political power is or should be exercised"l1° It is a

daim to legitunate authority on a temtory that is regulated by the praaice of states.
"Sovereignty", as a social nom or institution, is not erodable, does not exist in degrees,

but, rather, is regulated within the h e w o r k of its constitution (exclusive, continuous
and contiguous temtory).

1 0 8 ~David
,
J. p. 22.
'%uzius, Wddhaûcr. "Sovereignty and Intanational Law,''

in R St. J. M d o n a i and Douglas M.

The above discussion indicates that Grant's 1965 "lament" may have been
premature. Although Caaada may bave lost some of its autowmy, % d o m of action"

or control over the years, increasing extemal consttaints do not imply loss of sovereignty.
Autonomy is distinct from sovereignty. u A u t ~ ~ m yas
" ,Naidu observes, 'implies the
existence of a superior authority that gants de-

of self-government in pmcnbed

reaixnsW an4 as such, "is Iimitable and divisible."111 While sovereignty denotes
supreme and legitimate authority over a particular temtory and is a question of identity,
autonomy meaas self-government and may be divided, both externally and internally,

through negotiation and state pnctice.
Although distinguishing beîween "autonomy" and "sovereignty" is important in
terms of evaluating perceiveci challenges to state ccsovereignty"at the international level,
it is du>relevant to the understanding of state structure. For example, the argument that

there exists two "sovereign" orders of government in federal systems or that Aboriginal
peoples seek "sovereignty" may be understood for wbat they are: the existence of more

than one autonomous governent and a desire for increased autonomy respectively.
An examination of "sovereignty" is inextncably Iinked to the nature of modem

collStitutionalism. Essentially, modem constitutionalism is a regdative device at the

uparticular" or individual state level. It is a way of adapting local conditions to the
institution of "sovereignty" as a whole. Canada is, in essence, characterized by a
relationship of interdependence both i n t d l y and extedly. It is embedded in both
"international" and "domestic" society.
Indeed, the institution of usovereigntyn affects the nature of, a n 4 places

constraints on, consîiîutionalism. Mer coaducting a comprehensive study of national
constitutions fiom 1870-1970, John Bali-Bennett foncluded that a global ideology had

1 1 1 ~ . i d V+.~
Press, 1995, p. 3.
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developed that "calls for continual expansion or growtb state authori@...for an
augmentation of state jiaisdiction over society anâ citizens that..appcan to follow an

upwardly accelerating curve."l l2

Individual States, furthemore, respond to evolving

definitions of what it meam to be a "state" and these definitions then "limit the extent of
national variations in state-society relati~ns."~
l 3 Boii-Be-'s

study, in shorf suggests

that there is a relationship between deepening associatioa at the international level and
the nature of

constiMionalisrn at the 'Lparîicular" level.

Boli-Bennett's findings

conceming the Imuts on national variation confVm Spnryt's hypothesis that the dominant
unit of the time is selected out and mimicked- These Iimits, moreover, are perhaps the

most noteworthy in regard to the Canadian case as in an age of "globai interdependence*
there is an increased need, as this thesis will demonstrate, for ""nationalvariation" and

flexible constitutionalism.

In his article, "The Embedded Staten,Alan Cairns discusses Canada's domestic
"web of interdependencies" arguing that somewhat paradoxically, it is both stabilizing
and hgmenting. On the one hand, the interdependent nature of Canadian federalism

"locks the state and society in countless discrete overlapping linkages" and, on the other,

has resulted in a state that is "increasingly plural, fragmenteci and multiple in its
ailegiances and identities."l14 In his view, the =te-society dichotomy no longer holds
(if it ever did). State and society are clearly c o c o n s t i ~ dStates create, legitirnate as

well as embody societal identities;

"the state is unquestionably actor as well as

~ r n ~ i r e .The
" ~ state
~ ~ is both a structure and an agent It is the meûiator between the

international and domestic, as well as a societal structure-

'

' * ~ o i i - ~ e ~ eJohn.
t t . "ThIddogy ofExpanding Stae Authority in National Constituions,
187O-lW0," in Meyer, Joha W. rad Michcal T. Huinan W.)Svstem. University ofChicago Ress,Chicago: 1979: pp. 223-224 in C h ,Aian. "The Embddcd State:
State-Society Relations in Cuuda," in Banhg Keith (Resarch Coordinator).
eP
w
- Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986 p. 78.naWTbe Embcddd State," p. 78.
14~bid.,p. 55.
lslbid., p. 78.

Nevertheless, despite the apparent increased scope of the state's authority and
legitirnacy, domestic loyaities compete. Caoada possesses not one but many states and
identities that are embedded and overlapping in its society. In recent years, constitutional

revision in Canada bas d t e d in both the extension of state authority and increased
cornpetition among identities. With regard to the constitutional process in Canada,

Cairns observes:

'hht

began primarily as a contest between govemments in Quebec

City and Onawa steadily expanded to encompess al1 eleven govemments dong with
women, Abonginais, numerous ethnic groups, the handicap@ and othersnn6 New
"non-territorial" identities, f.urthermore, have k e n added to the older ''territorial" ones

and "the thesis of the women's movement
application."117 In particular, Canada's

- 'the

personai is political' is of general

1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms both

legitimated and helped m a t e and reinforce w w non-temtorial identities; what Cairns
refen to as the "Charter Groups" may be added to Canada's entangiement of competing
identities.

However,

discussed, the fragmentation of autonomy and increased

interdependence, whether interna1 or extemal, does not necessarily endanger sovereignty.

Sovereignty, if properly regdatecl, remains viable within "webs of interdependencies"
both domestic and international. What maners is that authority on a temtory is seen as

legitimate. The above discussion indicates that the state is as legitimate as ever. The
"sovereign" state remains both the legitimate actor and the legitimator of authority in
both the international and domestic reaims.

What then wouid provide a true threat to the institution of usovereignty'' as a
whole as well as Canada's "sovereignty" in pdcular? Essentially, in order to threaten
"sovereignty" in a general sense, tbere would have to be a fllndamental change in "social

episteme" that would undermine the constitutive idea of "sovereignty" (exclusive
temtoriality). In essence, a new way of viewiag space and its relation to legitimacy and
authority would have to become dominant- If we are indeed in the mida of such a

profound change in sacial epistemology then it is possible that Grant's 'lament" was both
premature and prophetic.
if more ''personai" identities, such as the identities of what Cairns calls the
"Charter Groups" (for example, feminists) in Canada, were to reach the top of the

"identity hierarchyn and were no longer directed at the state for legitimilation, then the
territorial mindset, characteristic of sovereign goveming, could be undemüaed. There

has been some talk of "societal sovereignty" (a fictitious concept) as interest groups,
more universal in focus, have emerged. Speaking of the international penetration of
societai interest groups, Andrew Cooper has observed, for exampie, that %hile not
entirely 'sovereignty fiee', many more 'cosmopolitaa' s i e t a l groups may be said to

have a diminished territorial state of mind""8 If this mindset were to become
widespread, the concept of sovereignty could become obsolete.

Nevertheless, in a context where ideas of "sovereignty" and "exclusive temtoxy"
dominate, Quebec secession remains the most serious threat to the Canadian state and its
"sovereignty".

The Quebec nation, as an already delineated temtorial entity within

Canada, has the potentid to fulfil the "temtoriai ideai" necessary for admittance into

international society. The Canadian federai state, created in order to accommodate
difference, has wguably been too successful. The creation of delineated temtorial
entities within Canada, syrnptornatic of the dominance of modem conceptions of m e ,

may undermine its larger sovereign territory Although Quebec secession is the most

immediate threat, it would also potentially result in M e r hgmentation of the
remainuig provinces aad wen perhaps r d t in the partition of Quebec.

It

is

unclear,

however,

whether

U.N.

regdative

des

pemitting

"self-determination" would include sovereign recognition of non-colonial 'hations* or
"peoples" such as Quebec. A 1970 United Nations General Assembly Declaration
atternpted to m l v e this poblem-

A detailed -@ion

of the principle of

selfdetermination was followed by these statements:
Nothing in the fbregoing pvrgtaphs shaü be consaued as urthonting or edccHiragiag any action which
would dismcrnber or impair, totally or in part, tbe tmitorial integrity or political unity of SO-gn
and
independent States conductïng tb«nseIves in cornpliance with the principlc of aqual rights and
self-cietennination ofpeoplcs as descriabove and thus possesscd ofa govmiment rcpresenting the whole
people belonging to the taritory without dutinction as to race, d or colour--Everystate shaîi rcfiain
f?om any action aimed at the partial or total disniption of the national unity and territorial integrity of any
other aate or country. l9

According to this passage, it is questionable as to whether Quebec secession is pemitted
under international law. Canada is "possessed of a government representing the whole

people belonging to the tenitory without distinction as to race, creed or colour." The d e

is basically ambiguous and leaves many questions matl~wered. As Ruth Lapidoth bas
asked: '1s it enough that a heterogeneous state, in order to be in cornpliance with the

principle of selfdetermination, has a govenunent representing the whole population? 1s
self-detemination or secession prohiiited in the case of a multiethnic democratic state

but pedtted

in a nondemocratic one?120

Upon wusideration o f the Canadian case, the most significant problem with this
d e is its apparent disapproval of, or, at best, indifference to, institutional re~og~tition

of "deep" divenity.

More specifically, the above d e assumes that govemmental

differentiation ôased on culture "race, or creed" is inherently discriminatory and it is just
such a differeatiatioa that both the Quebecois and Aboriginal peoples are seeking in

canada. The nile reflects an Amencan assumption about race or cultud relations,

~ ~ rule has embedded a
namely, that separate or different is inherently ~ n e ~ u a 1 . lThe
paradox in tbe institution of sovereignty as the notion of self-determination suggests that
the idea of "aation" or "people"

forms the basis of legïtimate politicai authority and

then negates it with the idea of a universai, all encompassing govemment that doesn't

rec0gn.k difference iaseihbionally~ In light of the Canadian case, as will be
demonstrated as the thesis progresses, it is clear that new regdative niles are needed.
The tension inherent in this d e as it relates to the Canadian case will be discussed
M e r in chapter three.

What is certain, however, is that Quebec secession would undermine the
"national unity and territorial integrïty" of the Canada state. Furthemore, gÏven that the
definition of what consbtutes a "peoplew is also ambiguou, if Quebec secession were

pemitted under international law then it couid set a precedent for unliunlim-ted
claims to
self&tennination and "sovereignty".

Not only wodd other heterogeneous States be

endangered, but Quebec may also be seen as divisible. The breakdown of the ability to
''regdate" sovereignty could also undermine its viability. Unmanageable international
disorder couid potentially conmibute to a shift in social or spatial c'epîstemes".

The final and more general threat to the concept of sovereignty would be the
emergence of a world state. International society could develop to the point where
sovereignty is undennineci by the transfer of authority and legitimization of identity to a

universai world state. Nevertheless the current mindset appears, at this point, to remain
primarily territorial.

Such grand predictiom, rwted in idealism are, today, both

empirically and ideationally deficient

Such theories are also symptomatic of a

"centmlized state" mindset in fact, it is this same min-

so prevalent in IR theory that

'*l~orexample, in the Lndmulr SupCourt decision on sqregated piboc scboois in the US.BrBaord of
ChicfJustice Ead Wmcn siaicd thu "in the field of public aducuion, the doctrine
of 'separate but equai' bad no place. Separate cducational ficiiitïesarc inhem~tly[cmphasis addcd]
unequai." Brown W. B a d of ~ a î i o
m
f T-h, Kansas (1 st decision), 347 US.438 (1954).
v.

prompted Martin Wight's question as to "Why is there no International ~ h e o r y ? . " ~ ~ ~

Kennetô Waler's W o n tbat the European Community would not amomt to much in
the "international structuren unless it kcame a ''unifled state", although for different

reasons, also reflects this conceptuai coastraint, l*

To recapitulate, two competing conceptions of wvereignty have dominated the
Iiterature. One, popular in theories of globalization, holds that sovereignty is being
eroded by increasing constraints on states while the other, the "ûaditionalw IR view,
argues that "sovereignty" is not eroded by constraint but, tather, that states may take on
any number of constraints as long as their law-making and law-giving authority is
mauitained.

Both theoretical strains, however, bave lefi their central concept of

"sovereignty" undertheoridThese two competing views of "sovereignty" are, fbthermore, ineconcilable
and, as such, impossible to evaluate. Globalization theory, which proposes that the world
is witnessing hmdamental change in the nature of political organktion, is unable to
account for the fsct that states have always ken, in varying degrees, interdependent.

Similarly, traditional "realid" theory, wbich focuses on continuity, is hadequate in
properly addressing foundational change in the states-system. In short, while the fomer

focuses on change, the later focuses on continuity and as such, the two theories are
deficient.

Viewing "sovereigntyn as a socid construction is usefiil in dispelling some of its
myths. Most significantly, however, viewuig "sovereignty" as a wcially constnicted

institution pemiits an account of both continuity and change. "Sovereignty", theonzed in

such a way, has both traosformative and reproductive logic.

122wight,Mubur "Why is then
in Bunddd, Herkn and idWight
. no Iris-od
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However, of more immediate and fiandamental concem is how such a conception
is relevant to the domestic Canadian national unity dcbate. The continued viability of the
concept of ''sovereignty" as a organizing principle of the "internationai" depends on the
capacity of individual states to "bundlen their territory in accordance with exclusive
territoridity. In short, modem constïtutïonalisrn,is inexûïcably tied to the process of
"rebundling" sovereignty.

Canada is an important "particdar"

aise

in this regard The Canadian case

illustrates the difficulty that states characterized by "deep divem-ty" have in meeting the
"sovereign temtorial ideal".

Essentiaiiy, vubile Canada's wastitutive basis imposes

c'heteronomous shackles" domestically, it is faced with the "homonomous" shackles of
"sovereignty-thinking" or idea of the "normal" way of k i n g a date as a member within
the institution of sovereignty. Canada's "constitutionai odyssey" reveais the extent to

which the idea of

"sovereignty" constrains modem coastitutionalism, as well as

highlights the role that particular states can play in renegotiating or regulating
sovereignty Certain states are, basically, less amenable to "sovereignty7' an4 for this

reason, an examination of "particular" cases may be usetùl both in terms of assessing
"regdative gaps" intemationally and, more generaily, the continued viability of the

institution of "sovereignty" as a whole.

The idea of Tanda*, as will be seen in the following chapters, necessitated,
fiom the outset, a renegotiation of the boundaries of sovereignty. Canada's history is
replete with "anti-sovereign" ideas that were, nevertheless, made to "fit" within the
concept of sovereignty. The discussion will now hvn to an indepth examination of the

Canadian case,

Chapter Two:
Canada as Institution: Exploring YNormaiity~
in Canada's Time and Space
When different peoples mett thcy must îkd ways of answering the question: who bdongs here and what
betongs to whom? Iaertare mpny w q s ofanswcring the question: codquest, domination, urd assimilation
of the weak by the strong are perbaps the most common- But thcre is aiso tbe possi'bility of sharing,
co4stence,
and men co-opemion. Tbe history of Canada provides ülustrati*ons of aü of t k s e
p0sn'bies.-.
Ramsay Cook, Quebec, Canrrdit. a d t
k wes of N & - d i s m

-

Remnants of the past that don't make sense in presart terms the useless, the odd, the pcarliar, the
incongruous are signs of history. niey supply proof that the wodd was not msde in its presen! form.
When history perfiis, it covers its own tracks.
Stcpbea Jay Gould, 77e Panda 's TJMnb

-

Guy Laforest has recently axtjculated that "[c]ontemporary debates on sovereignty

wodd be clearer if references to normality were avoideâ" adding h t , he views
"FJistory as an open process which does not have much to do wi-th normality and

ne~essity".l*~ Laforest's wmment is both telliag with regard to how the concept of
"sovereignty" implicitly structures the Canadian national unity debate and highlights the
importance of the particuiar. 'Wormality", in short, is not static but, rather, what is

consîdered "normal" is relative to time and space. The central purpose of this chapter is
to identiQ what is "normal" for "Canada" in its time and space.

Employing an institutional perspective, the f
im and main task of this chapter will
be to uncover the "constitutive" d e / s of the Canadian "game". Nevertheles, Canada

must also be situated within the larger, over-arching institutional structure of

"sovereignty" in which it is C C ~ n s t i t u t actofed
Essentialty, the chapter's purpose is
to uncover both the mcular

and more general ideational constraints that existed at the

time of "Confederation"as weiî as how they have interactd
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The same methodology as applied in the first cbapter will be employed to look at
Canada's particular institutional evolution

As with the discussion in cbapter one

conceming sovereignty, meaning, d e s , history and actors expectations will al1 be
central. Althaugh agency and structure will be viewed as cwxnstituted, they will be
separated conceptuaily at times in order to examine their interaction. Whereas in the
discussion of "sovereignty", "sovereignty" was the institution a114the "state" the agency,
the examination wiU move down a level of adysis where the "state* (in this instance
"Canada") becomes the "institution or discouf~e~
and "society" or "politics" and more

generally, political practice becomes the identity or agent-

in the above discussion of "sovereignty" it was stated that the fim task is to
identify the '~constitutive7'd e / s of the game. It was the view of this thesis that this may

be somewhat poblematic since d l d e s could simply be regdative and that settling on
"constitutive" d e s may, for this reason, be open to interpretation. While, as was seen in
the

fim chapter, Wittgensteinians would

suggest that al1 social activities have

constitutive or dennuig, structural d e s as well as regulative or facilitating ones, the
problem of interpretation may be more mute in the case of "Canada". Canada is ofien
referred to as a country of many "solitudes" which suggests that the "garne" may be

viewed very dÏEerently by various communities. In fact, Canada has been described as
possessing a tradition of "philosophical federalism", a tradition, fiuthermore, where

there is an ambiguous and interdependent relationship between "theory" and
"iPra~tice".
125 This lack of awareness of the relaîionship ktween Canada's constitutive,

or unique "fonn of lifen and its regulative duneasion is what lies at the a u x of Canada's
"mega-constitutional" saga. Constitutional refonn in Canada may be seen as a stniggie

. .- -
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find a formal institutional structure that permits both the continuity of Canaàa's

constitutive principle/s and t k i r effective regdationThe problem of interpretation or "Kttling" on inaccurate constitutive principles
was rectified in chapter one by taking pn historical perspective.

In the case of

"'sovereignty" it was found that the institution emerged in conjunction with changes in

ideas about space and authority as well as sorne utilitarian concetus. Namely, it was

found that sovereignty emerged with the idea that there should be a single legitimate
authority on a de-

temtory.

The emergence of the idea of "Canadan must therefore by placed in a temporal, a
spatial and, an ideational context. The task, however, is a difficult one as there is, as

Léon Dion has noted, an asymmetry between anglophone and b c o p h o n e views of time

and space. Basically, Dion is of the opinion that "[olf the two main traaxendental
categones of understanding, space and t h e , Anglophones lay the greatest emphasis upon

space, and Francophones upon time."126 How "Canada" is viewed by these two groups

is very much a product of the asymmetrical empharis placed on these two categories.
Whereas "English Canada's" temporal understanding of Canada usuaily begins
with "Confederation", "French Canada's" stretches M e r back More specifically, the
Royal Procimation (1 763),the Quebec Act (1774)' the Consrirurion Act (1791), and the
Act of Union (1 840)

are equally significant, fiom a h c o p h o n e perspective, to Canada's

constitutional history.

As Vemey has noted "[tlhe difference in attitudes toward

constitutionai documents symbolïzes the two differeat appoeches to Canadian
h i ~ t o r y " ~ ~A~ f i t f i i l understanding of Canada's constitutive basis can only be

achieved, therefore, by extendhg historical memory to encompass both the anglophone
and fbcophone views of t h e .

ion, Léon.
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Essentially, the above mentioned constitutional documents are meanÏngful as they
provide the foundations of a dualist view of Canada Aithough not al1 of the documents
formally recognize the dual nature of Canada, the resultant practice is viewed as evidence
of political dualism. Political practice creaîed noms that regulatcd relations between

French and English Canada. These informa1 des, finthemore, were to have lasting

significance in terms of how Confederation was viewed They were to become a
significant part of Canada's i d o d institutional founàation, or discourse, and wodd
condition perceptions of how the Canadian "game" should be play&

Many Canadians today would find it puzzling that the Royal Prodamaicion (1763)
remains meaninghil to those that espouse a dualist view of Cahada In fact, the Act,
assimilationist in strategy, had as its purpose the elhination of many of the distinctive

features of the French colony. For example, it wodd have rescinded the Iegal statu of
the Catholic Church, eliminated the seigneurial system, as well as replaced civil law with

common law. Nevertheles, it is not the forrnal content of document that now catches
the attention of contemporary historians and politicians, but rather the politics or practice
that developed within the formal "regime". Despite the assimilationist strategy of this

formal policy, the Govemor General of the time concluded that assimilation would not
work. The Act was never enforced and the colonies continued to bction pagmatically

according to the principle of duality. The fate of the Royal Proclamation is evidence of
the power agency or the "political"to ovemde inappropriate forrnal structures.
As McRoberts has demonstrated, thk opposite political stnitegy eventually

resulted, 11 yean later in the Quebec Act (1774). a formal recognition of dualism.
Basically, the formai powers of French institutions lost with the Royal ProcIamation
were reinstated in the Quebec Act and "[i]n this wayrn writes McRoberts, "the Quebec
Act

laid the basis for Canadian duali~m."*~*
More specifically, the Quebec Act laid the

formal basîs for Canadian dualism. The Quebec Act formally recognized what was
taken as a "given" in practice; it simply 'kaught-up" with politin and formdued the
practicai nom of dualism.

Political dualism was again practiced when, in 1791, with the Constitution A n ,
the colonies were ganteci representative govemment and divided into Lower and Upper

Canada This division had as its purpose to g i ~ nmajority
t
status to the British and the
French in their respective representative institutions an4 aithough duaiism was not
recognized explicitiy, and "strictly speaking, the division was tenïtorïal," according to
McRoberts, "'the rationaie was to accommodate cultural d~alisrn."~*~
The Assembly of

Lower Canada becarne a vehicle of h c o p h o n e "nationalism". In fact, the first debate
in the legislatue of Lower Canada was about the preservation of the French language.
As Monet notes, "that theme of the importance of the French language to French

Canadians goes right back to that priod"13*
Perhaps most hportantly, in light of contemporary separatism, ''[tlhe measure
served to link fhmcopbones with a specific temtory

."'

l ï h e 179 1 Constitution Act,

by

establishing an institutional link between Trench Canada" and a delineated temtory,
created ''sovereign ptential".

The Act is, not surprizingly, an important part of the

Quebec natioaalist's and sepafatist's historical memory.

Nevertheles, the Constirution AC!, while fomally an Act granting representative
govemment and dual political institutions, resulted in a defacto regime of conho1 by the

economic elite of the time, most of whom were English-speaking- Bssically, the main

advison to the govemon of the t h e were members of the Fdly

Compact In the

opinion of the one of the foremost contemporary experts on Canadian coastitutionaiism,
M o r d University Press, 1997, p. 4.
1291bid., p. 5.
l 3%oncs Jacques. "Two Nations Waning?," in a didogue that rppeared in Bothweii, Robert (Ed.)
Two I&Q&
(Revisai Edition). Vulcouver, B.C- : UBC Press,
1998, p. 27.
l lbid.

"[ilt was the tensions generated by this combination of quasi-a'stocraîic
elements that gave rise to the 1837 rebellions".
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and democratic

These rebellions, motivated by

economic concems, were separatist in nature, as one is so often reminded today, and
when put down, l d to Canada's fourth Constitution in 1840.
Lord Durham was, subsequently, sent to Canada to analyze and report on the
causes of Rebellion an4 in perhaps the most popularly cited Canadian historical
reference, he noted the dual nature of Canada, descniing the politicai situation as one

where 'two nations [were] wa-g

at the bosom of a single state.'

His report's

recornrnendations fomed tbe b i s of "pre-Canada's" founh constitution. Essentially,
the report's most signifiant recommendations were to establish respoasible governrnent

and to assure assimilation of the "French fact".

The Durham report was antithetical to the conservative practices that bad
developed organically pnor to the rebellions. As Tully has noteci, Durham was hostile
toward the cornmon-law principle of continuity, manifesteci in pre-rebellion practices,

and interpreted the rebellions through this lens. For example, bis report began with an

interpretation of the rebellions as 'a stniggle, not of priaciples, but of races.' The
problem, in Durham's view, was neither economic nor principled but, rather, was incited
by two conflicting daims to culhiral continuity Moreover, the English, since they were,
in his view, superior in every way could not possibly culturally CO-existwith a

francophone majority. Durham suggested that it was impossible that 'a race which felt
itself ..superior in political activity and intelligence, should submit with patience to the

nile of a majority which it could not easily reqxct' Basically, it was Durham's opinion
that the conflict in the Canadas was not a m d t of class merences, imperialism or

domination, but rather was dm to the archaic convention of continuity and the imposition

.

*

132~uucll.
Pet- K
Ontario: University of Toronto Press Inc., 1993, p. 14.
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Toronto,

of an "iderior" culture on the minority. FrenchCauadian resistance to assimilation was

presented therefore as reactionary ethnic "backwardness".

Assimilation and

discontinuity were justified in the name of a 'comprehenskve view of the finure and the
pennamnt irnprovewnt of the Province.'

Both anglophones and francophones, in

Durham's view, would benefit fiom assimilation133Resaging the Trudeau vision, the
English-speaking end French-speaking nationalisms were to k treated a~ynmet~cally
in
the name of a

compreheasive view of the fimue or "progressn.

In order to fùlfil Durham's rrcornmendation for responsïble govemment, a forsnai
consti-tutional text was not requireâ but, ratber, in whot Russell descnis as "a manner

more typicd of British conshitutionalism," a change was simply made in the instructions
given to the govemors of British North ~ r n e r i c a ' ~The
~ govemors were nom then on
to be advised by a group of politicians seen

as legitimate by the assembly (in effect, a

cabinet). This principle was put into practice in the Union whea Lord Elgin chose Louis

Lafontaine and Robert Baldwin to fonn govemment foilowing their election ~ i c t o r y . ~ ~ ~
The fint 'Durham rnoâel" Union govermnent was, ironically, a dual one. It once again

became apparent that simply replacing one formal institutional structure with another

could not eluninate the dual nature of the colonies in pnctice.
Furthemore, structurally, in light of the perceived desirability of assimilation, a
legislative union was recornmended. Consequently, with the Act of Union (1840)' Upper

and h w e r Canada merged and political dualism lost its formal constitutional
recognition. Nevertheles, inwhat McRoberts describes as "one of the greatest ironies of
Canadian history" political dualim not only srwived the 1840 rrgime, but "the political
institutions of the new United Canadas soon evolved a most elaborate rheme of politid

d ~ a t i s m . " ~The
~ ~ "bilinguai institutionai dialogue" that had animated the pre-Union
period wuld not k replaceci by a ~monological",

one despite formal structure.

In fact, the two unÏts, the Upper and Lower Canadas, did not completely
disappear but were instead renameà Canada West and Csnada East respectively.
Although the maintenance of these t tu en ci es was not motivated by a des*

to

preserve past institutions but rather to assure tbat Upper Canaàa was oot

underrepresented in terms of seats, formal tem-toriai dualism remained in an attenuated
fonn

English Canirdians, despite theü aumerical superionty (in terms of seats), won
proved to be more divided than the French Canadian '%bloc". Divisions among the British

such as over mponsible govemment as well as cconomic rivalry between

English-speaking businessmen in Montreal and Toronto necessitated consideration of
partnership with francophones.

Lafontaine understd quite well the benefits of bloc

voting arguing that "if French Canadians worked together...and didn't divide the way
EnglishCanadians di4 they could exercise greater power in the new political
constitutional arrangements than thek numbers alone would have allowed thern to.w137

Lafontaine's politics were a fom of dualist elite accon1113odation that worked well for
francophones. When it was tune to form the first govemment, as McRobeils explains,
"[allthough the colonial secretaty in London was huious, he tinally had no choice but to

accept a govemment formed by ... [a] Baldwin-Montaine coalition."138 Regardlesr of
the fornial structure, the political necessity of dualist cooperation had once again

ernerged.

%4c~0an~
~~nnetb.
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McRoberts and Vemey have both established the extent to which dualist political
practices de~eloped!~~Past iastitutional noms or conventions were not easily replaced
The ""Quebec"govemment, for example, was permined to continue providing s e ~ c e in
s

French and, civil law was maintaine& BaPically, the French C d a n formil "gains"
associated with the Quebec Act were maintained in practice.

The principle of dualism was. in fact, extended durhg the Union period An
elaborate system of dual administration developed: 'the United Canadas maintained
separate senior administrative positions, such as provincial secretaries, cornmissionen of

Crown lands, and deputy superintendents of education"; ministries themselves were
dual; an4 "there were even duai prime m i n i ~ t e r s . " ~Furthemore,
~~
the capital shified
between Canada West and Canada East cities, fmt between Kingston and Montreal, and,
then Quebec City and Toronto. In fact, in 1849 it was decided that the capital should
altemate, ever four years, between Quebec City and Toronto. The practice, furthemore,
of recording sessions of the legislature in English only was efiminated in 184%. In 1849

Lord Elgin, read the Throne Speech in English and French and announced that French
and English were of qua1 status in parliament.l4'

Perhaps most sipificantly, a principle of "double-majorityn, Mewed by many as
the forerunner of federalism, developed.

Verney and R w e l l , for example, both

acknowledge the "double majority" pnnciple as "federal practice". More specifically,
the practice of 'bdouble-majority" was, in Russell's view, '4quasi-federaI"142. Vemey,

argues that the ''sectional
fiirtherm~re~

1 3 9 ~ ~ ~ o b e rKQmb.
ts,
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duaüsm" that emerged "serveci both as an
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alternative to the imperid policy of assimilation and as the forerunnef of Canadian
fderali~rn-"'~~
Dualist politics were apparently the harbinger of Canadian federalism.
This relationship between the "duaiist principle" and the Wederalist" principle is,
however, not only recognizeâ in hindsight

In an 1865 speech on the Quebec

resolutions Macdonald descnid this "double-majority" Union practice as such: "in

matters affeaing Uppr Canada solely, members from that section clairned and generally
exercised that right of exclusive legislation, while members from Lower Canada
legislateci in matters affecting ouiy theü own S e c t i ~ n "Momver,
~~
in the same speech

Macdonald explicitly achiowledged the federal nature of this Union political practice
sîating that:
aithough we have nomindty a Legisiaîive Union in Cansda - dtbough we sit in onc -P
supposcd
constitutionaüy to represcnt tbe people without regard to sections or localities, yet we know, u a aatter
of lact, that sina the Union in 1841, we have had a Feded Union..We have M a F d d Union ii faet,
thou& a m i a î i v t ~ m i o ii
i u a c . 1 4 s fcipârrü d â a î J

Clearly, in light of history, politics, or practice are equally as significant as formal
structure.

Intercultural dialogue and accommodation were constitutive of the Union

p e n d regardiess of fonnal structure, and dualism was an important regulative nom.

The reguiative noms that developed in preConfederation times were to have
lasting significance, and duaiism was perhaps the most important of these. As stated by
Verney, "dualism was not simply one of several important featuresn, but rather, dualism
dualism was practiced
"was the muntry's most distinctive a m i a ~ t e . " ' ~Political
~

politicaily from the Conquest onward It was r e c o p k d f o d l y in the Quebec Act
(1774), the Cumtitution Act (1791) and developed in practice within the legislative

union established in 1840.

Toronto: (nbord University Press, 1987. p. 73.

Jbid.

Recognizing Canada's formol and idormal institutional history is significant in
ternis of understanding the transition nom Union govemment to Codederation, as well

as contemporary arguments conceming the "reaî'' meaning of Confederation. One may
speak of an "institutionn, according to Charles Taylor, uevery time the practice of a given

population stabilizes around certain forms."

Basically, praaices or "[c]cnain ways of

acting become %ormai" and oAen normative as ~ e l l . They
" ~ ~"define different roles"
and actors ''recognize themselves in these r01es."~~~
An institution may exist, according
to Taylor,

"even where it is not regulated by a legal code.w150

Confederation, Canada already possessed an institutional

At the time of

structure; a structure,

furthemore, that wodd s h e p the constitutional debates that lead to Confederation
Looking at Canada as a developing "institution" allows one to consider both
structure and agency. Clearly, in light of the brief history of pre-Confederation politics,

the formal structures were often disregarded and indigenous practices developed. A

Canadian " institutional discowsen developed over the approximately one hundred yean
afler the Conquest. Confederation did not occur in an 'Cinstitutional vacuum* but, rather,
important conventions bad aiready developed in fact, many "Canadasn haâ already

existed at the time of Confederation.lsl

These conventions were to condition how

Confederation wodd be interpeted
When looking at Confederation, it is important to wnsider both continuity and

change, as weil as how that change is perceived. Many EnglishCanadian academïcs,

although with a focus on Confederation, aclmowledge the importance of continuity to
Canada's political tradition.

W. L. Morton end George Grant, for example, have

' " ~ e e ~ a n yD, o u g h s r n d ~ i r n iVeney~
1974). pp. 1-1 9.

uACmmdÜnPolitiaiConimunity?TbeCIst for

d e s m i Canada as a "conuservative nationw. In fact, Grant, as was discussed in chapter
one, attrï'buted the "impossibility of Canada" in his 1965Lament to the uimpossibility of
c o n s e r ~ a t i s m . This
~ ~ ~ kind of statement, however, is not very wful in tenns of
assessing how one can botb conseme and develop. A blanket statement such as this one
takes ''CarinAnn for granted in a similar way, as we saw in cbapter one, as the realists

have done with regard to "wvereignty". It begs the question of how one may both

conserve and change.
In his "The Conmative Rinciple in Codederation," W. L. Morton also
suggests that Confederation was a conservative under-taking.

The "'conse~ative

pnnciple", in Morton's conception, is 3he assertion that the chief political good is
stability"; an order, however, that "is not irnposed by authority fkom without, but order
arising fkom equilibrium reached among the elements of society by usage, tradition and
~ a w v . " The
~ ~ ~conservative principle is related to "what the philosophem cal1 an organic

order, not an order mechanicaily contrived, but one resulting h m growth from
within."'"

Essentiaily, the conservative principle implies that change takes place within

a structural or constitutional order. If Confederab'on was indeed "coaservative" then it
follows that it must be viewed as a result of "organic growth'' fkom within. More
specifically, if Confederation was "conxrvative" it must be viewed as an "organicn or
structured b'growth" with its roots in the pre-Codederation constitutional order.

T o w-d C

Due to both a population shift be-g

in the 1850s that tilted the balance in

favour of Canada West, and increasing deadlock in the 1860s- the Union govemment
beuune intolerable to muiy English Canadiam and refonn became the order of the day.

The Upper Canadians, who d e n outncnnbered by Lower Canadians in 1840 had decided
1 5 2 George.
~
For A
5 3 ~ 0 ~ oW.
n L.
, U=m=ciple

p.81.

in Confederation,"

VOL71,

to divide seats equally baween the two

were quickly converted to the logic of

%p. by pop." when the demographics s h i M As Macdonald would later remark, "the

desire and cry for [representation by population]...was daily augmentingn ~moagUpper
Canadians, a systern to which mistance in Lower Caaada was "proportionably increasing

in strength."l

55

The system, in short, had become difFicult to manage. The alliances between
Macdondd's Conservatives and Cartier's Bleus, and Brown's Refonners and Donon's
Rouges, with majoritia in Canada East and C

d West respectively, had created

deadlock. The colonies had reached a point of constitutional crisis. ""Anyone who
wntemplates a binatiod, double majority system as the solution to Canada's present
discontents should,"

observes Russell, "'consider the finistrations and anirnosities

generated by such a scheme during the union

A system that would temper

the ccse~tional
jealousies" was clearly needed in Macdonald's view.

* 57

To these domestic factors may be added some of the "extemaln factors, both
econornic and security related, that made the need for union of British North Arnerica

urgent The British were dismantling their mercantile system and there was fear that the

U.S. would abrogate the 1854 Reciprocity Treaty- Furthermore, the development of the
West as a supplier of naturai tesources and as a market for Eastern goods, was appealing.

Comrnon securiîy was also an issue in the face of the "democratic", "mob d e " in the

us.IS8
The possibility of Codederation was permittexi by an "odd d i t i o n * of three
leaders of major factions, John A. Macdonald, ~eorges-ÉtienaeCartier and George

Brown. As Peter Russell has delkateci, George Brown had chaire& since Mach 1864,

a parliamentary cornmittee exmïnïng options for constitutional rrform which upon
completion in mid-lune of that same year reported that a federal system (for either the
two Canadas or for al1 of British North Amerïca) wodd best solve Canada's

constitutional d i f f i c u ~ t i e s . ~When
~ ~ the Macdonald-Tache cdition govemment mas
defeated in a vote of non-confidence, a few houn f i e r the comminee made its repori,

- agreed to join

Brown "to the total amazement of the politicai pundits of the day

Macdonald and Cartier in a Great Coalition solely for the purpose of achieving a
constitutional solution dong the Lines recommended by Brown's c o ~ t t e e . w 1 6 0As
Macdonald would later admit:

"it was not without a great ded of difficulty and

reluctance that ...[the corlition] Govemment was f~mied"~~l In what would be

instructive to political actors today, the leaders at the time of Confederation, faced with a
constitutional crisis, put their party differences aside in the spirit of
The Confederaton package was indeed a compromise. While it was generally
agreed that "federalism" was the only answer to the constiMiond difficulties plaguing
the colonies, the "Fathers" supportexi the "federal" state form to varying degrees. As
Laselva has note4 "[iln 1867 Confederation had supporters as well as opponents, but

few Canadians were unequivocal federali~ts."~~~
Foreshadowing constitutional positions
today, the 'Tathers" had diflerent expectaîions, and indeed conceptions, of what it meant
to be "federal". In many ways Confederation was made possible by the ambiguity of the
compromise.
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Macdonald's reasons for supporting a f e d d union were pragmatic, and his
support ldcewarm. Actually, Macdonald had origiaally supported the idea of a uni-

legislative union. Macdonaid recognjzed, however7 that the possibility of a strictly
w-tarystate was constrained by Canada's inherent dualism, or îhe "French fact"-

speech to the Legislative Assembly of Canada in Feb-

In a

of 1865 he stated his reasons

for supporting the establishment of a federal statc as such:
IhaveagainandaphsîatedmtheHausetiut, i l ~ b k , I t b o u g h t a ~ t i v e U m i o a w o a i d k
pntmble. I ~ e J w a y s a o a t d d t b o t X ~ c o u l d ~ t o h a v t o ~ g o v a n m a i t u d o a e ~
Iegislating for the whole of tbese p p l e s , it wouid L the best, the chupcst, the most vigorous, and the
strongest system ofgovanment WC d d dopt But, on looking at the subject in the [Quebec] CO~EM'EC,
and discussing the matter as WC did, most unrescrwaly, we found that mcb isysîem w u imptlaiubk.

Iathefvrtplrct,itworld.oti~+ttkrrrwatd*motLRIlwCU.dl,-t&yfiZtthatin

-

their particular position being a minority, with a Wercm language, notionrüry and reiigioa âom the
majonty - in case of. jUIICtjo11 with the o t k provinces, tbeir institutions uid th& laws mi@ be d a i ,
and their ancestral associations, on which they prided themsefves, attackcd and prejudiccd; it was found that
any proposition which involvecf the absorption of the ùidividurlity of L o w a Cuiida - if 1 may use the
expression - wodd not t~ r r a ~ r antb
d fivour by ha pople. 164 [ m p b i -1

In Macdonald's view, the establishment of a federal system was evidently a practical

concession made to Lower Canada.

He recognized the unique "individudity" of

French-Canada and tempered his vision accordingly.
Although a clear preference for the British mode1 of imitary govemment was
expressed and, despite the general "anti-Americanism" of the tirne, Macdonald described
the American federation as "one of the most skillfiil works wfiich human intelligence

ever ~ r e a t e d . * l ~In
~ Macdonald's Mew. Confiederation would correct some of the
Amen-

nate's defects by marrying fedcrplism to British parliamentary govemment,166

Basically, according to Macdonald, the Americaas, in establishing theïr federal system
of goverment, had 'bcommenced,in f a at the wrong end" by deçlaruig that 'kach
state was a sovereignty in it~elf?~' Canada, in contrast, was to have a mengthened

General ~overnment!~~
Canada would,according to Macdonald, build on the American

mode1 and correct ~ o m e
of its " sovereign imperfections."
While Macdodd's support for federaiism was contingent, writes LaSelva,

"Cartier was an unequivocal f e d n a l i ~ t " According
~~~
to Cartier, federalism best lent
itself to the cultural surYival of French Canada. The pre-Codederation pen'od, as was

seen, formally created both an uisbtutionai (with the Quebec Act in 1774) and territorial
(with the Constitution Act in 1791) 1Uik between the French and b w e r Csnada French

Canadians, if they supported Confederation at d l , genedly agreed that federaiism would

be the best means of cultural survival.
Cartier is, in a sense, the 'forgotten Father' of Codederation- Nevertheless,
according to Laselva, his contribution to the debate is essential as it raises an issue lefi
under-developed by the other "Fathers*': the issue of "nationality". To Cartier, a federal

system was not only necessitated by the diversity of the Canadas but wouid wntri'bute to
producing a new federal nationality with multiple loyalties. In contrast to Macdonald
who was preoccupied with the Amencan model, Cartier did not assume a cornmon
nationality but rather, "Canadian federalisrn, in his understanding of it, did not
presuppose the nation so much as create itWL7OA fderai union would not displace
existing provincial and national allegiances but, rather, these identities wouid co-exist

within a cornmon "political nabionality". Cartier's conception implied that

"Canada

was to be a nation", wn-tes Laselva, " in which multiple loyalties and multiple identities

f l ~ u ~ s h e d .Cartier,
" ~ ~ ~in shorî, recognized the intersubjective nature of instihitions. A
federal structure, in the "forgotten Father's" view, was not only necessitated by diversity

but would also create and conserve a federai society United by a common "political

nationality".
George Brown's rrssons for supporthg the idea of union were quite different and
were related to the g e n d position of his Reform party.17* The Reform party grew as a
result of the Union of Upper aad b w e r Canaâa in 1840 under which each unit was given
equal representation despite the population differentiai that favored Lower

Canada

However, when the demographics changed in fhvour of Upper Canadians, the Union

arrangement was no longer as appealing to the Reformers. Francophones (who were
generally B I m ) tended to vote in a bloc and, as mentioned above, allied with the Upper

Canadian Conservatives. The Reformers, in short, suffered in the Union scheme. The
legislahire had been dorninated since the 1850s by a Bleus d i t i o n of Lower or East
Canadians and a mal1 group of Upper or West Canadians. George Brown, authot of the
report on constitutionai options was, thus, a firm supporter of federalism.

In facf

Brown was '%O anxious to obtain justice for Upper Canada," explains Peter Russell, ' a a t
he preferred the smaller project" of federalism between solely the two Caaadas instead of
the whole of British North America "since it wouid be easier to attain."173 An

asymmetrical (in favour of Upper Canada)

"sovereignty-associationn arrangement

between the two nations was a legitimate option in Brown's view.

Tederalismn as delineated in the Confederation proposal also fit nicely with the
Reform Party's generai political platform and ideology. The Conféderation proposal
would tackle "representative reform" by establishg the principle of 'rep by pop' and by
adopting the priaciple of local self-g~vemment?~ Basically, the Confederation
proposal was viewed as consistent with the Reform Party's democratic principles.

These differences ia motive resulted in a somewhat ambiguous Confederation
proposal. Despite the appearance of a unified fkont among the Yathers', to many critics,
the "confederation" proposal contradicteci the federd (or "confederal") phciples it was
meant to express. An inventov of anti-federal measures were citeà by critics. The most

important of these were that the provinces were not given the fiscal capacities to fullil
theù assigned responsibilities, lieutenant-governon could disallow provincial legislation

and would be appointed to the provinces by the federal govemment, and the federd
goverrunent was to ntain residual power to maintain 'peace, order and good
govermnent" as well as possess a general power of di~allowance.~~~
Critics of the
proposai suggested that the agreement was really a design for a uni-

govenunent in

disguise and called for a "genuine" federal system. The BNA Act wouid later be

described as "quasi-federal" by federd experts due to the above unitary feahuesThe debate dealing with the issue of 'bitary''

versus 'Yederal" state structures

that developed revealed the extent to which actors (some more than others) were

implicitly constrained by ideas of what it means to be sovereign. Basically, at the t h e of

Confederation a Blachtonian idea of sovereignty as indivisible domînated and many had
difficulty reconciling the idea of federalism with their conception of "s~vereigntf'.~~~

Nevertheles, Canaâa's unique time and place, it will be demonstrated, enabled
Canadians to make the same concephial distinction that was made in chapter one.
Canada's unique "social episteme" pem-îted a distinction between "autonomy" or

"freedom of action" and "sovereignty" and, in so doing, made the idea of a Canadian
"ConMeration" possible.

Some of the greatest critics of the "Great Coalition's" proposal were
Antoine-Aimé and Jean Baptiste Eric Dorion, Rouge representatives nom Quebec who
insisted that the proposai was, in reality, a proposal for a unitary government or
instead proposed a systern wbere the provinces wouid
Legislative Union The ''DO~OLIS"

retain their "full sovereignty" and delegate powen such as foreign relations, trade, and

postai SM-ces ta the Gencral Govemment The Dorions, in short, wanted what they
viewed as a %e7* f e d d system, one that would pennit the provincial govemrnents,

including wbat would becorne Quebec, to exercise theu "s0vereignty"-

The r>orionsn use of the concept of "sovereignty" to anchor their crïticism of
the proposal, Vipond suggests, clarified the debate by underminhg some of

the

conceptual arnbiguity created by the appûuance of a unified front by the "Fathers". The

"Dorions", in his view, forceâ a more systematic analysis of the implications of the

proposal and the debate couid no longer be "papered-~vef"~~
as the implications of
"sovereignty"were clarifieci. In Vipond's words:
in miking sovereignty tbe t'us of tbeir rnaiysis of the Confdention seberne, tbt Dorions
immediatdy duirkd tbe c b o k and budeneci the dternritiva. For if Blackstone was right tbat
sovereigmy is indnrisile, thm, as the Dorions showcd, there could really be only two ways of forming a
broder political associaîion in British North Amenta- At one extrane, sovereignty muid be lodgcd in some
central authority which had the legislative power to make laws for ail the cofonics or provinces; this was
what was meam by a l@&tivc union. At the o t k cJdreme, cach member of the asmciaion d d runain
sovereign or supreme; this was the legal descrï~onof what the Dorions called f e d d union. In either case
the sovereign power axid "ddegatew law-making authonty to some "subordinatcn body. In a legislotive
union authority could be dcicgated to provincial legislatures in much the lame way that authority was
traciiîionally ddegaîed to municipal or cwnty councils or in tbe way thaî the imperial Puliament "ddegated"
power to the coloiriril IegisIanim. C o n v d y , in a federal union authority could be delqatad in Mnous
ways fiom tbe inâividuai sov~~«*gn
sutes to r cornmon congrcss. But in either cuc, tbe ddegated power
ultimately acistcd at the suffmce of the sovereÏgn, Power could be withdrawn, supexvissd, influenced and
mntrolled by the one suprune a ~ t h 0 r i t y . [l ~a ~p b u i s rddeâJ

I7'wüi Kymlicka bu arguai tbp put of our aureat constitutiod dilemma is the t d e s y to mempt to
"paper-ovef the "dacpn ddlèmœs inhcrcm m &*-Ntional fdentioa with, fbr exunpie, concepts such
as 'distinct socicty' uid a ' m e of sharcd dues'- Neverthelcss, whEle this thesis rcknowledgcs the value
of clariîjbg "sovaeignWusuniptions, it does so h r
rasons (as.wiü. bc dis«,vcfed rs the discussion progresses) t h Kymlicka's. See bis
Our Wav: 1
Toronîo, Ontario: Oisad Univcnity Ru.1998, chaptcr 11 @p. 147-153).
Vipond, Robenc.
p. 23.
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The doctrine of "sovereïgnty", as conceived by the Dorions, dictated two clear choices in
terrns of statecraff: confiederation or unitary state. The Canaâian proposai, in their view,
was of the later variety

and for this reason, misnamed,

Basically, the idea of

"sovereignty" as indivisible created a serious obstacle in the process of constitutiag
"Canada".

The debate iawd by the Dorions has a long history and demonstrates a clear
connection betweetl the "mega-constitutional" debate conceniing "s~vereignty'~and

Canada's " m e g a ~ d t u t i o n a i "

It undecscores the potential usefiilness of

exploring the concept of "sovereignty" in contemporary times in order to 'clari& the
choices." The theoretical issues raised by the Dorions, are neither unique to Canada, nor
new. in fact, the conceptual tension between "sovereignty'" and 'Yederaiism" has existed
since the modem states-systems inception. In fm "[alIl federalisrns. to the extent that
they oppose absolute concentration of power at the expense of territorial autonomy (and

international organiation)", Riley wouid argue. "are doctrines of anti-~overeignty."**~

Attempts et reconciling these two antagonistic concepts have plagued early
theorists of international relations and have le4 as Riley argues, to "odd
misconceptualizations" of federalism. For example, Bodin (1576), credited previously as

1 7 9 ~ ~ ~ " o ue
n rm
n import~btpart of<hcQUsovercigntist'sbùcoricai mcmomy. in hir epy~yll
JacquesPatiteau rccalls Antoine-Aimé Donon s position as such: "En 1867 arriva
Wemcm 1' Acte de 'i Amérique du Nord b-que,
la fahiion caiudiaure actuelle. Le parti d'
Antoine-Aimé Donon, t'ancêtre des Ir'birmc d' wjourd hui, était opposd à cette fidération. il ne croyait pas
qu' d e pamettnit I.ncomi.issuicedu peuple quibico'is, ni 1' égoliti. Dorion voulUt que le Québec
garde, je le cite, son 'inàépendance propre', et suggèrait de 'donner les plus grands pouvoirs aux
govffnanentslocaux (amme cdui du Québec), a d e m e n t une autorité ddiguœ ui govaaanent giaaal
(du Cauada)).' Docion et les liacPrx de 1 @que proposlient me formuk qui aurait hit du Québecun ~ t a t
souvcnin, mais associé à ses voisins dans des institutions communes, légires et dement
pour
déléguées. Une idée qui JI.it murgir, encore et encure, ur sein du Parti h i - Une idée que nous
Ions le partenariat." p. 119.
ey, Pamck. "'Thru 17th Century Gcrman Theorists of Federalism: Ahhusius, Hugo and L a i "

%&*

..

- -

in Elrvar, Daniel J. - (Ed.). Cmter for the Study ofF e d d s m , Lrnham,MD,USA: University Press Of Ammmcsg1987, p. 60-

the author of the first modem theory of "sovereignty", espoused, like the Dorions, a ngid
view of federalism as a system of alliances. lS1

hifendorf (17th century), another

well-know international relations theorist, was of the opinion that "the essentials of a

perfect and regular state require that in it there be a union as makes wexything-..appearto
corne, as it were fiom one soul" and descriid other states as "irregular" or

"moustrous".18* A s M a r sentiment was echoed in 1854 in a W i f a x newspap that
iasisted tha? any union of the British North Amencan colonies should be "perfecf
unqualified and a b ~ o l u t e . "The
~ ~ idea of sovmignty, as was seen in c-r
permanent eff-

one, bad

on European political thought-lm The dominance of these ideas,

furthemore, was significant to the Canadien Codederation deboites.

In Canada,

"federalism was widely regarded as a siniser doctrine"; one iùrthermore, that was
"offered as the compromise

Difficulties uose when the conceptual

implications of this compromise were spelled out.
Canadian history to a certain extent confinns Riley's suggestion that the
dominance of the idea of "sovereignty" has perverted federal theory. It confirms that:

-

[t)he oddntss of ail tederit tbcory ib depemdence oo tbc cooccpt aï w-ty
(as in the doctrine of
"states' rights or state autonomy), despite its r d opposition to sovereignty in nationai States as productive
suppression oflocal wtonomy is due to is baving seized on the very concept (sovcnivCnignty)
wûicb it rctwtly
opposed to defend its position more securdy. That is, its oddity is due to fedefalism's having d&ned the
autonomy of its territorial units in terms of -gnty,
wbcress in h c t it w d d have done better to tqr to
overturn the idea of s ~ v ~ g ntour
t y c m . AU &rts to divide what could on1 be conceivcd precisely in
tenns of totai unity drew federal theory d o constant paradox and contradiction. lg6 ~ i p b . r i sd d d ]

-

The Dorions, in their crïticism of the Codederation proposal, "seized on" the concept of

sovereignty to "defend [their] position more secinely". This tension would, firrthermore,
re-surface throughout Canada's history. As will be seen in chapter three, "sovereign"
Ig1lbid., p. 61.
18* ibid., p. 61421 8 3 ~ a i t +Pacr. - 5 4 - r n
Laselva, Samuel. p. 37.
84Riley, Patrick. p. 58.
1 8 5 ~ a ~ d Samuel.
y
p. 37.
186Riiey, Pamck, p. 52.

Toronto: Hoit, Riirbug IidWmon, 1972, p. 28 in

discourse would become prominent and would 'draw federal theory into paradox and
contradiction7as well as harden alternatives. What is most interestkg about the debates

smounding Confederation, however, is how these contradictions were conceptually
worked out A unique Canadian theory of federalism would emerge, one fbrthermore,
that provides a usehl mode1 in coatemporaxy t i ~ n e s . ~ * ~

Due to its unique time and space, the Confederationists, wïthout aovemiming the
idea of sovereignty tout court" were able to reconcile the idea of local autonomy and
in his Liberty mrd Commmity, Vipond presents a compelling argument

"sovereignty".

in this regard An inchoate rapprochement of federalism and "sovereignty" was made
possible in his view by the ideas surrounding "Canada's" relatiornbip with Britain In
essence, Vipond argues that a conceptual distinction baween legislative power and
sovereignty was made possible by Canada's colonial and, in a sense, already Crfederai"
position. In his account, '%y 1864 the Canadian colonists bad corne to expect that Britain

would not as a d e interfere in colonial politics" aud "Canadians thus understd quite
well that sovereignty and legislative power, the source of legitimacy and actuai

govemance, need not be ide~tical."'~~
The Canadian reconciliation of the arguably
antagonistic concepts of "federalism" and "sovereignty" was made possible in Canada's
time and space, due to a unique ''social episteme" that permitted the same disîïnction
between bbaut~n~my"
and "sovereipty" that was made in chapter one. At the tune of

Confederation, Canadians could draw on various pre-Confederation federal pmctices

both domestic and international.
The "di~covery"of this theory of federalim was not only pennitted by the
distinction between "freedom of action" and "sovereignty", but also by a certain view of

space. The distance between Britain and Canada admitted a rexmnciliation of spatial

187n,willbe
' 8 8 ~ p o , "R
-trboe

-

h t h u m cbipta four.
p. 30.

separation and political un&

Canaâisn colonists wuld more eady accept the idea that

provinces couid belong to Canada tLro~gban intermediate govemment as they

recognized a similar relationship between CCCanada"
and '%ritain". To many colonists,
their Canadian or "territorialn identity did not necessitate rejection of their former British
identity, but rather belonging to a distant and territonally separate Britain was expressed

through "Canada".

C d ' s relatioaship with Britain legitimized the idea that tenitory

and sense of identity need not converge.

in chaptet one, the relationship between changes in the concept of ownership and
the rise of "sovmignty" was discussed Basically, it was found that the concept of

"sovereignty" arose in conjunction with the idea that property is owned exclusively.

Canada's Tederai" relationship with Britain, nevertheless, would alter this "sovereign
conception". Just as both Britain aad Canada shared ownership of Canadian territory, so
too would the provinces and federal governrnent. "The British colonial office in the

1860s was hesitant to endorse Canadian federalism schemes because of this feature,"

Elkins suggests, adding that "they thought it odd or illogical to divide the sovereignty of
the Crown or of ~arliament."~*~
The unique political cbcumstances in which "Canadan

grew would chailenge both the ideas of exclusive and of contiguous use of space, or two
of the three territorial assumptioos mderlying "s~verei~nty".
lmCanada's relatioaship
with Britain, clouded the connecîion between ownership and exclusive use. In fact, it

raised the issue of multiple ownership or "shared property", and permitted a more
inclusive idea of how rpace is occupied.

nie Canadian conception of space has, in watemporary times, been desmi'bed as
"animated. Animism, writes John Ralston Sad, is "an inclusive idea of the planet"; "it

14.

%id.,

p. 13. The other third asssumptiou, the -ption

of "continuityn rdérs the idea that " w unit

is inclusive because it sees everything as inte~related-"~~~
Defhed this way, animïsm is
essentially a federal way of viewing space- Space is not Mewed as dominotcd but, rather,
is perceived as shared Ideas about space are related to the uparticular'* and in Sad's
words:
Those who have long IÏvai with the sense thaî t h q dominrtt ihe qmce thcy occupy will devdop ideas about
tbeir relationship to place quite différent fiom those who do not dominate- nie fonncr tend to dmy any
animist view and the hler to accept Ït as no&.

Although it is overly idedistic to suggesî that al1 c.nrdinasviewed sppîe in an inclusive

way, it is significant that there were commng views of how space is occupied The
interdependent nature of Cannda's reiationship with Britain permitted a renegotiation of
the boundaries of spatiai organizatio~ What is "normal" and works in "Canada" is a

product of and constrained by its particular t h e and space.

In a sense, "Canada" was not as constrained by "sovereign" ideas due to its
distance and political relationship with Britain "Sovereignty" was to teside in Britain

and, as such, "Canada" could b c t i o n accordùig to the more flexible principle of
"autonomy".

An animist view of space is basically, to use Riley's description of

feddism, "'an anti-sovereignty doctrine". "Canada" was able to circumvent partially
the dominant idea of "sovereignty" on its space by making Britain the "sovereign"

arbitrator. Nevertheless, with time and as Canada moved towards "sovereignty" the
pressures to "normalkWwould mount An4 as will be seen ÜI the fol~owingchapters,

"[wlith this bnomalization', the very idea of Canada has becorne increasingly
impossible.w193

Federalism and its conesponding view of space was, nevertheles, made to fit
within the institution of "sovereigntyw. In Vipond's account, legislative control was

a
Ar

191~uii,
~ohnRaiston
Toronto, Ontano: Pcngub Books, 1997, p. 185.
921bid, p. 187.
lg31bid., p. 1%.
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divided through federalism and was "rebundled" with the emergence of the concept of

cbconstitutionalfederalism." l 94 Space, moreover, was similarly ïcbundled" in the idea
of a singular "Canada". The idea of u~nstitutional
federalism", hawever, was not fully
developed

As Verney has demonstrated, Uwnstituti~naI
federalism" worked in

conjunction with "imperid federali~m''.~~~
Essentiaily, Britain scrved as the federal
umpire and when Canôda hnally severed its formal ties with Britain in 1982, there
would develop many federai institutional and identity-related gaps.

There is, however, another aspect of the "feded pinciple" and its "bmdling"
that m u t be considered before arriving at the 4bwastitutive"basis of Canada. The idea of
"federalism" did not arke in a vacuum- Rather, as was demonstrated above, federalism
flowed organicdly fiom the dualist practices of the Union p e n d As dirussed above,

Macdonald acknowledged both federalism's practicality due to Lower Canada's
"individuality", as well as amibuted the rwts of federaiism to the dualist practices of the
Union p e n d

Cartier also recognized the principle of dualism at the time of

Confederation stating the following with regard to the Confederation agreement:
We codd not legislate fbr the ciisapxannceofthe French Cauadians fkom the Amefican sod, but British and
French Canadians alike could appreciate and understand th& position relative to each other. TIiey were
placed like great hniües rdative to each d e r , and th& contact proâuced a bcahhy spirit of emiilrtion
[cmphirb ddcdJ. l%

Federalism was not only a product of the heterogeneity of space, but also of cultures.
Confederation was, as Cartier suggested, also a pact between two great nations or
families, The federal state bundled both the "territorial" and

cul^" federalisms

constitutive of the pre-Coafederation pend.

And The Elusive Canadian
Vision," in Ibid (Ed-).
a New
ne
lnstitute for Research on Public Policy, m w a , Ontario: R d P u b I i s h i n g Co., Ltd., 1994, p- 221.

Dualism, writes Verney, was "the very basis on which French Canadians had

consented to ~ o a f e d e r a t i o ~ ~ Federalism
,"~~~
had, fiom a French penpctive, also
entrenched cultural dualism and, it was on this basis that it acquired its legitimacy.
Federalism was not simply territord according to the French-Canadian of the the. but
rather, "[tlhe notion of 'majority French' was crucial to the FrenchCanadian

understanding and acceptance of the new Dominion of caaada"l*
province of Quebec was not simply a territorial issue.

Establishing the

"Quebec" provided the

francophone nation with a state. Confiederation was deemed legitimate by h w p h o n e s
by vimie of its perceived recognition of culturai dualism.

Essentially, in the opinion of many fnacophones, there were two types of
"autonomy" operating withh federalism: one cultural and the other tem.torial. Aithough
this idea was not shared by dl Canadians (and certainly isn't shared by Canadians today)

it was unquestionably a very powemil idea at the tune of Codederation. Confederation,

Silver

maintains,

%as

sold

to

the

generai

public...as

a

kind

of

sovereignty-associati~n~"~~~
The deal was sold to the FrenchCanadian public by
emphasizing the idea that French Canada would have its own state. Silver explains it as

fbrmed one angle province with one govcrnment, one
Before ConMeration, Quebec and
legislature. What Confêderation âid was to break up that united province, and to mate a separate province
of Quebec and a scpante province of Omario. Tbe prd=onféûcrationeditorialists, speech-arakas, and
pamphleteers pushed that aspect of the arrangement - that Quebec was going to be scparated, that French
Canadians wcrt going to have a stuc of theV own which would have ampkte control ovm ail nratters of
provùicif~diction,md that it w u a move towards greata sepadon. ïhat was the s e b g point Ï n
Quebec.

197~mKy.Douglas. p. 218.
1 9 8 ~ o t h wRobert.
e~
"Two Nations Warring?nin a dialogue in Ibid (Ed.). c
uud..
p. 37
199~il~er,
Arthur. in conversation ia "Two Nations WaRUIg?," Bothwell, Rokrt W.).
p. 38. Tbis view is reitcraâed in sovacigntist w r i t i . Set, for aumple, Jacques Puize9u's Pour
whwherc be states: "Reste que plusieurs de nos leaders de l'époque ont cru, de b 0 ~ e
foi, que t'entrée du Quibec dans la fidiration Jleit satisfâire nos deux objd
historiques: la
reconnaissance a I*igaüti. Rs ont présenté cette union comme celle de dam peuple fondateurs." p. 120.
200~ilver,Arthur., Ibid.

un

French Canada viewed Confiederation in light of their institutional pst where they were
one of two actors and where "nations," and not only proviaces, were viewed as Iegitimate
actors. Federalism, f5om this perspective, simply added a state to existiig arrangements;
it reestablished a forma1 territorial dimension to an alrady established political history
of dualism or "cultural autonomy". In a sense, it combimd the practices under the 1791
constiîutiod "regïme" wïth those of the union p e r i d AQptiag a formal federai systern
was, fiom a h c o p h o n e perspective, not constitptive but, rather, was ngutrtivc in

nature.
Pre-confederation politics are an especially important part of 6ancophone
historical memory. For this r~ason,Vemey argues ''the political history of French
Canada is not..adequately descn'bed by a study of constitutional pron~uncernents."*~~

Whereas to English-Canadians, the formai constitutional texts "were symbols of

Canada's evolution toward dominion status," to francophones they "merely represented
changes in the forma1 stnrcture of goverment instigated by the ~ r i t i s h . " ~Daniel
~~
Johnson's 1966 description of the Fathers of Confêderation as men "qui nous amène à

notre cinquième constitution: celle de 1867"*O3 reflects thïs historical perspective. The
series of formal constitutional changes after Conquest are viewed by h c o p h o n e
scholars, to use a tems cumently popular in the international relations literature, as
changes in "regimem. They were viewed organidly and in terms of continuity- The

British North Amerka Act was to be the fifth of these changes.204 The BNA Act was not
constitutive in their view, but was one of many regdative changes over the course of
their history.

i04~erney,Douglas. p. 8.

According to Meadwell, at the time of Codederation, two separate but
interrelatecl institutions emerged:

"[qn its origias as a Dominion in the British

Commonwealth..," writes Meadwell, " [Canada]was b t h coasociational and federal";
an4 '[oln both COU&, the C d a a state was, fkom the stPrt, diffmatly daigned h m
the -tes

of Western ~ u r o p e . " * ~ ~Whereas fedefalism is generally tenitorid,

con+ociationaIism is a response to iastitutionaiized cultural segmentation or whpt Cbarles
Taylor has d l e d "deep diversitf'. Meadwell M e r m o r e "suspt[s] that there is no
k - s t a n d i n g political theory of fcderalism; a political theory of federalism is always

dependent on ~ ~ r n e t h i n ~ .In
' ' ~Canada
~
territorial federalinn grew out of cultural
federalism; its origins, as Macdonald observed , lie in the Union p e r i d When assessing

the origins or ''constitutive basis" of federalism Meadwell argues that "[e]mpincally
speaking, U s means tbat when looking at moments of institutional design. it is useiùl to

ask what the formative political question was an4 if federalism was part of the design,
what role it played" adding that "[tlhe corollary is not to m i d e the erects of federalisrn

for the effects of sornething el~e.''*~~
u C ~ d a ' s " formative political question concemed how one may reconcile

competing visions and diverse ways of belonging to "Canada" including both territorial

diversity and "deepw cultural divenity.

Its answer was a conse~ativeone t
h

emphasized bicdturai continuity, c~nse~ation
of territorial diversïty as well as
continuity with Britain.

The move toward Confideration was chsuacterized by a sort of "philosophical

federalism" or a 'disinclination to press arguments to their logical
Philosophical federalism "would seem to signifya certain conse~atism",mites Vemey,
2oS~eadwe&Hudson- "Bruking the Mould? Quebec
. .LadWesf" in P&w& Su(Ed.).
1995, p. 133.
"%id., p. 138
207~bid.
208vermy,Douglas. p. 55.
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adding that "'wnservatism is not the same as reaction"*09 Rather, consewatism, in the

Canadian conte- "represented a desire to preserve ...[a ] mosaic, intellechial, as well as

'

social."210 This type of conservatism "came to be the country's tn~iernark.'~~'
The debate surrounding the Confederation poposal was indeed "philosophlcally
federal". The nature of the federaiism entrenched in the BNA was contested as motives,
intention, and meanhg both differed aad were ambiguously articulatd Macdonald
preferred a ''unitary state" and thus emphasized the unitary features; Cartier raised the

issue of nationality and multiple ailegiance; Brown emphasUrd the issue of 'rep by pop'
and the importance of local, territorial govemment; critics such as the Dorions were
concemed with provincial autonomy, while hcophones generaiiy acceptai federalism
through a dualist lens, anglophones emphasized unity with Britain. No one vision
dominatd and, as mentioned above, consemative federalism became the constitutive
rule.
In short, while conservative "federalism" may be seen as the "constitutive
principle" of Canada, it was legitimated in different ways.

There was a son of

ambiguity sunomding its meanhg that worked well for "Canada".

Alain Gagnon has

aptiy observed that "in liberal democratic societies, if you do not have ambiguity, you

cannot make it t h r ~ u ~ h . "Ambiguity
~'~
leaves room for the "political". It leaves room

for regulative change.

The federdlduaiist conversation or b'discourse'7brought together

tirne, space, and poples. Formal fdemtion, a regulative d e , perrnitted, due to the
particulars of time and space, the rebundling of Canada's inherent or constitutive

A

Ontario: Renouf Pubtishing Co. Ltd., t 994, p. 98.
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federa~isrn?~The ambiguity surrounding the debate, finthemore, left room for the
upoliticai"; it left room for the "progressive principle", or regdative change.

The Canadian "bundle" was, M e r m o r e , made possible due to a renegotiation of
the boundaries of sovereignty.

The distinction made between "sovereignty" and

"aut~nomy~~
permiaed the cwxistence of a wmplex federalism both territorial and
multinationai in nature to emerge. It permitted a de-

of intemal ambiguity and lefl

room for politics. Confederation was not a final classically-conceived "sovereign"
solution but, rather, a nmced "federal" one that permitted accommodation of "deep"
divenity. Contempmuy times more than ever indicate that one must be wary of 'W"

James Tully has suggested that diverse fderal States must establish an
intenubjective middle ground "regulated" by "conventions of justification". He believes,
fiuthermore, that the followïng three conventions provide the moral foundations of

Canada's conservative federalism:
1. The members of the fideration should be recognïzcd in tbcir own tcnns thrwgh tbe ncgotiations and in
the constitution (the convention ofmutual recognition and continUay, or seKidmtification).
2. Constinstitutional
agre«nents sl~n~ld
k b a r d on negotiations tbat arc fàk by the arstoms of each rnember
involveci (the convention ofmultilateral ncgotiations).
3. Negotiated wnstinitioiill agreements should requüe the coasent of those Snactcd &or
th&
representatives (the convention of consent, or @ad amnes tar~git,'What touches al1 must be approved by

,.)2'4

According to Tully, ifthese three conventions are followed then a federal relation may be
deemed "just''. Actors must be able to name themseives and must be recognized as such

(their continuity must be recognized); the negotiations m u t be culturaily fair. and,

-

2 1 3 recent
~
book &es r us& disaach'on betwsai '%dention" d %dmIismn wbae the former dm
to the actual structure and the latter to a d u e concept where "thert is a basic prcsurnption
ofthe worth and

validity ofdivasity," Sœ in Mid& h n p s and A1ain-G. Gaguon. '%duaion: Building on
Traditions and Truisitions" in Ibid (Eds.).
-C
Toronto: UnMnity ofToroato Rcss, 1993, p- fi- - .
dy, lames. r)iv«sity.s Gubbit ï k l i d , " m Cook, Curtis W.)Canadap. 168.
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finally, fonnal constitutional changes must be agreed to. These norms are constitutive of
tme "diverse federalism"

and must, therefore, be kept in mind whm assessing change in

a "philosophically federaln country such as Canada- These noms. fiirthennore, were, in
Tully's view, followed at the time of Confederation in fact, it is his view, that these
principles are inherent to the common law tradition, as well as implicitly guided treaty
negotiatioas with Fint Nations.

These Nies, in essence, outhe how organic,

consewative growth occurs within a diverse federation. They set boundaries on what
would constitute regulative change consistent with CPnada's constitutive b i s . They
provide, in Tully's words, the "moral foundation" of diverse Canadian federalism.
John Ralston Sad's image of the "Siamese Twins" aptiy persouifies the essence
of Canadian sovereignty. It is really another way of stating that the Canadian ''prts" are
interdependent; they are both "independent" and "wunecteci". Canadian "sovereignty"
is shared or, to use Tully's term, bC~o-ordinate".
The contemporary Canadian concepts of

"sovereignîy-association" or "sovereignty-partnershipn are, therefore, radical in two
senses: they are original to Canada and they are consistent with Canada's ideational
mots. Sad

suggests that this uniqueness is ofien left unappreciated in Canadian cucles

proposhg that "[w]e tend to missthe dimensions of this originality because of the close
relationship in Cana& between theory and practicece"215We tend to miss this originality
because of the importance of the ''po1iticat" to the Canadian tradition aad the tendency to
take it for granted

*Toronto,
5~aul,John Raistoa a
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Ontario: Pcnguin Books, 1997, p. 122-123.
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Chaptcr 3:
The Trudam-Lévaque Debate:
From Federal Dialogue to YSovereigd' Monologua
A nation k..no mort rnd ao kss thn the cntirt poputtionofa -gn
-...kause
no country has an
absolutely bomogmeous popilrtion, dl tht SOlClUed nuion-sutes of today rrt dso temitorid states. And
the converse W probrbly Jso mie. The distinction betwbai a artio&slte, 8 muhi-dd
sute rnd a
temtorial state may wdl be vaiid in dercnce to historid origias; but it bas very ütdr foandatioa in L w
or rra today rnd is
idkative d politid vahe j-tr[emphsù M)

Withui the prexnt M e r d hmmock, Quebec SOV-gnty is r amtmâïdcm m ternu, a gnA rejected by the
Canadian political body, The uidepcndena we envisage will not by uitarchy, we wiii not cut ourselves otI",
we do not @ect North Amaian values- ï b e indcpadena we awisnge is the ody way possible to us
because... 'Canada and Quebec caaaot coatinue to live üke two scorpions is the same bottk'.
[tmpbub addeâ)
m u e , M~Qwekc

[..]Ti y a depuis maintenant vingt uis deux tendances politiques a pai pr& cohamtu qui s'.&ontmt au
Québec: d'une part, celle de la sowcrrintt et, d'urtre part, alle de Cuirdiens d'un océan à l'autre
assujettis à la même Charte des droits et h i & , dont les gouvmiem«its provinciaux, c'est -ad-ue leur
expression politique régionale, sont placés bns une &ution d'égdhé. La prwiirc thèse a été d e de
René Lévesque, la seconde a été celle de Pierre Trudeau. Cbacune a sa cokcnce et, au fond, chacune
c o r r e s p o n d à t a ~ o n q u e I ' o a a d ' u n p . y s , I e Q u e b c c w l e ~Dansasex& (CIvieasd&oms
miunte sont toujours avec nous. D ut normal que d a pditickns, un peu
effrayés d' avoir 1 choisir d a voia daira, - k i t
atm k a &as a d e s voks d.ira qui se mat
dégagées depuis vignt ans dm réeoneilutioas contre mature qui, halement, sont toujours un pai les
mêmes et qui, p i n o d i q u m ne débouchem sur rieu parce qu'dles ne paivait pu diboucber sur quoi que
ce soit a nous ramènent au W U quo. P m que, en fhde compte, la seule façon de se sortir de 1'
incohérence des projets, c'est de rrvaillur SIQtY QUO. [mpLUir addeûJ
de I. fin des .an&

Jacques Parizcay Pour un Québec sou~erain

The "philosophical federaiimn", constitutive of Canada, would be seriously
challenged by the 1960s as the ambiguity sunounding the various visions of Canadian

Revolution", the provinces were gmwing in strength and the federai government had

ken, since the 1950s, engaged in a project of economic and social "nation-building".
The differing ways in which Canedian federaiimr was legitimated were to reach an

intense state of conflict

The 1960s were a period of intense 'hmbdinging" and, therefore, also
represented a serious need for new regdative d e s . Ddism, once tightly "bundled"

within federalism, had been "radicalized" by the "Quiet Revoldon".
of Jean Lesage in 1960, the Que&

With the election

govermuent embrvLed on a vigourous modemking

campaign replaciag the Catholic Church's once dominant role as the guardian of the

Quebec u ~ t i ~ n The
" . R a t of Canada (ROC) wuid no longer ignore the "French fact".
The ambitious state-building project iaitiated by the Lesage govemment stretched the
boundarïes of federaiïsm and chaiienged the forul constitutionai stutus quo.

The conditions of a "constitutionai war" breakingout between the "two nations7'
at the "bosom"of the Canrrdianrrdian
state were looming. Thus, in light of wbat was deemed a

crisis, the Bilinguaîism & Bicuituralism W B ) commission, appointed by the Pearson
governmeut, was given es its mandate to 'inquire into and report upon the existing state
of bilingualism and biculturalism in Canada and to recommend what steps should be

taken to develop the C d a n Confederation on the basis of an qua1 parbership
[emphasis added] between the two founding races.'417 The commission's mandate was
to consider both the nature of the "unbunding" that was taking place,

as weli as to

recommend various ways in which dualism could be "rebundled" in order to protect the

integrity of the federation

The 1960s were, in McRoberts words, " d e d by an extraorexamine new and unconventional approaches" to Canadian

willingness to
Furthemore,

unlike contempocary times, in the 1960s, there was a more widespread acceptance of the
%O-nations vie< of Canada In fact, the "two nations thesis" was the assumption

under which the B & B commission was to conduct its mearcb Echoing the prevïously

discussed idea that dualism existed within federalism, Pearson stated, in 1963, that

"[wlhile Quebec is a province in this national coafederation, it is more than a province

because it is the heattland of a people: in a very reai sense it is a nation within a
nation."21g The relevant

Pearson edmitted, were not simply "provinces" but also

b6nations". Pearson, in short, acbiowledged the "deep" diversity embedded within
Canada's formai feded structure.
Pearson was, howver, not alone in this view. AU three majors parties (Lihral,
Conservative and NDP) struggled with, and incorparated to varying extents, a
%O-nations thesis" in their party platforms. Many E n g i i ~ h ~ intellectuels
a n
also
played a leading role in developing this idea oflen l W g it with the need to foster a
Canadian nationalism to escape American d~mination?~

Although not everyone was in agreement with developing "Canadan in line with a
forma1 recognition of the "two-nations" view, îhe 1960s were a period when many were
open to accommodation and was characterized by a willingness to consider different
views. Dualism, "the view which holds that the most siwficant cleavage in Canadian
society is the line dividing English Erom French" and -ch

identifies as the major

challenge to domestic statecraft the establishment of harmonious and just relations
between the English-speakhg and French-speaking wmmunîties of

was a

basic Canadian assurnpion. And, whether in a spirit of reaIpIitik or compromise there
was a willingness, on the part of many, to engage in a Yederal" conversation in a
manner very much consistent with Canada's mots.

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how the ''conversation" between
competing visions broke down as a result of implicit views conceming what codtutes a
" m a l " , "sovereign" nation.

BasicaiIy, the chapter d l dernonstrate how the

2191bid., p. 40.
tZo~cefor aample C M e s Taylor's -A 'AFuture?," f h t publirhsd in 1970 lad republuhcd in bir
..
and, AOUS works by Gad
.pp. %-39; George Grant's

Horowitz
22iCameron, David R Thdian .ad N u i d Uaity," p. 237.

constitutive bgsis of the Canadian federation was, by the end of the 1960s, endangered as

a result of the dominance of classical 3overeignty-thinking". The co-existence of many
visions and ways of belonging gave way to a monolithic vision centered on

It will

become apparent that the idea of "sovereigntyn does not easily shed its classical,
BiacRstonim or C'unitary" implications. The "sovereign compromise" of s h e d

autonomy and shared constitutional sovereignty and, thus, the constitutive basis of

Canada, was imperiUed by the end of the 60s.
Leadership was central to this conversational breakdown and two figures,

Trudeau and Lévesque, pemnified the debate.

They brought clarity to the

"philosophical federalism* that had characterized the 1960s and in Cook's woràs,

"measured the gap between the federalist and the nati~nalist."~~
In light of the
"philosophical federalism" of the 60s, by the 70s both Trudeau and Lévesqw had
concluded:
that the ftny, rtiaorical debates about Quebec's piacc in Cana& that had c o d so much energy for tbe
previous decade, were finde. The proposed panaceas une p-me
p s come les autres, a partidar
status, a
status... - di missed the point. French Canadians would &hm be quai partaers in a federal
system that gave fidl guarantees to their rights throughout Canada or tbey would achieve equaiity through
the establishment of a so-gn
m e . Special status, Trudeau a d Lévesque qpd, was ncither fish nor
f0w1.223

-

Both Trudeau and Lévesque were in agreement witb the view that the ambiguity and

"philosophical federalism" that had permitted the acceptance of the Codederation
proposal needed to be dispelled In the 'Dorionian tradition" two 'Wear" alternatives

presented themselves:

a bbsovereign7'Canada or a "sovereign" Quebec.

More

specifically, the altemetives were both, in a sense, "unitaryn with a focus on "Canadaw
and "Quebec" respectively.

u
*
~ r u d a u - ~ c v a q u~ebirt,"
e
in bis h
second edition). Toronto: McCldland a: Stewart Lnc-, 1995, p. 137.
k b i d . , p. 142.
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Both the Trudeau and Lévesque visions, as wi-Il becorne apparent, contained a

federalist element. Nevertheles, for the purpose of Urneastirkgthe gap" between the
"sovereigntist'~and the Wederalist", the monolithic.

features of their visions will

be focal. The chapter wiil focus primanly on the Trudeau "vision" as it is viewed by

many as the "crux of the present [collstitutional] predicamenV"'

The discussion will

look at both Trudeau's theoretical vision with a focus on his seminal Federdim ond the
French Canadians as weli as his political practïce as Pnme Muuster and ''constitutional

architect" and make comparisons.
Trudeau's Federdism und the French Canadians was a collection of pieces he
wrote over the 1950s

and 1960s and laid the theoretical fomdation of his style as

constitutional architect

These essays, furthemore, occupied an important Quebec

cross-roads. The 1960s, mfened to in retrosped as a perd
represented the modem "awakenïng" of Quebec.

of "Quiet Revolution",

Understanding Trudeau's writing

requires situating it histoncally.

The pre- "Quiet Revolution" period, or more specifcally, the era of
"Duplessisism" was one where Quebec nationdism was clerical, conservative and
isolationkt Trudeau was highly critical of the Duplessis regime and the nature of the
associated nationalism believing that it had impoverished francophone society and
thwarted the development of "true" democracy. Essentially, Trudeau attributed the

''backwardne~~" of Quebec society to the "reactionary" nationalism of the Duplessis
variety.

In his 1960 article "Some Obstacles to Dernocracy in Quebec", Trudeau argued
that both the clerical nationalism of hcophone society and the unwillingness on the

part of anglophones to promote democracy in Quebec ~ecountedfor the "ôaCkwardnessn

2 2 4 ~ 0 aAlain-G,
.idGuy LaKiorest "The binirr offcdcdsm: lksropr h m Canada and Qucbec,"
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of Quebec society at the the.=

Contrary to the popular argument among francophones

of the "Montnal school" that stressed the EnglishConadian role as the repressive

conqueror, Trudeau believed tbat his people were equally responsible for their plight.
Consemative nationaiism and the clencal dite had thwarted theu bocratic and
economic development- The solution for Quebecken, according to Trudeau, would be
to emancipate themselves fiom nationalism, the inhibitor of uprogress?

Trudeau's

antipathy toward nationalism, particularly Quebecois nationalism, was perhaps the most
significant theme in his wrïtïng.

Trudeau was a CO-founder, with like-minded

anti-nationalists, of Cité Libre, a liberal Quebec magazine, that had as its purpose to
critique the repressive Duplessis regïme. Initially through his writings, and later in
practice, Trudeau made it his mission to emancipate his people fiom this "backward and
reactionary ideology.
Trudeau's writings artkulated the view that nationalism is necesSanly
conservative, reactionary and anathema to "progress". When in the 1960s the Lesage
govemment appeared to k acting in a spirit of modem "progressivism" in the name of
the "nation", Trudeau, therefore, remained sceptical. McRoberts argues that the "Quiet

Revolution" "presented Trudeau with a paradox".226 Quebec Society was "progmsing"

or "modemizing" while nationalism simdtaneously increased.

In fact, Quebec

leadership claimed to be directed by a fiberai n a t i ~ n a l i s m .Nevertheless,
~~~
despite the
empirical evidence and convincing rhetoric of the "liberal", "Quiet Revolutionaries",

Trudeau remained firm in his anti-nationalist stance.
These ''Quiet Revolutionaries" were, in Trudeau's view, not revolutioaary at al1
but, rather, were "oounter-mvolutionaries", not fully able to do away with nationaiism in

the name of progress. His views, in this regard, are related to wbat he saw as a world

trend In essence, Trudeau believed thaf in an age of progress, nationalism wodd soon

becorne anachronistic. Nations, in his words, "beloag to a transitional period in world
h i ~ t o r y "Like
~ ~ ~Elie Kedourie and others, he believed that nationalism was a c u l t w ' s
"last gasp before ~ c l i n e - "T~o ~r humanity",
~
wrote Trudeau,"pogress is the slow

and "[tlhose rpsponsible for a sudden reversal of this
jomey towards personal fieedomyy
course c m be defineci as c o r m t e r - r e v o l u t i ~ ~ e sQuebec
~ ~ ~ ~ ~society and its 'Quiet
Revolutionaries," despite the apparent progress king made, were still afflicted by wbat

Trudeau calls a "wigwam c o r n p l e ~ "detrimental
~~
to their personai, individual fiedom.
Hence, according to Trudeau,nationalism was conter-revolutionary in an age of liberal

"progress".

Trudeau's thought and, as will be seen later, bis practice, reflect many of the
same views articulated in the mid-nineteenth century Durham report. Basically, Trudeau

presented the "Quiet Revolution" as an extension of the inherent reactionary
backwardness of Quebec nationalism in a similar way that Durham had &er
rebellions.232 And, as will becorne increasingly apparent,

the

through his monolithic

"sovereign" lenses, Trudeau would portray Quebec7sclaims for continuity as illiberal,

backward and, basically, inferior in a sunilar manner as Durham had doue in the
1840s.233

such: "The trÜth is thd the -a
munter-revohnion is ibe work ofa powakss a - b o u r g & i s minority
a b i d ofbang I d t bebind by the twmtictb-ccnfury revohrtian R.thcr thn a m h g theout r place in
it by abiîity, they want to makt tbe whole tribe retum to the wigwams by dedaring its independence" dding
that '[tliiat, ofcoune,w d not p c m tbe world d d e h m progreshg by g h ' s saides" and %riil not
change the niles and the ficts of history, nor tbe r d powcr relationship in North Amcrica," p. 211.
232see chpta ovo.
. . - Chapter 52 3 3 ~ o rmore detaii s œ James Tuiiy's

Trudeau's anti-nationalist beliefs were, in his conception, inextricably Iinked with

his theoretical cornitment to federaiism, An admirer of Acton, Trudeau believed that
federalism was the solution to the dangerous forces of nationalism in a multinational

tat te.^^ Trudeau equated fodrralimi witb reason and aatiodism with motion and
bdieved that the "emotioaalism" inherent ia natiodisrn could be mediated by the
checks and balances of "reasonable" federalisrn.
According to Trudeau, moreovet, federalism was the wave of the future. In the
end, reason and "rational man" woulâ, in the age of progress, emerge the victor against
dying uationalisms such as the Quebec one. Trudeau's long term vision was a likral one
where, with "progress", the whole world would eventually be federally united The

"lashg greatness of Thucydides" wrote Tndeau in 1962, was "that he was able to
visualize a world in which Athens would be no more."235 Once nationalism was fuially
conquered by reason the world codd finally mite.

This trend, in facf was already eMdent in Trudeau's view. He believed that
sovereignty and nationalism were out-dated concepts in an age of interdependence.

World federalism was king realized and, in order to progres m e r , he wrote in 1962,
' M e very concept of sovereignty must be smounted.9.236

66

[Tlhose who proclaïm it for

the nation of French Canada are", in Trudeau's view, "not only reactionary, they are
preposterous."t37 The "sovereign", nationdia rra was on its way out, ushering in a
"progressive" era of world federalism and

feasot~

French Canadian natiouaiism was,

therefore, couter-productive and remained '%ackward"in light of world trends. The idea
of a "sovereign" Quebec was simply absurd

The timing of Trudeau's anti-nationdist writings wincides with Grant's writing
of Lament For A Nation- Grant noticed the same trends as Tdeau, however, with
"lament" rather than welwme.

Grant would have concurred with Trudeau that

nationalism was on its way out As we saw in chapter one, it was Grant's opinion that

Canada had already, by the time of Lument's writing, ceased to be a nation.
"Globaliprtion" had made the idea of "nations" aud "Canadan in particdar, antiquated,

French-Cimadian nationalism was, in Grant's Mew, d s o " a last-ditch stand238an4 in
affecti*onatecondescension, he commented that it were as if the Quebec nationaiistç had
just discovered the anachronistic

midid de.^^

Grant, in short, concurred with Trudeau's view that the idea of
nationalism" was a contradiction in terms.

"Ii'beral

Modernizaa'on and Iiberalism were

incompatible with nationalism, which was, in his view, inherentiy conservative.

The

idea of "liberal nationalism" was, neveriheless, consistent in Grant's view with the
44dominantpattern" of human life and particularly characteristic of the Canadian
condition. Canadians in his words "desire to have it both ways" and "seek at the sarne
"~~
have always wanted to have it
moment objectives that are c o n t r a d i ~ t o r ~ . Canadians

both ways punuing the benefits of belonging to the North Arnerican technological
"monolith" and wishing to preserve a distinctive way of life. Nevertheless, in Grant's
view, 11hral "progress" wouid obliterate both "Canada" and French on this continent.

Grant, however, admired French-Canadian nationalists stating that their nationalism

George
*
p- 872391n 1969 Grantai-so
endaring about the young French c.ndunsmoltiag against
their tradition is tbat tby somctinies d e as if Vdtore's Candide iud came off the press I.st weck imterd
oftwo hundred yrgo. One's enchrntment is however iimïted by the knowlcûge t h t tbeir rwrkening to
modanity, wbich seuns to tbcm rn -on
ofiade9endence, in 6ct h v e s thcm wide open to cooqucst
by a modern@ whicb is at its very hart destructive ofindigrnous traditions." S a his "Canadian Fate and
C h l l ~ ~ r Oatuio:
d,
House of Anansi Prcss Ltd., p. 67" inhis
'eGaor8e.
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would go

"with more than the smirks and whimpers of their

English--ng

compatriots- with their flags flying an4 indeed, with some guns b l a ~ i n g - " ~ ~ ~

In short, while both Trudeau and Gtant believed tbat nationalism would
eventually becorne antiquated hey felt differently about i t Trudeau welcomed likral
"progress", while Grant viewed it with mtipathy. Grant viewed cumnt trends as a move
toward malevolent fettea of a "universal and homogeneous state";

Trudeau viewed

"globalization" positively as a j o m e y toward personal fracdom. Federalism mthin a
sovereign state was a useful interirn measure, in Trudeau's view, that would evennially
give way to a world b'temtonal" (rather than ethnic) faderalism and personal freedom

from nationalism. "Caoadian federalism is an expriment of major proportions'' declared
Trudeau, that

"could bewme a bnlliant prototype for the molding of tomomw's

ci~ilization"2~2
Trudeau, however, recognized the reality of the multinational nature of Canada
In his view, the French "fact" was, at least for the time king, a practical reality and
"[elxcept to pinpoint ourselves in the right historical perspective, then, there is not much

to be gained in brushing them [nations] aside on the ground that the nation of French

Canadians will some &y

fade fiom

vie^."*^^ Therefore, "reasonn, accordhg to

Trudeau, would suggest that EnglishCanadians mut abandon their nationalism and
must resist the temptation of pursuing a pn-canadian natioaalism in order to

accommodate French nationalism in the interim. Nationalist goals, he suggested in his
writings, should be pursued by both groups et the local Ievel. Assimilation, through

pan-Canadianism, was simply not a practical reality. "The die is cast in Canada",

Trudeau admitted, "there are huo main ethnic and linguistic groups in Canada..each ta,
strong and too deeply rooted in the pa*, too finnly bound to a mother-culture, to be able

24bmt,George.

For A

p. 87.
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to engulf the 0ther."2~~Reasonable federalism was Trudeau's answer to the cunent
reality of nationalisms and ultimate '%tictory is prom-sed to the nation that rejects its

nationdistic obsessions and, with the full support of its mernôers, applies al1 the powen
at its command to the -t

of the most fm-reacbiiigand human ideal-"245

Essentially, Trudeau's first response as a political theorist, as Gagwn and

Laforest have alro obsewed, was to d d with wrnpeting natïodisms with UreesonnHowever, upon examiiriation of Tmdeau's writings as well as its expression in practice? it
becornes evïdent tbat he was wt completely wavinced that "pure* reamn is aiways
practicable. In short, a s w e y of his 'Tcderalism, Nationalinn, and Reason7*inâïcates
that he was of the opinion that federations musf at times, use natiodisrn .nb indeed,

more of it, to assure whesion.

in the above discussed piece, Trudeau delineates the states-systems evolution
fiom what he refers to as the "territorial statey' legitimateà and held together by divine
right, tradition anâ force to the "nation--tew

legitimated by the idea of "natural

a f i n i t i e ~ . The
" ~ ~transition
~
was succinctly stated as such:
it might be siüd tht in the put the (taritoiai) sate had dcancd iu taritorid limits wt~Ïcbhad defincd the
people or nation h g within. But hmccforih it was to be the people who 6rst dcfined thansclves as a
natio~who tbcn decûred *ch territory bdongd to tbem as of ri%it, ibd wbo M y prooeeded to givt
their allegiancc to a state of th& own choosùig or invention which w d d arercise unbority ovcr that nation
and tbat tmïtory. Heace tbe eqmai~n 'nuion-strte'- As I see Ït, the important truuibon was fiom the
r e m - r d Sm&?to thc nrrlr-OI)Lssple?47

More spcifically, the way in which the state is legitimated had changed While the state
had once been legitimated and %undle#' by tradition and coercion, with the transition to
"nation-state", the people becarne the legitimate moral "sovereignn b d e d by
nationalism- Trudeau's use of the word ''territorial"to descni the former state form is

conception ofhcdom ,
invdves 'fiedom froo' c o n t a or rn Orgiaic whde. Gnm,in COconceives of fkdom rs 1
'-m
aroagh' context or knowledge of one's place in the whole.
2'%rudeaq Pierre Elliott. Tcderrlism, Nationilism, d Reoson," p. 185.
2471bid.

misleading, however, as "sovereign" States, of both the C'territorial"and "nation-statew
vankties are, as wss seen in cbapter one, by definition, t e n i t o r i p ~ .Essentially,
~~~
what

Trudeau is descniing is the impact of a "regdative" d e (that 'hations" are the
legitirnators of the "swereign" temtory) within the institution of "sovereignty". ïhe
transition nom "ierritorial" to "nation-state7' had changed tbe nature of the "sovereignty"

The use of the above nomenclaire, however, is telliag wïth regard to Tndeau's
views of nationdism. Later in the sarne article, Trudeau argued that ''m]ecause no

country has an absolutely homogeneous population, d l the so-called nation-states o f
today [emphasis pdded] are also temtorial

tat tes."^^^ "mhe distinction between a

nation-state, a multinational state, and a temtonal state" was therefore, in Trudeau's
view, ivelevant; it "may well be valid in reference to historical ongins" but, nevertheless,

"has little foudation in law or fact [ernphasis addedJwand "is mainly indicative of
political value j ~ d g r n e n t s . " ~ ~ ~
In an attempt to clarik Trudeau, funhemiore, distinguished behueen two types

of nations: the "jun-stic" nation as "no more or no less than the entire population of a
sovereign state" and the more ambiguous "sociological nationn referring sornetimes to
linguistic, cultural or ethnic attributes. Trudeau emphasized that it is dificult to define
what is meant by a 'sociological' nation and stated "[a]s Humpty Durnpty once told

Alice, a word means just wbat one chwses it to mean" adding that those using it ~ i l l
just have to hope that what is meant by it is properly u n d e r s t ~ ~ d
In, the
~ ~ end, only the
idea of 'jurïstic' nation is clear. bWationhOOd),,he declared, is 'little more than a state of
miDld'*252

The ody clair distinction khueen the two types of nations is that one, the
''juristic" natioa, represents the status quo and is "territorial",while, the other challenges

the territorial integrity of the Nite and is apparently sornething elx.

In shorî, a

'sociologicai' nation is at work, uwhm a tightly knit mmlliority within a state kgins to

define itself forcefully and mnsistemly as a nation*' and thus "is trïggering a mechanism

which wiil tend to popcl t toward hill stateh00d"~~~
The "soc01logicai' nation is one
that wishes to become a 'jurïstic' one.
With the rise of the %ation-staten, Trudeau obsewed, a psraéox emerged: the

very ideology used to legitïmate the state w d d also be used by a minonty wïthin the
state to destroy i t

The idea of "natiou-staten is, for this re8SOn, selfdestructive.

Federalism emerged as a stabilizer. According to Trudeau, it emerged as a response to
this paradon Feâeralism developed, as a "regdative nile" to deal with contradictions
that developed within the institution of sovereignty.
in light of this contradiction,

reason would suggest that nationalism is an

inappropriate way to legitim-ze the state both at the 'juri-stic' and 'sociological' levels.

''mf nationalism is encouraged as a righaul doctrine and noble passion, what is to
prevent it fiom k i n g used by some group, region, or province within the nation?" asked

nuie eau-^^^ Sociologicai nationdisms are disruptive to stabiiity and may k encouraged
by the "juristic"nation if aationalism is used at that level. Rational federalisrn emerged
in response to challenges that 'sociological' bgmentation pose to the juristic state in an

age that recognized the principle of selfdetemination-ZsS The "juristic" state, for

federalisrn to work, must also act rationaMy.
Nevertheless, despite his acrimony towards nationdism, Trudeau realized
nationalism's potential as a political tool as well as its enticing nature Both the ''jwistic"

and 4 L ~ i o l o g i c anations,
ï"
Trudeau expresseci in his writing, wili be temped to employ
nationalism for cohesion and to pesewe the fiagile consensus upon wbicb the state rests.

Reason alone, despite preference, will not dways suffice- Nationalism is the hile"
within the "nation-state" game. The modem state, in Trudeau's words %ince it is
physically and intellectually ciifficuit to persuade continuaily t h u g h reason alone...is
tempted to mach out for whatever emotional support it c~ nnd..[h]m h m the

emotional appeal called nationalisn is derived a psychological inclination to obey the

constitution of the state-dS6

require a stronger dose of nationalism oi the *ai

ievei-

the heavy paste of

nationalism is relied upon to keep a unitary nation-state together," Tndeau reasoned,
"much more nationaikm would appear to be required in the case of a federal

nati~n-state."*~~Apparently, more nationalism ot the fiderai fewl is sometirnes
necessary, in Trudeau's view, to thwart the nationalisrn o f a minority "people" or, at

least, it was Trudeau's opinion that the lure of nationdisru will be more intense in
federations. Foreshadowing his strategy fier the 1980 referendwn on sovereignty in
Quebec,

Trudeau stated in his 1965 work tbat:

Thus, accordhg to Trudeau, one answer to the challenge of the nationalism of a minority
'peoplen within a fcdaPl state is the creation of a single jurïstïc nation through a
vigorous campaign of nation-building. In an en, of nation-states and, thus, in an era

where the "nation" is viewed as the legiti'mete &or, nationalism must ôe beployed

may becorne the oniy reuso~blealtemative.

or,to

fouow fndeou's ugument,

~ ~ jurïstic
employing nationalimi may constitute necessary "practical i n a t i ~ a a l i t y . "The
"don", d e n f

d with secession potentiai, mut, at times, be more tightiy %undlad"

in order to compete with regional nationalism/s.

Trudeau, however, tempered this above option by stiting that [ i l t is, of course,
obvious that a national consensus will o d y be developed in this way if the nationalim
[at the faderal level] is emotionally acceptable to d l important g r ~ i p swithin the

nation."**

A nationalism reflective of the whole and worthy of primiry allegknce

must be dtivated at the federal level in order to compte effectively with regional
nationalisms.
A federal compromise mut, moreover, be altemi with case "giving a little more

regional autonomy here" and "a bit more centralization there" whik W n g great care to
presewe the deticaie belance upon which the nationai consensus

Furthemore,

such prudence e u s t incrmse in direct proportion to the strengtb of the alternatives
which present themselves to the fedcrated groups."262

Failing to foltow this advice, Trudeau argued in his writings, would lead
minorities to shift h e u allegiance to a neighbouring state, to seek independence, or, to
make unreawaabte demanâs on the other rnembers of the federation- In short, "a criticaI

point can be reached in eitkr direction beyond which seppratisrn takes place, or a civil

war is f o ~ g h t . "According
~~~
to Trudeau, fûrthermore, at this critid pinf no amount
of nationalism can save the federation and "the great moment of mith

when it is

reaiized that in the Iast mort the mniaspriag of federalism m o t be motion but m m
be reason."264

Nevertheless, almoa 35 years later, Canadians are stilî waiting for

Trudeauian "rational catharsis".
To recapituiate, Truckau's argument in bis Tederalism. Natiodism, a d

Reason," is as follows: 1. Reason, inherent in fededism, is the prefmble political
principle; 2. ~tionaiism,however, rernains a powerfiil politicai idea and may be useû by
'sociological' nations and wuid, therefore, threaten the state; 3. using nationalism may,

therefore, sometimes be justifid to ensure the integrity of the -te

and n~toryof the

federal principle; nationalism rnay constitute "practical irrationdity" in the name of
eliminating irrationality at the regional level; 4. Natiodism at the federal level may

contribute to Iegitimizing nationalism at the regional level; 5. a federation may mach a
point of crisis when natiodism looses its p o l i t i d potency as a unifier and may in fact

result in a polarization between extreme altematives (separatism or civil war); 6.

members of a federation will experience, at the moment of crisis, a cathartic revelation of
"truthn when it is realized that federalism is r e a ~ o n . ~As~ ~will k demonstrated,

Trudeau put this into practice as Rime Minister and just as he bad predïcted, Canadian
constitutionalism bas gone full circle back to number one. Federal constititutional
strategy has gone h n tryîng to fight nationalim with nationaiism bock to the necessity

of "reason". The question then arises a s to what is "reasonable" within Canada.

Alain-G. m

n rad Guy I&bmt. "Ibe f h m of fedarlisn: lessons fiom Cliud.lad Q w h % " p. 475-

Oliver has noted tbat, although Trudeau had some advice for those defending the
"juristicn state, he had littie to say about how a "sociologica)" minority may defend itself
against the imposition of "juristic" natio~liilinn~~~
Oliver suggests, momver, that
Trudeau's asymmetrical treatment of the two mtiodisrns wss a result of ttuee fiictors:

his belief that sociological nationalism IeadS to instability, his view that sociologicai

nationalism will inevitaôly lead to secession.,d prhaps most pondemus, his 'tisceral"
hate for the sociological nationalism of French canada.267

Oliver's anaiysis appe~rsaccurate and his £htpoint is certainly Linked with the
second. Trudeau achowledged the iaherent instability of federations stating that "what
Emest Renan said about the nation is evea truer about tbe federated nation" that

existence d'une nation estS.unplébiscite de tous les

Although federations

will necesSanly be somewtiat unstable, the principle of selfdetennination of nations (in
the sociological sense) is, in Trudeau's view, what ultimately threatens the integrity of
the federation.

As was seen above, "sociological" nations, accordhg to Trudeau,

inevitabty wish to kcome "'jurjstic" states. Reflecting the view thai allegiance is

ultimately sioplar, minority nationalism would l d to secession if allowed to follow
its natural course.

Trudeau's writing, in essence, reflects a Dorionian view of foderalism as
hierarchy; it refiects the "oddity" of federal tbeory due to its reliance on the fetters of the

idea of classical, indivisible ''~overeigatyn*~~
Accordhg to Riley, the origïn of the idea
of secession may be discovered within this tension.270 As was seen in chapter two, the

idea of "sovereignty" forces a conception of fdefalism as a system of alliances of

"sovereign" states or absoibs its essence with the idea of a single udivisible sovereign at
the federal level. When a crisis emerges two extreme altematives will appear wi-th the

idea of xccssion arïsing h m the foamer and civil war h m the latter. True fdralism,

as was discovered in chapter two, is an "anti- (classical) sovmignty" doctrine, one,
furthennon, that, when divorced h m the idea of classicd "sovereignty", would aot
force such extreme o@ons.

Oliver's final point is especially instructive.

Trudeau did hdeed appear

particularly hostile toward French-Canadian nationalism. Trudeau's above distinction

behween the ~ t o r i a l "
and Unati~n-state'7
models is instructive in this qprd Simply
put, Trudeau's distinction appears to irnply that a "sociological nationalism" cannot

become a "territorial nationaiism". More spcifidly, Trudeau was of the opinion that
French Canadian nationalism cannot become a '?terri tonal"-

Essentially, Tnideau's andysis was clearly biased agaïnst FrenchCaMdian
nationalism and more appropriate to the nature of Quebec society and nationalism in the
pre-1960 perid. Trudeau's anti-nationalist views as well as his belief that natioaalism

would eventdly fade h t o history resuited in his missing the full implications of the

"Quiet Revolution". The 1%0s represented the modern territonalkation of the Quebec
nation as well as the redization on the pari of the ROC of the full implications of the
1867 fedeml compromise. The "Quiet Revolution" represented the tenitoriaiization of

dualism within the "province" or territoryof Quebec. From that time on, Quebec would

be coostrainedby the constitutive b i s of its territory in the same manm "Canadamis.

feduai system is l@y the cn;ba of r amtract ktwan soVQCignshas cftlted p e m poblrms 6om
which the modern f e d d -te, for ail its diff~rcllceh m thc&cits ofold, hrs not recovered. The iden that
a polity can bt foundd in r coatnctbcrwan so-gn
or quasi-sodgn mahber--es kd artunlly to
the idea of secession, to the idea of simply breakhg 8 dhpeablc contract whamrer u i y fact or pntext of
bad fàith on the put ofuiy otber pmty uose." p. 5 1. !Secesion is the FeJult ofa "soveragnn contndiction
where local autonomies "Kizt...on the v«y concept (sovertignty) which [they] ictually op~rose4to defknd
[th&] own position more saam&." p- 28.

Some sovereïgntists would later deplore the implications of this territonality. The
bittemess engcndered by the constraints that territory Uaposa on the mreignty
movement are reflected, for example, in Parizeau's remarks after the 1995 Quebec
refercndum blaming "money"and the "ethnie" vote for the sovercigntist defwnl More
recently, at a Bloc Quebecois federal party g c n d council meeting, hard-line

sovereigntists, including Parizeau, argueci tbat Gilles Ducepp's (the nUty leader of the
BQ) proposai that any resident of Quebec should be eligible for citizemhip U, a sovereip
Quebec, was tao

Most sovenigntists, howevet, define what is meant by a

"Quebecker" temtorïaily; they maintain that in order to become a sovereign state, it

would be necessary to convince, aot oniy b c o p h o n e s of p e laine but, rather, a
democnitic majority within the territory, of the desirability of independence. This bias
against FrenchCanadan Nlrtionaiism as well as the assumption th.t nations will
inevitably wish to become sovereign States d e s s rebundled into a singie nation at the

federal level explain Trudeau's practicai strategy as Rime Minister.
By the early 1960s Trudeau was contemplating a strategy other than -ting

to

combat Quebec nationaiism: to go to Onawa and put his theory into practice. Trudeau's
vision would be Unplemented and change tbe course of Canadian history. "Trudeau's

writings" that were in McRobnts words "aothing less than an attempt to reconceive

Canada on the bask of his own beliefs" would be put in pra~tice.~'~
The ''philosophical

federalism" and spirit of accommodation characteristic of the early 1960s was to
evenhially be replaced, at the federal level, by a single monolithic liberal one: the

Trudeau vision.

The 1%0s, as was mentioned, represented a period of "unbundluig". The
"regulative mie" of fcderalism, in short, muld no longer contain the relateci reaiity of

cultural dualism. The Lesage Liberals had, dimag the "Quiet Revolution", k e n busy
radidizing duaiism ond more M

y grouading it in tbe institutions provided by

federalism (the Quebec state). in Quebec, the nationaiists in the 1960s Wook the duaiist
logic embedded within

federaijsm", McRoberts recalls, and umodified" (or

"lrpdateb') it to justifjr a profound change in Canadian federalj~m.*~~
New regulative
niles were urgently neeûed. Consideration of "asymmdcalm

federai options in the

1960s was a result of this rdity. In fact, in the view of many, asymmetxy was the only

"reasonable" fedemi alternative.
Nevertôeless, with the arriva1 of Trudeau on the scene, the "reasonable"
federalism of the early 1960s would be abanâoned. As Prime Minister, Trudeau would

be tempted, in a way he had pedicted in 1965 that federal goveniments are, to use

nationalism to rebundle the federation. Rather pnradoxically, given his contention that
Quebec nationalism could no& by defuiition, be "liberal", one o f Trudeau's fint goals
was to construct a "lilberal nationalism' at the federal level that d l members of the

federation could feel "emotionai" about His practice would uncover the extent to which
Trudeau was implicitly guidai by a cLclassical"definition of rovereignty as wetl as the

constraints that this conception ïmposed

It would also, rather ironically given his

self-proclaimed f e d d label, reveal his anti-federal guiding priaciples or, at the very

least, the poverty ofhis feded theory.

Centrai to bis "rebundling" vision was the idea of individual bilingualim ud as
mure ud as mare. Trudeau, faced with the impacts of the "Quiet Revolution" and the

territorialimtion of language within Quebec, attempteà to reverse this pracess by shifting

emphasis on the temtory of Canada as a whole. In essence, he wished to rebundle

Canada into a single bilingd nation, and reverse the territoriai federalhtïon of the
French language. In fact, Trudeau was not prepared to accept anything l e s In a 1969
interview with the Toronto Star he declared that
If 1 don't think that we un crate some form of a bihgud country, 1am no longer intaested in wo*g
in
Ottawa If1 want to work as an Englistr-spcrLmgperson I'li look for r job in uiotha anmWy or I'U go ud
work in Europe or I'U look for a job in Washingtom..What aitaches me to this country is the bekf that the
French language a n bave certain rights. I thinir it's truc for muty French Cuudians wbo klieve in
fedeTPÜSm-..It'r tbe ody view thr cm ndre uiy rnu275

Trudeau's conception of federalism did not support the territorialization or federalization
of lauguage but rather requiied bilingualism coast to coast C d a n temtory as a whok
would have to be bilingualized in order to mate a national comrnunity a the federal
level. If not, Trudeau was not interested in "Canada*.
Wbat was not certain, however, was that other hncophones shared Trudeau's
views. ALthough they certainly must have s h e d Trudeau's desire to fal "at homey'in
Ottawa, wbat is not certain is that feded bilingualism was viewed as enough. History

and federalism had temtorialized both French and English an4 thetefore' although, coast
to coast bilingualim was a welcome addition, it could not replace the Quebec state as

the primary guarantor of the French ~ a n ~ u a ~Language
e . * ~ ~ is, as we saw in chapter one,

generally temtorid, and in Canada, it was increasingly so by the 1960s. While the idea

of pan-canadian liaguistic duaiim may have been a more feasonable "regdative d e y ' in

the pst, demographics were increasingly working against fhncophone minorities in
other provinces. Basically. Lévesque's characterization of his fellow nraocOphones as
"dead ducks" was in line with the demographic trends.

275 W e s t 4 Anthony. 'IfCiIPd. .doesn't
wrm b ï h g d* l q 1wuit out,"
.
. p. 63.
in McRobens, Karntth.
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2 7 h j o r i t a n provi
~ nce-kiil-rritorial
"soVCtasnty-thinh'n~nbd tcrritori.IVsd luigurge
outside Quebec. Until the 1970sQuebec h d the best record in t m n s of tesptctingmlliority laaguirgt rights.
The Manitoba Scbools Question d Ontuio's Reguwon 17ire two historiai cxullples ofpolicy limed rt
territorializing the English lmgwgt outside Quebec-

The Trudeau dualia strategy, consistent witb what Cameron 41s the
"sociologicai approach", begins with the premise that duaiism is constititutive of Canada
and defines the twa wmunities in non-insatutionaI terms.
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According to

"sociological duaiists" since there is extensive inter-penetration of the linguistic

wmmrmities, no one politid jurisdiction may be viewed as respoasible for theV
protection or management. The "sociological" approach to dualism, not surprisingly, is

popdar with the f e r a i government, the ody govemment representing d l citizens of
Canada, as it assigns it an important role.

Nevertheless, within this approach, al1

goveniments, as members of the federation, are, in theory, equally mponsible for

dualism and "'[tlhus cmbedded in this approach, there is a bias against recognïzing any
one provincial govemment as having special standing or responsibility tbat might

properly receive constitutional recognition-"278 The "sociologïcai" dualin Mews
"Quebec, as a matter of constitutional principie, ...[a s] a province like the others, end any

arrangements or liberties extended to her must in priaciple be applicable to the others as
~ e 1 1 . ' ' ~The
~ ~ "sociolopical" approach accepts dualism, but oniy on the basis of

symmetry and is inherently liberai. The c'sociological" approach seeks to de-federalize
duaiity by "bundling" it in the larger Canadian whole.

The "institutional" approach, consistent with the views of both the "Quiet

Revolutio-es'

and sovereigntists, begins with the some premise as those who adopt a

"sociological" one (that duaiism is constitutive of Canada), however making a

"bard-headed j d p e n t , namely, that a minorit. culture tbat doa not enjoy coacrete
expression in a set of politid institutions is rmlikely in the long nin to endure."280
Although Trudeau would becorne fimous for his "sociologicai" approach, he too had

recognized the validity of the institutional argument in his early writings. In 1965,

Trudeau observed that "[i]t has long ôeen a custom in Engiish Canada to denounce the
Privy Council for its proviacialist bias" adding that "it should be considered that if the

lawlords had not leaned in that direction, Quebez separatism might not be a threat today:
it might be an accomplished fact7'281 His statement implicitly accepts the particulor
regulative importance of federalism in relation to Quebec. The "institutional dualists"
are suspicious of the "sociological" approach as it neglects the issue of political power
and its role in worlriag out accommodations. It is, in this way, similar to theories of
nationalism, writes Carneron, in that it asserts that cultural NNival depends on political
power.282
According to an "institutionalist", a minority culture must find a way of becoming

a majority as it cannot depend on the goodwill of the majority. "The logic of federalism
in this respect is that a minority can be given political power, can be m e d into a
majority, in those culturally sensitive areas that require it, but can be treated as a portion
of the population as a whole in those matters which are deemeâ to be cornmon
throughout the system and not intimately related to culture."283 This was indeed the
logic of federalism at the time of Codederation as was seen in chapter two. in fact,
Canadian Confederation represented the fim time in the history of the states-system that
federalism was used for thïs purpose.284 It gave an iosiitutionalized collective dimension

to Canadian dualism.
The "sociological" and "institutional" approaches are ideal types that can no

doubt be combinedZBSThe findings of the B & B commission were instructive in this

regard- The commission, while recommending a overail "sociological" or "personal"
28 l ~ ~ d e aPiem
u , EUïott. "Fedmiism, Nationaiism, .adRason," p. 198.
282~ameron,David R p. 240
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approach to language, r e c ~ g ~ z strengihs
ed
in both approacha. It suggested, therefore, a
"hybnd model" that emphasized "penodity" while aevertheless tempering it with
temtoriality.

The B & B co~mnissionemphssized the importance of the "collective"

element in language rÏghts carehilly distiaguishing bet-

bilingual indivïduals and

bilingual States. The "bilinguai individual", the commissioners reaiizeà, is a rare species

and it was, therefore, their opinion that it is not the responsibility of the state to attempt
to create bilingual iadividuals.

In fa* "if everyone in a bilingual state becornes

completely bilingual," the commission epon stated, "one of the languages is rendered
s~perfluous."~~
ï h e report, for this reason, empbasized both the importance of tint
lmguages and the need to ensure their contuiued viability.

Kenneth McRoberis, one of Canada's foremost experts on Canadian language
policy, bas demonstrated how although the B & B commission, in the end, dopted a
generally "6personal"approach to Ianguage rights there were, aevertheless, important
concessions made to the principle of "temtoriaiity" and "collective"

The

commission, in fact, originated the tm "distinct society" and legitimated the idea that
Quebec, in the words of the commissioners, "wnstitutes an environment where the
aspirations and needs of four out of five francophones in Canada can be satisfied" adding
that "[tlhe mere f x t of this concentration leads to a spontaaeous French way of life and

makes that way of life eesier to ~ r g a n i z e . " ~The
~ ~ French language, as with any

language, in Launadeau's words, "sets its seal on [itsJ r n i l i e ~ ' ' ~ * The
~ B & B

wmissioa acknowledged that language creates a cultural "realm" and made explicit
~~nnectioao
between Ianguage and culture as well as emphasizing their temtorial natureA&r considering various language regimes and despite Canada's demographic
proximity to the "Belgium" temîtonal model, the B & B commission tec~lll~~~ended
the

persona1 approach in the name of ~ n i t y . *Francophone
~~
minorities, regardless of their
precarious M e 7 were viewed as aa important symbolic force of national wherion

Personal bilingualism was, nevertheless, to be ternpered by territorial restrictions bot. in
Quebec and outside Quebec. Some examples inclde& the fact that provinces, with
official language minorities of less than ten percent would not be declared officially
bilingual, âilingual districts" were to k established, wiilingual luiguage

were to

be established in the federal civil service and Quebec, on André Landereau's insistence,
was to be encourageci to have

a unilingual French faee in the private sector. "The

commission's concessions to temtoriality", McRoberts recalls, "were [nevertheless] lost

on Pierre ~rndeau."~~~
They were lost in the name of 'ïrudeau's "liberal"
nation-building strategy.

The temtorialiuition of language rights, however, was not al1 that was lost Due
to his assumptions conceming aationalism and sovereignty, Trudeau was, from the

outset, unable to accept the idea of biculturalism. Culture, in Trudeau's conception, is

inherently temtorial and coilective, and, for this reasoo, the notion of biculturalism was
unacceptable given bis prefemd "perronai" or individual approech as well as his related

fear of secession. Given the views expressed in his writing, it is not surprishg that he
was unwilling to pursue f o r d l y a policy of biculhualism- As Prime Minister, he would

~dgiwn
tnc,dâ, kwever. is a ûybrid ~tis amcatiy composai oftimc taritonil wons,(the
Flanders, Wdloon rad B
d Regions) r#pons'ble p r b d y fbr umiIomic mtrtmrad tbrse "pcnodw
communitits (the Fitmish-spcaking,French-spealring uid Gamui-rperking) hsponsible for culturai a f f '
education anci certain p m o d i d d.
It is, in short, a taritorid-perd hybrid- Tht potcntiai of
non-territorial f e d e d h will be disauscd in cbapter four.
*''fiid., p. 92. in addition, the inf'ixmution in th* p a e n p h irukm f h n tbe rmr source.
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instead seek a new way of regulating or, perhaps more accurately, reconstitutïng the
cultural make-up of Canada.

Trudeau was &le

to accept the iâea of a biculturai Canada due to his liberal.

univenalist assumptions and his implicit conception of sovereignty. In T~deau'sview,
as expressed in his "Federaiism, Nationalism, and Reason," there are three choices withùi
the Canadian context: a single natioaalism at the federal level that accounts for cultural

particuiarity, secession of the 'saciological' nation, or "ii'beral* fededism based on

reason or fuactiondi A similar opinion was d e c t e d in a critique of the biculhnal
premise of the commission's mandate, authored by Tndeau's colleagues, that appaued
in Cité Libre after the release of the commission's preliminary report. The critique

suggested that the principle of biculturalism was both a theoretical and practical figment

as it was really, echoing Trudeau's views about the nature of m h r i î y nationalism, an
argument for separate states in disguiseseThe critique stated:
Political science is very f d a r with the idea of @ty between ïnûividuals withh the same state, but the
idea of equaiïty betwem peoples uadcrtics the concept of national sovcrcignty, rnd it would have bacn
Ïnteresting to sa how the Commission intends to int ret its mandate without M g led necessaritY to
propose the division of Canada into two nationai states.3 2

Constrained by a BIacksfonim or Dorionian idea of "sovereignty" these liberal critics
were unable to imagine but the extreme options. Canadian political science should be
quite familiar with the idea of equality between two cultures within a state (or at lest a
federal state with two

divided on the basis of establishing a cultural majonty in

each unit), as it was proposed in George Brown's constitutionai report before
Codederation. However, Trudeau's liberal colleagws were unable to fathom a cultural
federaiism consistent with Canada's roots. Mead two options appeareà to present
themselves: a "likral", ''universal and homogenous" state or two "equai" sovereign

states. As will k seen later in the chaper, George Brown's constitutional option would

be picked-up and iadiealized by "sovereigntists" and give birth to the idea of
"sovereignty-~~~~~iation".

The inaûility to "imagine" a bicultwal "Canada", however, also refltcts a certain
view of federalism: a hierarchical and purely temtorial one. This mode1 is essentially an

Americ811 one wbere it was decideci at the time of the Civil War tbat the states would be
equal to each other but subordinate to the federal "nation". n e Canadian uexperiment"

however, as was seen in chapter two, was a very different one. Feûeraiism was used to
permit two nations to become majorities in theû r a p a i v e states. In Canada, federalism
perrnitted a degree of national secession within a federal state. The American model of

federalism is basically incompatiile with the Canadian one as it is intolerant of cultural
a ~ ~ r n r n e t r yThe
. ~ ~Canadian
~
federation is a different "We fom" and Canadians are, as
Charles Taylor obsewed, very much on our own in tenns of creating federal r n ~ d e l s . ~ ~
Trudeau's 'American" view of federalism would empty the Canadian model of its
meaning.
Given his assumptions, the question before Trudeau was how one could account
for diversity in a way that would "bundle" Canadian identity into a singe temtorial unit.
Trudeau's answer was his policy of "multiculîuralism" k t bundied what Charles Taylor
Trudeau would
calls "deep diversity" within "first level d i ~ e r s i t y . ' ~Essentially,
~

"rebundle" dualism persona/& as the Fathers of Confederation had done imtitutionaliy
with federalism.
"-tutional

Trudeau's

regdative strategy would be to dilute the faderai,

bundle" with a unitary? non-govermentai, usociologicaln one. It would

turn diversity on its head and "budie" dualism within iïrst level diversity rather than the

reverse.
Both federalism and multicuituraiism originated in dualism. In Cameron's words,
although the policies of multiculturaIisrn and dualism are viewed as antagonists today,
"it is probably true to say that the existence of a large French-Canadian community in

British North Amenca created the conditions within which both the form and theory of
cultural pluraiism couid take rwt in canadam2%
Cartier had already predicted in the

1860s that dualism would produce a "healthy spirit of e m ~ l a t i o n . " ~Dualism,
~~
as

Cartier had predicted,

provides the

foudation for

intercultural dialogue.

Multiculturalism, bom of dualism, was a "regulative nile" developed by Trudeau to

rebundie the Tamda"into a single territory
Nevertheless, there was an important difference in "regulative" intention
between the "Fathers" and Trudeau The transition corn dualism to federalism at the
time of Confederaa'on was "organic" or conservative and was therefore consistent with

Canada's "constitutive basis". There was an understanding that the "regulative d e "

acknowledged b t h "provinces7' and %ations" as legitimate actors. At the time of
Codederation, fdralism added, rather than eliminated identities and actors, Federalism

Sauborougb, M o : Ndsm Cuuda, 1993, t
k distinction is aude as such: k t lcvd dinrsity is a
situation whcre "[t)herc are grut diffaences in culture and Orrtlook and background in r population t h
neverthdes dures t
k ~ l m ied a ofwbat it ïs to bdong to Clludr-.prtriotum or mamer ofMon& is
uniform, whatcver
other dinc~mces,
urd this is fclt to k r nccesdy if tbe country is to hold together"
@- 94). A situation of Ydscpdivenity" would exht "whae r plurolity ofwrys ofbdonging would also be
acknowledged anci occepfain for arunplt wh«c *a Qucbecois(c), Cree, or r Dene, might belong in different
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grew out of dualism and honoured the principle of continuity. In con-

while Trudeau

added constitutionaf identities, he had as his ietcatioa to elhinate "nations" as
legitimate actors. Basically, his purpose was not only kgdative" or accommodative.

He wanted to redefine Canada's constitutive basis or to reiterate McRoberts "consti~e
[and "rebundle"] Canada on the b i s of his own beliefs." In so doing, fiirthermore, he

would make regulative accommodation within "Canadan increasingly difficdt.
Trudeau's natiodizing vision had as its zenith the patriation and the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. The 1982 constitutional amendmenîs were, in Vanûycke's words,

"the end of illusionsn as the differences between the Quebecois and English- Spcaking
Canadian visions that had existed since the time of Codederation (unitarïanism vs.
federalism, centrdization vs. decentdimion, union of provinces or of poples), were
It represented a

brought to the forefront and replaced by the Trudeau

ideational coup deforce and reflects, as Vandycke and others have observed "a m - c u l a r

moment in the history of Québec and q ana^"^^^

The amendment. reflect ia

Vandycke's view "the power relations between the two levels of government following
the failure of the 1980 referendum on s~verei~ty-a~sociation."~~
They were ahistorical
md excluded not ody Quebec "sovereigntist" visions of "Canada", but aiso competing

federalist ones, both in Quebec and in the Rest of Canada @WC)Academics, both Quebecois and English-speaiung Canadian, such as Gagnon,

Laforest, Cairns, McRoberts, Russell, Morton, Webber and others, have firmly declared
the nation-building nature of the

It is generally aclcnowledged by these

1-2 ~omtitutionmi the bina of~igim:A vw ûcm QU-?
in
29s~mcty~e,
Peterborough, Ontario:
Rocher, Francois and Mirhm Smith (Ed.).
Bmadvicw Press, 1995, p. 1332%id, p. 133.
3%id.
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- . Montreal & Kingston: H,
McGüî-Quan's Umvenity Press, 1995; McRoberts, Keiuictb. MimCon0CMnn Russcü, Puer
."The
CoIiStjMion, Citizrnship and Ethnicity," in Lqmnce, Jean and Wüiiun M a n (Eds.).
..
Tbt B*
FBriuin:FnnL&Co. Ltd-, 19%, pp- S106; Monon, F.L.

academics that the Charter bas standatdized public policy, entrenched the idea of equal
ïndividuals and provinces and pomoted a non-territorial, or, more ~pacifically,
nomterritorial and anti- federal culture of constitutional ninoritarianism. Russell has

ernphasized the Charter's effects on judicial reMew both in terms of stanàaràizing policy,

as well as its potentially ha-

effects on democracy. Alan Cairns has descnkd the

1982 amendments as a general shiA to a citizen's constitutiot~ It has also, in his view,

engendered ccconsti~*onal
m i n o r i t ~ a ~ i s mand
' ~ ~created
~ ~ new non-govenimental
constitueucies tbat he d s "Charter Groups". The Charter is anti-federai, in Cairns'
view, in so much as it promotes a new kind of tem-toriality or, more acciwtely, a kind of
non-territoriafi~.

The combineci effécts of the Charter, according to him, both

de-legitirnized elite accommodation and challenged federal territorial ideas of space.

Trudeau recognized the non-territorial nature of Charters.

He would later

describe the adoption of charters as "in keeping with the purest liberalism" and "[a]s

such they transecad the accidents of place and time [emphasis aâded], and partaice in
the essence of universal ~ u m a n i t y . " ~Charters,
*~
furthemore, traascend nationalism and

the parochial, and "[tlhey are therefore not coercible by any ancestral tradition, k i n g

vassals neither to their race, nor to their religion, nor to their condition of birth, nor to

their collective hi~tory.'"~Trudeau was apparently, in his view, recoastituting Canada
in the name of humankind.

The Canadian Charter, although not a "vassal" for "mx" or "religion", did not,
despite his rhetoric, completely "tmscend the accidents of place and t h e . " Although
"The Chuter and canada outside Quebac," in McRoberts, Kenneth (Ed.).
oflanada.
- - * Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1995, pp..91-1
- 14; Webber, Jaemy.
Kingston&

Montreal: McGiU-Queen's University Press, 1994.
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27 (dtiaihuralum u r d e ofiarcrprcution)303~nideau,
Pime Eliiott. "The VJua ofa Just May."in Axwortay, th mu^ S. md P*ne Elliott
Trudeau (Eds.).A Toronto,Ontario: Penguin Books, 1992,
-407-408-
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the provisions of the Chrter make it difficult to accommodate Quebec through
asymmetry (as the constitutiooai saga professes to), the Charter, d i k e , for example, the

U S Bill of Right~, makes explicit cultural rcferences and constitutionalizes
bilingualism. The conflict between Canada and Queôec does not, in essence,- write

Laforest and Gagnon, "tum on the philoaophy of l~beralisrn."~~~
The Charter, rather,

encompasses a complex mix of individual and collective rights. Citing the fiwt that
univenal rights of Canadians such as W o m of expression and fieedom of association
can be ovemdden by the whnthsturding clause (section 33) white language rights

(sections 16-23) are shielded fiom attack, Laiforest and Gagnon coaclude that "[tlhe
desire to create a nation and pmmote a pan-canadian code of fundamental d u e s was his
primary motive [emphasis added] rather than the expression of any particular liberal

p h i l o ~ o p h y . "The
~ ~ ~notwithstanding clause, one of the few purely federai elements of
the Charter, was, nevertheless, a major concession to the provinces and one that Trudeau

accepted %th a heavy heart"307 Appnrrntly, subjecting language rights to this ciause

would have broken his h a v t Trudeau could not, despite what he believed, rationally
disengage himsetf fiom the social constitutive reality of 'Canada''.

Trudeau's attempt to

legislate for humani@ and transcend the accidents of tirne and place, in short, failed.

The events tbat took place sunouading the debate over an appropriate amending
formula were indicative of tbe nation-building intentions, anti-federal nature, as weil as
the fetterous conception of "sovereignty," inherent in Trudeau's vision. The debate over

arnending formulas, however, was not a new one, but, d e r , it extended back to the first
federal-provinciai conference in 1927. 7 ù e debate over a

ameadiog formula

involved nothing less than the question of wbo or what should be wnstitutionally
sovereign in Canada" explains Russell, daôorating thit [i]f the written Constitution is

3"ibid.
307~rudeui. Pi-

EUiai. "The Values ofa Just Society," p. 417.

the country's highest law defimng the powers of its govmunents and the rights of its

citizens, then the combination of people or governmmts or legislatues which is

empowered to change the Constitution is s o v e r e i g i ~ " ~The
~ ~ time bpd corne, Tndeau
felt, to decide wbaber Canada would ever be W y " sovereip And, as at the t h e of
Confederation, the nature of Canadian "sovereigntynwas highly contested. In Trudeau's
words:
Thefirstministcrsfiikdtoagmeon t b e m d b g procusïn l a 7 , PndaMkk-eKiag'skkshïp,
under Bennett in 193 1, d a S t tuirent in 1950, under Dïefibakcr in 1960, under Peuson in 1964, and
under T d a u ia 1971. Tbe k t iiiirtesw tdkd h m e tky coild lot nic to 8 cs.icuu o i the
nature of Candi80 ~
~
î[unphsis
y
.ddd]
Thcy could not decide whcther t h sowrcignty
ultinratdy resteci with tbe pnwinces, wbo, by amhg togcik, mde up a unrntry d a d Cuudr. or whether
it resided in some undetid combiition of fedmi strte and provinces, di existing in tbek own right and
each exercisiag 8 dure ofthe o v d s 0 ~ g n t y g n'Tbere
t y . . wefe oniy two wrys to s o k the CQïk
goverment of Canrda could acccpt the "compact theo@, rrcogniting that out country was aothing more
than a community of commiinities, in which fbdmami powers (Ïduding the powa to pitriîte the
co~i~ti~tution)
flowed fiom the provinces tht bad ficeiy united to fonn a loose codederotion. Or the
g o v a a m e a t o f ~ r s I b e s d e ~ e m p ~ w ~ t o r r c t i n t b e n i m t o f r l l C . n i d icouldrejecttbe
ans,
compact theory, hold that Canada was something more thrui rnd dierient fiom the sum of its parts, and
procead to procced unilatefallyy3*

The above statement could have been made at the t h e of Conféderation. The options
were: compact or what the Dorions deemed "tnie" federalism; unilateralism or the

unitary opion; and the compromise of s h e d autonomy and "constitutional sovereignty"

where al1 gove~l~~lents
(federal and provincial) would exist "in their own right and each
exercising a share of the overall ~ o v e r e i ~ n t yNevertheless,
~ " ~ ~ ~ due to the dominance of

classical "sovereignty-thinking", the choices were reduced to two: the compct or
federalism as a systern ofalliances option and the unilateral optioa

Trudeau's 1%5 statement that federalism "is a pact or quasi-treaty in the sense
that the terms of that compromise cuinot be changed ~nilaterally"~~'
was disregardeci as

31hid
31 lTmdeq pi-

mot. "Fcdenli~m,N . < i & ~

And R L U O ~ "p. 191.

the temptation to use the "heavy paste of nati~aalism"~'~
a? the fideral levei grew*

Sterling Lyon, Premier of Manitoba at the the, wamed that poceeding with the Charter
unilaterally would tear the country apan Nevertheless, Trudeau invoked the jun'ktic
nation and decided to proceed imilaterally. '1 was connriacad that the time bad corne",
Trudeau wrote later, 'Tor Canada to choose to k or not to b C 3l3 Despite Trudeau's
rhetoric, however, "90be or not to be" appears to remain the Canadian question.
As is well-knowa, the pn>cess was refend to the Superne Court, and in what

Tmdeau acknowledged as the "Canadian wayWTboth unïlateralismand uaanimity were

rejected The Court, in short, supported both sides, and forcd a politicai compromise
by, in Trudeau's words, "inventing" a convention of "substantial provincial consent."

Trudeau wouid later state bitterly: "[c]ourts deal with disputes which they must iesolve

on an either/or basis: the plaintin wins or he 10ses.''~~~
The Canadian corrrt "majority
triai to say 'maybe" instead of "yes" or "no" and did so in regard to a highly politicinxi

issue."31s Trudeau wanted a final solution to the "sovereignty dilemman which he

acknowledged was not the "Canadian way".

In tiying to make Canada "normal'',

furthemore, the Cimadian "expriment" would becorne increasingly more difficult
The process surrounding the patriation of the Charter violated the ihree

conventions characteristic of a '@st"

federal relation discussed in cbapter two:

recognition/continuity, rnultilateraî negotiations, and consent. As was discussed above,

Tnideau would have proceeded unilaterally, violating the second principle. This as was

also seen above, was related to his disdain for the fint pnnciple, t
h of continuity and
recognition. Due to the dominance of classical "sovereignwassumptions, as well as his
long-term liberal vision, Trudeau considered the recognition of nations (at least,

121bid., p. 192.
13~nidcw P i a r Eliiott. "The Values ofA Just Society: p. 42 1.
*%rudeau, P i a n EUia. "Pmiation md the Supreme Cou?," p. 66.
bid.
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'sociological' ones) contradictory wïthin a single state, and their wntinuity b a c k d in
iight of world trends.

Trudeau, in the en4 however, did not violate tbcse prbcîples in bis dealhgs with
al1 constitutional actors. Mer his failed attempt to cstablish the legitimacy of unilateral
paîriation, he was willing to recognïze provincesyto a certain extent Aborigïnai peoples

as well as many Liberal identities. Trudeau, nevertheless, recognïzed these identities in a
way that was consistent with his personai vision. Actors were not remnnilpA on their

own terms but, rather, were made to fit with.ïn his monolithic vision-

Around the same time as Trudeau, aaother clmismatic leader, René Lévesque,
appeared on the politicai scene with a vision equally as clear and seemingly "normal" as
the one espouseû by TndePu: a "sovereîgn" Quebec. The time had m e , Lévesque

believed, for "Quebec" rather than "Canada" to be or not to be. "Like any other normal
people" wrote Levesque in 1977 "Quebecken will soon have to decide among

themselves their preferred political statu and their national fiit~re.''~
l6

Lévesque had corne to similar conclusions as Trudeau regarding the nature of
Canadian federalism.

The concepts of multinational federalism, asymmetry, and

"distinct society" were al1 inherently conhradictory- "Binatiod federations such as the

Canadian federation, or multinational federations" wrote Uvesque "are to my mind paths

which tum into cul-de-~acs.''~~~
Lévesque w n c d with the Trudeauian perspective
cited above that although 'pliticai science is very fmiliar with the idea of equality

between individuels within the

Jame state",

"che idea of equality between peoples

underlies the concept of natiod s ~ v e r e i g n t y . " Uvesque
~~~
assertcd that "[w]ithin the

present federal fiamework, Quebec sovereigaty [and thus, equslity] is a contradiction in

t e r ~ n s ' as
~~
the~ ''WCof the f-l
31%vcsque, René.
3171bid., p. 1JO.

1 8 ~ c ~ o bKenneh
aq
' b e s q u e , René. p. 75.

system calls for Onawa to oppose Quebec's

Agincourt, Ontario: Methuen RiMicai*ons,1979, p. 163.

..

. p. 121-

attempts at aatoaomy [emphasis ad~led]."~~O
"Canada and Quebec," he argue& quite
simply, "canwt continue to live like two scorpions in the same b ~ t t l e . " ~ ~ ~
Livesque basically d e m i the same 'b~tioaalisi7'
ful-de-sac

thpt was

put

forward in Tndceu's writing. Nationalism will be pursued at b t h the levd of fedeml
'Turistic" nation and at the level of the miwrity "sociological" nation and create

deadlock. History bad codhned this and, in Lévesque's rrcollection, '[elvery Quebec

since the beginuag of the twentieth century bis attempted

governent

intergovernmcntal gucrill [emphasis added] W8Cfarewand it had I d

time... to a

federal counter-offensive [emphasis added]."322 Lévesque believed that due to this

"reality", as Trudeau had also preàicteà, a crucial point will come where there exists only
two "nationalist" options:

civil war or secession. The 'huo nationalist scorpions", in

short, could not c o e x i s t kdefinitely and, in Uvesque's view, a crucial point had corne.
Quebec was either in or out of Canada as the only two clear alternatives had presented
themselves:

Quebec.

a "sovereignWnation called "Canada" or a "sovereign" d o n called

"mt was,"

in Lévesque's view, "tirne to chwse between the Canadian option

and the Quebec
Lévesque, however, was not anti-federal but, rather, like Trudeau, he was a
federalist at the international level, "On a world xale 1 am federalist" he asserted,
adding that the

is "very simple...[i]f we do not one &y succeed in eliminating two

of the horsemen of the Apocalypse, war and hunger, 1 think that there will be tragedy in
the worldn3*4 In Lévesque's view "[s]uch possibilities of chaos could be avoided if we

were to adopt the elements of a mini-federalism" adding "this potential trend should be

encourageci.n3*

Tramfer payments" and cwperation between nations at the

international level wouid be a positive development

The need for federalism at the

world d e was, in Lévesque's words, "obvious".
World federalism would both assun that the "mighty" and 'beasts of prey" were
"'dedawed" and leave othm to "breathe"?6

World federalism, fûrthermore, wodd be

consistent with post-colonial cultural awakening and its associated mtiodism.

Nationaiism d federalism (et the world level) were, in Lévesque's opinioa, compatible
and, "[o]w wuld very well d o p t a minimal degree of f-sm

on a w d d sale,

-

whde remaining extremely aationalistic aatioaaiist is the sense of nationai sovereignty,
and the affirmation of one's ideatity [emphasis added].*327 Subjecting a nate to
constraints on its autonomy at the international level is not incompatible *tb

national

sovereignty. In Lévesque's view, sbaring autonomy while retaining one's identity as an
equal was possible at the international level but was a contrsrdition in Canada

Aithougb both Lévesque and Trudeau were advocates of world federaiism they

Mewed its progression differently. The c m of their ciifferences in th*sn s p t was a
result of their divergent views conceming the eventual fate of natioaalism in an eni of

globalizatiou. Whereas Trudeau (at least in t h e ~ r y could,
) ~ ~ ~as Thucydides ha4 picture
a day when "Canada"would be no more, Uvesque was fond of citing Toynbee, who had

once suggested that "when the mimpets of the last judgment sou114
ody two peoples are

sure of king there

- the Chinese...and us!

[the ~ u é b e c o i s ] . " ~
Essentidly,
~~
while

Lévesque believed that cultural wntinuity was both possible and desirable, Trudeau
believed the opposite, that it was both detrimental to liberal progress and doomed.

324bid.
3271bid.
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The difference between the Lévesque and Trudeau visions canrt, however, be
summarùed by juxtaposing hvo "univemiid' ideologia: l i k d i s m and natioaaiism or

reason and emotion as Trudeau would put i t Whereas Trudeau's long-term vision was a
monolithic universaiist one that would welcome efforts ta move more quicWy toward
what Grant cails a "universal and homogeneous me",

Lévesque's vision wmbined

elements of both wnsematism and Iikralisrn in a way tbaî is very much consistent with
Canada's roots.

It embraced w b t has often been a considered a central Canadian

contradiction: the desire to be both comected and separate .ad to both conserve
diversity and progress. Lévesque, in a veiy Canadian way, believed in the possibility of
having it both ways.

Basically, lkvesque's vision was a "federal" one and his federai comrnïtments
were most evident in his tailormade concept of

"sovereignty-association" or

"sovereignty-partnershipnn These notions, o h describecl as paradoXical were, more
accurately, redundant at the international level. As was seen in chapter one, the concept

of "sovereignty-associationw is descriptive of the international system itself Expressing
the superfluity of the 'association' or 'pamiership' qualifier, Parizeau would later state
that "on ne peut être contre le partenariat, plus qu'oa ne p u t être contre L
a vertu ou
contre la maternité" adding that "cette réalité n'implique pas que l'on doive parler de

'soveraineté-vertu'

ou

sovereineté-partenariat?-

de

'sovereraiaté-maternité.'

Pourquoi

alors

la

Attaching the word 'association' is, furttiemore,

dangerous in Pprizeau's view as it reflects a fdr view tbat if QuebecIrers show that they

"love"Canadians enough that Canadians will give them their blessimg. Or, what is wone,
if partnership were emphasized, it could kcome the focus of tbe sovereignty movement

and displace and the goal of sovereignty. In Parizeau's words:

3 3 4 a ~Jacques.
,
.-

p. 48.

Le danger est don grand que nous retombions dans le pi* de 1980, d'ruuiit plus que certains ou bien
l'ont oublié et ne -amaïque
de L'kllcépoque', ou bieni'ont prs vu et croient aicortqucri oi üœe
s u ~ r i m m e a kt s Ciadüas, ib nous donnerant kor Mddiction-L'urtentt du 12 juin 1995...J'cn ai
examiné mot par mot qwrtre versions succesives
Cdk qui iété si@
nous perme d'éviter les &CS
[de
m i f i l'id& de puiuwht]. A candîtioa que I'oa x raMemc de son ooc~au. Ce q m i pommait
arriver de pire, t'ut qu'die
a m
u de partenariat) soit t r a d o m é e em idm~L'objetif
est ia rowmimtC par k p u t a r r L t 3 3 ~ P L uuilrd d ] .

In essence, PanZeau, as leader of Quebec, wanted to clarify thhgs to ensure that the idea

of "partnership" implied in Lévesque's idea of "sovereignty-association* did not b m e
the dominant political metaphor- Lévesque's qualifier was important as it both exprtssed

his support for a messme of continuity with the Rest of Canada (ROC), as weil as bis
w-tment

to a "federal process" of achieving "sovereignty".

In essence, Uvesque's idea of

"sovereigmy-association" revealed that the

constitutional conventions of "just7' federal relations, more specifically, the principles of

continuity/recognition, rnultilateral negotiations, and consent, are, to some extent,
implicitly part of his vision. Although, quite obviously, sccession is discontinuous, the
"association" dimension was an attempt to temper the idea of rupture by ernphasizing
the wntinuity of spsce, both economic and political, that the 'ROC" and a sovereign

cbQuebec"would share. "We do not want a breach," wrote Lévesque, "'we want the
readaption of two societies, a coexistence which would allow them both [emphasis
added] to breathe in their own ways, while enabling them to continue to coqmate both

politically and economically in essential areas to theu muhial advantage-" T h e word

'separatism', which alludes to brutal rupture, is too negative a term for w b t we are
proposing" he a s s e ~ t e d ~ Although
~*
the idea of an economic customs union wu a

central part of the "association" dimension of Lévesque's vision, he also proposed that
"we codd go as far as the abolition of excIusive [emphasis added] citizemhip" an4

through negotiation between equals, move toward r t i e creation of joint pa~sports."~~~

by a monolithic view of "sovereigntyn and, in f a

Lévesque, in short, was not

upon winning a referendum would, quite remarkabty, wnsider "unbundling" Quebec's
territory by abolishing exclusive citizenship.

Lévesque's vision dso included elements of Tully's -ad

federal relations7 that of

principle of "just"

negotiation (nevertheless, primariiy bilateral rather than

multilateral in nature). More specifically, Lévesque, unlike some bard-line separatists
that would follow him, rejected the legitimacy of a unilateral dedaration of

independence (UDI) preferring instead "negotiated sovereigntyn. Wbea cbaltenged by

others about the non-negotiable or absolute nature of sovereignty, Lévesque replied as
such:
We must put a stop to this noasensc. This W of statement is just a play on words. It is o b v i a tbat in a
certain sense sovereignty is bot negotiable. if Quebec expresses its wish to be a sovereign state (mm if it
does so withui a hmcwork ofnegotiatioq bacwse wc do rccept tht certain thmust comiwc rnd tht
there must be -ation
between the two peoples), what we ncgotiate beyond that wilt d a i i y be
association. But ifwe negotiate association,by definition arc will achicve 5 0 v e r e i ~ n t y ~ ~ ~

Sovereignty may indeed be negotiated in Lévesque's view. The process of negociation
itself is, furthemore, instrumental as it would imply that "Canada" recognized the

"sovereign identity" of "Quebec". Negotiation between Quebec and Canada as "oquais"
would, by its very nature7result in ccachieving''sovereignty. Those that are hostile toward

'association' have "retained too absolute an idea" according to Lévesque anci, &in a
situation where one is talking of keeping some things in common and separating the rest,
obviously civilized poople will negotiate."33S

Tully's last principle, tbat of consent, would be inherently part of negotiation
between two equal wvereigns.

Uniike Pa~izeau's view that seeking the ROC'S

"blessing" through negotiation would detract fiom the objective of sovereignty,
Lévesque's vision emphasized the idea of partnership and need to mate space for

"Sovereigaty-association", as

co-operation in areas i g d mpon by both

conceived by Lévesque, would permit recognition of the 'Quebecois" identity es
and recognizes the Quebecois desire to be negotiated partners in certain areasLévesque's vision was, nevertheles, quite obviously

primiuily by

monolithic "sovereign" assumptions. It was premised on the view that a single nation is
supreme in a state. His vision was one that considerad the

sovereign state fom

to be "nomal" and, more imporîantly, the only way for "pples" to k viewed equally.
"Sovereignty" for Quebec, in his view, was the "logical conclusion" of the
Quebec-Canada e ~ ~ e r ï r n e n t . ~ ~ ~

Quebec, nevertheles, would be f&

with the same nationalist cufde soc in

which Canada now fin& itself. Quebec wouId also be faced with the constitutive reality
of its temtory and, in fact, would perhaps, rather uonically, have to consider some type

of federal arrangement. A "sovereign" Quebec would, for example, tum the two-nations
thesis on its head by crcating a new anglophone miwrity. Furthemore, a "sovereign"

Quebec would ais0 be multiculniral and, perhaps most irnportantly, would have to
accommodate Abriginal calls for self-government

Despite what some, such as

Trudeau, might have suggested, there was no reason to believe that Quebec would handle

these issues any more intolerantly than Canada. However, the perceiveci conceptual
impossibility of egual cocxisteoce between diverse groups, inherent in the Quebec
"sovereigntist" vision leads one to question bow, accmrding to their logic, Aboriginal

nations could be accommodated on an qua1 b i s . Quebec sovereignty, according to

Lévesque's logic, would sirnply replace the "boale" oniy to find new u ~ r p i ~ ~ " .
Trudeau may bave been right, malgré fui, that "the very concept of sovereignty
must be surmou11ted''~~~
and that "the Austinian concept of sovereipty could only be

336mid. p. 159.
337~mdau.Pi-

Uom "New Ttttson of the intdschuls," p. 170.

thoroughly applied in a world crippled by the ideology of the n a t i o n - ~ t a t e . "We
~ ~ ~have,

as the Trudeau and Lévesque polanled %onologues" suggest, exhausted our "sovereign"
alternatives. Challengïng "sovereign" assumptions, as was seen in chiper two, is what

made the Canadian "experiment* possible. The sovereign monologues characteristic of
the Trudeau-Lévesque debate must be replaced by a diverse federal dialogue. In

Wittgenstein's words: "[a] picme held us captive. And we could not get outside of 4

for it lay in our languege and language seemed to ~ p e aitt to us hexorably.~ 3 3 9
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Chapter Four:
Wanadi" Through Frieidrhip:
Rceovering and Reinvigorating The Camdirn Dialogial Model
Dialogue is not a crpacity oft b o of~
tky arc tbe soie poprietorsoftruth or oftbose wbost minâs are
ruied by systematic skepticism. Rrther, truîb reveais its bamW but conred fice ody to thox wayriycrs
who go on their journy ofdIs#nnry hud in bnd wiîh otbcr inmm ùcings.
SyysdMobunmod~

The Tndew-Lhesque debate and its legacy would have Cardans klieve that
the Canadian "experiment7' is doomed to failure. Attempts at accommodation, these NO,
wodd suggest, neces-ly

lead to d d e - s a c s - Canadian discourse appears, on the

surface, to confirm this, descri'bing the current constitutional situation as an "impasse"
or, in English, a "dead-end".

This type of language smacks of inevitability and reflects,

a s was demonstrated, the "sovereign chains" of modem discoune. Nevertheless, in every

day life, when one reaches a aide-sac,one tums around, goes back, tries to figure-out
where a wrong turn was made and moves forward. Cdde-sacs force one to "backaack"
as well as to questionone's directions.
It is the view of this thesis that the Canadian "impasse" is, to a certain extent,
ideational. The Canadian constitutional proces as well as perceived institutional options

are stifled by sovereign faers. Canadians have, what Wittgenstein calls a 'craving for

generality' that is inconsistent with Canada's constitutive diversity. Canadians are, in
short, unable to imagine solutions to the constitutional crisis because the problem is
filtered through monolithic, sovereign lemes and "fiozen" visions. The purpose of this

chapter is to demonstrate how challenging the "sovereign" essumptions of exclusivity,
continu.@ (in terms of not pennitting a legislative unit to be embedded within another)

and contiguity as well as their territorial b i s will lead to both a more fniitful
constitutional process and new institutional alternatives-

"sovereignty", as was seen in chapter one, although it constrains, is, nevertheless,
a flenile concept that can absorb kbundluig" or regulative change.

It was dso

demonstrated that "unbundling" at the intemational level is what makes nmm for
diplornatic space and, basidly, politid dialogue ôetween states.

Briefly put,

"unbundling"at the international level legitimizes interdependencies.

Similarly, as was seen in chapter two, Imbimdling" at the uperticulaf' level or, in
this case, the Canadian level, was both made to fit within the institution of "sovereigniy"
and adapted to the conte*

More specifically, the concepual distinction ôetween

"autonomy" and "sovereignty" permitted by Canada's already federal position in relation
to Britain ideatiodly legitimized %nti-sovereign", feQral "unbdingw. At the time
of Codederation, the boundaries of %overeignty" were renegotiated in order to create

space for many ways of klonging to the Canadian state. YJnbundiingWsovereignty is
the way in which both the international system as a whole and particular states account

for their "sovereign" imprfixtions and adapt to change. in light of the CMadi-an
abde-sac imposed by the chains of monolithic visions, it is time to consider both old

and new ways of "unbundling" at both the international and partïcular levels.
The process in which c'unbundiing'' occm at the intemtional level, as was seen
in chapter one, is through dialogue or practice. The states-system's constitutive basis, the

existence of a single legitimate authority on a defined tenitory, is regulated by pragmatic
dialogue that u~hangesthe niles of the m e as states go dong"; inter-state practice

changes, across t h e , both the sfope of, and what is considered, legitimate authority. At
the international level, fùrthermore, States, as sovereign units, are recugaued as equal

mietal participants in the regdative dialogue. A state's continuity is recognized, they
are participants in regdative dialogue, and their consent is required if they are îo absorb

constraints. The international system, basically, fÙnctïons according to Tuily's three
principles characteristic of a Tust'' federal relation:

that of recognition/wntinuity,

multilateral (or bilateral) negotiations and consent. The way in which mgdative change

is conducted legitimately a the international level, this chapter will demonstrate,
Ianguage' appropriate to diverse federations
provides the basis of a 'hidden canstinitinitional
such as the Canadian one.

As

was d i s c d in the precedhg chapter, the principles of co~~~ent,
continuity

and multilateral negotiation that underlie "just" f e d d relations werr violated during the

Trudeau en, as the patriation of the constitution was imposed without Quebec's consent
and without recognizing its continuityuity
Aborginal poples, fhbermore, did not consent

(on their own terms) to piitriation Furthermore, dthough the consent of aine provinces

was secured, Tndeau would have poceeded unilaterally. He would have, to use a terni
to describe the p r e f e d process of "bard sovereigntists" such as Parizeau, rnilaterally
declared Canadian independence.
The third chapter also highlights that Queôec sovereigntists, at least of the

Lévesque vanety, seek equality and recognition through sovereignty by Mmie of the
perceived Mpossibility of realizing these goals within a federal state- Evesque's
cornmitment to federal 4Cpartneahip"or "association" with Canada at the international
level ody serves to bighlight that it is the perceived ideational limits of sovereignty that
change the nature of federal relations as one passes through "sovereignty" fiom the

domestic to the intemational realm,
Overcoming the Canadian impasse involves challengiag the exclusivity of the
dialogical process to the international level by re-invigorating Canada's constitutional
rmts and adopting an inclusive mentality.

It involves nothing less than turning

sovereignty on its head and flattening it in order to permit a domestic, federal dialogue
sirnilar to the one engaged at the intemationai level. Hierarchical federalism at the
domestic level mut,in short, give way to the horizontal variety at the international level.
The concept of "partnershipn hrs recently been invokeù to capture the essence of this

proposed inclusive style of constitutionai dialogue. The idea of partnership must guide
regdative change in Canada as it does at the international level. Partnerships have been

likened to fiiendships anâ, in Laforest's words, they represent W e desire to understand

-

to understand oneself and to undersiaad the o t l ~ e r . "They
~ ~ ~rrpesent a cornmitment to
the pinciples of recognition, negotiation and consent that guide relations at the

international level.

"Friendship" is seen as the highest form of association by political tbeorists and
the most pure of loves by philosophers and theologians aiike. For example, relationships

of % e n h i p "

are conceived by Christian theologian CS.Lewisas a fonn of refiprocal

and inclusive love that may be distiaguished fiom the absorbing, exclusive nature of

"Eros". Friendship is, in his Mew, the least appreciated and undemood of loves but,
nevertheless, also the most rewarding. In his The Four Loves he States:
Those who cannot concüvc Friendship as a sulove but oniy u a disguise or drboretion of Eros
betray the fact that they have mer had a Frhd. The rest of us know that though we can bave erotic love
and aiendship for the srme person yct in some ways mthing is lcss üke a Frieadship than r l o v ~ .
Lovers are always taiking to one another &out thtir love; Friends bardly ever about thàr Frimdship.
Lovtrs arc mormdy face to tace, abbOrbed in eaeh 0thFrbds, ride by iidt, abrarbed im aoœe
corne interest. Above al], Eros (while it U s ) is necessariiy bctwcm two oniy. But two, faf fiom M g the
nemsary number for Friaidship, b not even the bcst. And the raison fot this ir
(apbaris
added].

Friendship does not absorb or assirnilate the "other" but rather joins the "other" as a
partner at h i d e r side. Eros may be likened to nationdism or universal ideologies that
tend to absorb. Friends aced not talk about theù fiïenâship as it is found in the practice

of king fnends. Lovers talk about their love and, in doing so, absorb each other.
Furthermore, accordhg to Lewis, multiplicity is the d e of fiendship as its
richness is found in its interdependent nature. For example, as Lewis analogizes, "if, of

three finends (A, B. and C), A should die, then B loses not oniy A but 'A's part in C',
while C loses not only A but 'A's part in B.'"^^^ T o r this [fîiendship] love", wtites

in the sbar a t h e ~ r h~vmar
r
umoqWm ~ i b b i aR
s344aficcst, GUY.
.ia-the ~liid*n
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Lewis, 90 divide is not to take away."343 Friendship "exhibits a glorious 'neamess by
resemblance' to heaven itself where the very multitude of the blesseci..increases the
fhition which each has of G d - E v e r y soul, seeing Him in her own way, doubtless
commmicates îhat unique vision to al1 the rrst"34 Fricndship interdependenciesenable

expression of multiple visions an4 through dialogue, d i n i t i o n of a cornmon pursuit.
Lovers daire

they wish to becorne one. Friendship is, in coatrast, a form of

dialogical federalism.
As Laforest remïnds us, the concept of "p~rmmhip"is not new to Canadian

political âiscourse and di je fore king taken up by Quebec sovereigntists, the concept of
paftnership bad, in recent Canadian history, played an important role in the theoy and
practice of federa~isrn."~~~
n i e B & B commission's mandate, to remind the reader, was

to inquire into the way in which the federation codd be developed to reflect a bicultural
partnership. Firrthermore, Uvesque was also committed to pzutnership. "The lesron to

be learned fkom this duai ongin," Laforest concludes, is that "there is no real chasm
between federalists and sovereigntists [Mthus, the concept of partnership couid serve

as a bridge between the
Canadian history is, in fact, full of examples of partnership. Although both
examples of partnership and domination may be found upon survey of a Canadian history

book, examples of Coalition goveniment, duaiist political practices and treaty partnership
with First Nations abound. Diversity, as was seen in chapter two, was a real obstacle in

light of the perceived boundaries of sovereignty. Nevertheless, wmpromises through
negotiation were made and a fedeml system of interdependent autonomies was created.

There is, upon eysunination of Cauadian history, reai bite to arguments that invoke the
"spirit" of the constitution.

Although history may be interpreted in many ways, whether through the lens of

domination or accommodation to suit the interests of a particdar group, Tully wodd
suggest that beneath these interpretations lies a 'hidden constitutional language'.
Drawing upon Wittgenstein, Tdly suggests that "there is a way of gfasping a d e which
is not in interpretarion. but which is exhiiited in what we d l "obeqing the mie* and

"going against if' in actuai casescases'7347
Following Wittgenstein, one unûerstands a
political d e , not by theory but by assembling examples of practice and lodang for
overlap. Understanding the nature of the wustïtu!ionaI 'gamev he would suggest
"consists in assembling reminders for a partïcular p u r p o ~ e "in~ ~the
~ context of a
dialogue with the "other(s)".

Examination of history is, thmefore, important to udxstanding as it provides
the context in which to draw examples. Looking at exarnples through time and space

allows one to produce what Wittgenstein cails a "perspicuous representation" or ^swey"
that "produces just that understanding which consïsts in 'seeing c o m e x i o n ~ . ' ~ 'Tully,
~~~

after examining Canadian history, bas concluded that the three principla of a "just"
federal relationship, discussed in previous chapters, c o a s t i ~ einstances of comective
overlap across time and space. These f & d d e s are both interculturai and historical
and ernerge by examining examples where pradces are viewed as just or unjust by the

actors involved The d e s are gmsped by examinhg cases in which acton are viewed as

"obeying the d e " or "going against"them.
These d e s or what Tdly cails 'hidden constitutions' are most evident upon

historical examination of European contact with non-Europeans, and more c m n t l y by
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considerhg the way in which immigrants are treated, and the context in which women
wish to be treated "equally".

As a diverse country wïth a cornmon-law and a

non-revolutionary m t i o n , the idea of partnership is an especially important part of

Canada's uiherïtance. This tradition bas mistrateci both Canadian nationalists and
sovereigntists alike. Our courts do not always d e on a "yes" or ''no" b i s and the
"maybes" c m be extnmely frustrating to those who wish to impose a single vision as
was seen with Trudeau's reaction to the Supreme Court reference concemihg the

amending fornula for ptriation as well as reactïoas to the more recent Supreme Court
reference conceming the legality of Quebec sovereignty. Remarkably, as will be

elaborated below, Canada is the only country to have established d e s for a peaceful
negotiated secession.

Recognhhg and negotiating with the =other" is the substance of the
"conservative" tradition in Canada. The conventions of justice, discussed in previous
chapten, are what permit organic regulative change in a diverse federation such as the
Canadian one. Conducting c o n ~ t i ~ o a a l i s through
m
dialogue is in agreement with
Canada's roots.
'%st"

dialogue involves recognizing the "other" as both different and equal on

their own ternis. It involver, as Laforest has suggested, "putting oneself in the other
partner's hoe es"^^ and recognkhg the "other" not by self-pojection but raîher in terms

of the partners' perception of self. The outcome of the dialogue cannot be known in
advance. Dialogue implies mediation and negotiation between equals and cmisists of
"finding and inventhg intemediate ~ n s e s . ' ' ~The
~ ~ dialogical process, in short, allows
for regdation of seemingiy contradictory pinciples where hybridity is the d e . The
Canadian "philosophical fedemlism" or the tendency to avoid pressing arguments to their

"logical" conclusion, as well as the close relationship in Canada between theory and

practce, were discussed in chapter two-

Takm together, these two Canadian

characteristics reflect a dialogical pcrspctive. In Canada there is no such thing as
"logical" conclusions. As Hardin put it: "(tlo get at the Cansdian circumstance and
through it, to identity, and to escape fiom the riddles with no answers, is above dl to see
the country in temis of its contradictions

character of the people..."352

- the contending forces that underlie the

The Canadian contradictions are worked out through

practice, and to seek to elhinate them is to violate Canada's constïtub*vebasis. Rather
paradoxically, given Canada's diverse constitutive basis, seeking to eliminate Canada's
contradictions, is " M 4 h d i a n n .

Ractcal hybndity tbrough dialogue rather than

imposed theoretical purity is, in short, the nile of both Canadian and Wittgen~te~an
"games".

Trudeau was, in a m s e , right when he suggested that Canadian federalism is
c4reasonable"or pragmatic. The BNA act was, in Trudeau's words, a

compromise'

and a "sensible consthtion." "Reading that document t&yYn he remarked in the 1960s-

"one is siruck by its absence of principles, ideals, or other frills; even the regional
safeguards and minonty guarantees are pragrnatically presented, here and there, rather
dian proclaimed as a thrilling bill of rights" as the Amencans had done. "[Tlhe Canadian
nation seems founded on the common sense of empirical politicians who had wanted to
establish some law and order over a disjointeci halfantinent'' and "[ilf reason be the
governing virtue of federalism, it wodd seem that Canada got off to a good ~ t a r t " As
'~~~
constitutional architect, nevertheless, Trudeau's epistemology conaadicted the ontology

of his unit. Trudeau proceeded scientifidiy wishing to eoatrol canada's diversity. In
the en4 he was not guided by pragmatic concems but, rather, was guided by a monolithic

"liberal" vision that, regardless of his intent, couid no< be completely disengaged fiom

Canada's constitutive realiîy. The dialogical constitutional approach permits a practïcal
reconciliation of this epistemology-ontology contradiction.
Some would cite the %iltue" of Meech Lake and especially Chrlottetown
Accords as evidence that dialogue is not possible. For exampIe, Barry Cooper,in his

Western analysis of what he calls the Canadian Wever-Eaduig Storyw,doubts Canaâa's
ability to "consbtute itself as a sovereign people." "Quebec", in his view, is at the center

of the Caoadiau "problem" and the solution is either Udeconfederation" or for the
Quebecois to adopt "liberal"values.'s4

Alan Cairns, in a iess prescriptive account, has noted the increased ballranization
of identity in Canada- The Charlottetown Accord represents the drift, in Cairns view, to

three solituy nationalisms: Quebecois, Aboriginal and "haltingly"

ROC

@est of

Canada). During the Charlottetown negotiation p e s s , constitutional actors were, in his
view, playing the "multinational &amen by fedenil rules. Basically, z~ccordingto Cairns,

although al1 three nations (Aboriginal, Quebec and ROC) implicitly acknowledge the
"other's" existence, dialogue ôetween the Quebec and the ROC "nations" is coafined by

Canada's federal system, amending formula and pan-Canadian n'ghts regime that
constrain the options of political articulation. While "Quebec" is trapped in the idea of

"province",

ROC is unable to respond to Quebec due to its institutïonally encouraged

TanadaRûC" split pemnality. Canada's institutionai structure. in Cairns' view, lirnits
political dialogue between these nations.
Nevertheles, in light of the above discussion, w h t is most interesting about
Cairns' analysis of the Charlottetown Accord was its cornpison of the reception of
Aboriginal and Quebecois nationaiisms on the part of the ROC. Basiaally. Cairns argues
"Ladriag Eravlrd,
. - Looking Bdnuard: A W g s n Radhg of the Never-Endhg
Story," in Cook,Cumf (Ed.)1 9 9 2 pp89-1 11 as weU as Beraison, David J- and Barry Cooper.
Toronto: K y Porter Books, 1991.
3 5 4 ~ e cBany Cooper's

that the Rest Of Canada was more open to accommodation with respect to Aboriginal
peuples due to both their separate institutionai history and resulting psychic separateness

in ternis of identity "ROC nationalism dresses itself in the guise of pan-Canadian
nationalism," writes Cairns, and "its sense of self includes Q u e t ~ e c . " ~In~ contras&
~
"[p]sychologically, an elaborate constitutionai recognition of Abmiguial difference is

much less disturbing to the non-Aboriginal ROC sense of Canadian peoplehood, which
histoncally marginalized Aboriginal pe0p1e."~~~
Abonginal people, finthermore, "'are

not thought of in federal terms-"3n

Basically, past ïnstïtutï~aaldecisioas have

constx-ainedfuture institutional ones. Institutional dialogue is cumulative and Aboriginal

people have been able, for this reason, to escape certain federal and ideational constraints
due to negative differential treatment in the p s t .

The Aboriginal component of the Charlottetown package was extensive. To
illustrate: the inherent Aboriginal right to self-government was recognized and would
have established a third order of govemment; exïsting Aboriginal treaty nghts were

confiirmed a n 4 furthermore, were to be interpreted in a 'broad and liberal rnanner'
consistent with their 'spirit* as onderstood by Aboriginal peoples; Section 25, the
nonderogation clause in the Charter, was to be strengthened; Aboriginal peoples were to
have a role in Supreme Court nominations (to be negotiated at a later &te); they were to

have guaranteed representation in the Senate over and above their provincial or temtorial

representation; a p ~ c i p l eof double-majority, requiring the consent of both a majority
of Senators and a majority of Aboriginal Senaton in rnatters deemed materially f i c t i n g

Abonginal people, would have been coosidered; the natun of house representation,
moreover, would have been placed on the agenda for M e r negotiation. In general, the
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Accord reflects a coumitment to negotiated, consensual and culturrilly scnsitive
relations between Aboriginals d non-~boriginals.~~~
The asymmetrical matment of Quebecois and Aboriginal n a t i o d i n s was,
ïndeed, markable. The usual prceived "oovereign" constraintswere. to a large extent,

set aside. Questions of overlap or double-representation for Abonginai peoples in federal
and provincial institutions. for example, were not addrrssed to the extent they are when
considering proposais of asymrnetrical federalism to accommodate Quebec.

The

sovereign principles of territorial and ideationd exclusivity, wntinuity and contiguity
were significantly violated and, o h n , without question. In fact, self-govenunent would
have even applied to Aborïginals without a land-base; it would have included

ccnon-temtonal"government. As Cairns put it, the most basic "sovereign" questions
regarding "What degree of institutional differentiation of a people is compatible with the
nation-state form?" with respect to the Aboriginal proposais were never asked- As Cairns
observed: "Analogous questions. of course, also applied to Quebec, but here the
questions are not new" adding that 'a well-developed discourse was at hand to address
them, which Pierre Trudeau ensured was vigourously employed"359
The disinclinabon on the part of ROC to use Trudeauian anti-nationalist dimurse
with respect to Aboriginal proposals was due, to some extent, to a rather peradoxical (in

light of the nature of Trudeauian discourse) assurnption of "minor representation."

Essentially, whereas Trudeau, as a Quekcois, was viewed a s a legitimate representative
of Quebecois interests, he was not viewed as representative of Aboriginals. One is ody

left to wonder how the ROC would have received Abon'gùiai proposals if there had
existed an Aboriginal leader with a similar c'likral" vision. Tmdeau's leadership and
legacy illustrate both the importance of leadership and confïrm the need to d o p t a

diaiogical or what Hollis and Smith call an "uaderstanding" methodological appraich.
Actors are not interchangeable in Clnada The Trudeau-Lévesque debate, discussed in
chapter three, confirms Cairns idea that Canadian institutions encourage a "'Split

penonality"; not only in ROC but also in Quebec.
The Charlottetown Accord negotiations and the asymmetrical generosity toward
Aboriginal peoples dispels the general myth that ROC'S sense of Canadian d o n and its

c41iberalism"necessarily limit the degree to which divenity can be constitutioaally

accommodateci Even B m y Cooper, who, as noted above, would ude~nfederate''
Canada in order to remove the c'illi'berai" Quebecois element, has descriid Abriginais

as "one exception to our general prhciple of citizen equality,"360 bsed on the pinciple
of legal continuity with the Crown. The way in which Aboriginal nationalisrn is
received highlights the way in which pst institutional decisions and related monolithic
identities fieeze constitutional relations between ROC and Quebec, It also underscores

the way in which Cenada's historical relationship with Britain still permits ideational
flexibility with regard to actors that have not been Mly included in Canada's domestic
institutional structure. Abonginais are viewed, to some extent, as quasi-international
actors, and, as such, their proposais for self-govenuaent are more generously received.

In fact, there was, for this raison, "a concem on the part of some Fint Nations that the
provisions [of the Charlottetown Accord] would 'dornesticate' the treaties or take them
out of an international

Although Aboriginal treaties are not f o d l y

recognized, in Canadian courts, as ùiternnatiod treaties but rather "'are viewed as k i n g
somewhere between contracts and international treaties, with a status that is termed 'sui
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generis' ... Fim Nations maintain that they are international in ~baracter.''~~~
The ROC,
to a certain exteat,

as the abuve dixussion iadicates, implicitly accepts this rrading-

The above discussion illustrates the extent to which the implementatioa of the

Trudeau vision has coaJtrPincd perceived constitutional options as they relate to the
"Quebec" question.

The amendhg formula and the Charter have, respectjvely,

provincialized, aud pan-canadianized the Canadian asocid epistcme", as well as
contriiuted to the polarktion of "soiitudesn. The ROC "split penonality" d e s c n i

above illustrates the extent to which, in Caixns reading, ROC identity either aôsorbs

Quebec with its pan-canadianism or, conversely, '%undles" itself as a separate nation in
order to respond to Quebec.

in short, although flexible dialogue is possible, as

evidenced by negotiations with Aboriginals, ROC and Quebec perceptions are '%ozen"
in pst institutional decisions and their purportedly inherent nationalist aide-sac.

Many have suggested that Canada should re-organize itself as a multinational

federation in order to better refiect these three "national" solitudes.363 However,
although this may be one of many constitutional alternatives, it is debatable as to whether
this would accurately reflect the wmplex nature of Canadian identity. More specifically,
it is questionable as to whether the ROC views itself as a "nation? ROC nationalism, as

Cairns admits, is a counter-nationalian elicited in response to ~ w b e c . ' A
~ partnefship
~
approach involves seeing the "other" as they "inaoduce" themselves. Trying to make a

"nation7' out of what is left of Canada reflects the poverty of modem constitutional

concepts and the desùe for "neat" solutions. It misrepresents ROC, Quebecois and
Abonginai diversity and is, to cite Wittgenstein, a "rnis-anaiogy". To remind the d e r ,
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the partnenhip approach hplies that the "solutioas" are not know until the dialogue has

been engaged They appear through the p n c t i a of negotiated coastitutionalism.
Tully has demoastrated the way in which compromise mïddle-grounds that enable

a rapprochement of seemiagly wotradictory principla have ken found in Canada's
courts. He suggests, for example, tbat the court niling on Bill 101 (Quebec v. Ford et a/-)

represents an example where two daims îo continuity wen in codlict and a compromise
middle-ground was found Bill 101 was, to remind the d e r , challenged as in violation
with the right of W o m of expression to an extent unjustlfiable in a f'kee and democratic

society. Both the Quebec and Supreme courts cuncurred, in short, that the Bill violated
their respective Charters. Nevertheless, as Tully has delineated, the Supreme Court, by
applyïng the Oakes tes$65 to the ambiguous £ht section366of the Charter found a

compromise solution. It wss argued by the Court that to bonor the continuity of French
in Quebec did not require the eselusivity of French on commercial signs but, rather, that

"marked predominance" would meet the c l a h to wntinuity of both the French majority
and anglophone minority. The Court suggested a "hybrid solution" that would recognize

both constitutive feanires of Quebec.
The recent Supreme Court d i n g concerning the legaiity of Quebec secession
confirms its tendency toward practical "hybridity", as well as the importance of the d e s

of watinuity, multilateral negotiation, and consent to our legal traditiom The principle

and practice of federalism in Canada were descnbed by the Supreme Court as "a le@
response to the underlying political and cultural nalities thet eusted at Codederation

and continue [emphasis added] to exia t ~ d a y . " The
~ ~ ~federal system was, in the
Court's view, a formai firamework in which Canada's constitutive diversity is worked out

through practice. Furthemore, the Supreme Court justices recognized the consewative
principle as it relates to Canaàa's federal diversity and the division of autonomy, both
territorial and non-territorial, that it entails. Canadian federalism requires that "the
[tenitorid] autonomy of provincial govemments to develop h e u societies within their
respective spheres of jriridi~tions"~~~
be respecteci. The

CO-

also recognkd the

continuiiy of uaon-territoriai" linguistic minorities lcknodedged in both the former
BNA Act and ui the Charter. Abonginal continuity must also be respected, according to

the ding, and may perbaps "be Iookeû at im..[its] own r i g l ~ t " ~ ~ ~
Nevertheless, what is perhaps most remarkable and unique about the d i n g is the
legal recpiremeut of teciproerilIy negotiated secession

Altbough many obsaven

anticipated a requirement that Quebec negotiate its disengagement fiom Canada, as

Russell obsewes, % k t is more of a surprise is the Court's fhâing that the federal
governent and the other provinces would equally be obliged to enter into negotiations
with Quebec if the sovereigntists won 'a clear majority on a clear question'

reciprocal obligation to negotiate:'

"370

'This

writes Russell, c'arise[s] from the principles of

federdism and democracy which require the other constituent members of the fderation
[to] give due weight to an expression of the dernocratic will of the people of a province
for constjtutionai change.'*371 The Courts, as was done at the time of patriation, d e d
that negotiation and compromise were the d e s of Canadian federalism. In light of the

Court's "middle-grouad" decision "[t]he ody clear losers are the extremists: extreme
federalists wbo deny that Quebec's secession is legally possible under any comitutional

process, and exîreme sovereigntists who view Quebec as akeady fiee fiom any obligâtion
to observe the n o m of Cando's wastitutiod ~ r d e r . "Practïcai
~~
dialogue rather than
final solutions is the rule of the Canlidian "game".

The Supreme Court reference d m illustrates the extent

to

which a didogical

approach to coastitutjonalismis useful in terms of absorbiug regdative change at the
international level. The reference put kfore the court also questioned the IeHity of a

UDI in terms of international law. The Court d e d that the right to seIfdetermination is
resîricîed to "situaîions

of former colonies" where "a people is oppressed";

circumstances that were d e d "manifedy inapplicable in Quebec under existing
~ircumstances-"~~~
The intemational rule wïth regard to the legality of secession,
discussed in chapter one, requïres that the territorial integrity of the existing sovereign
state be respected unless a definable "people" seeking self-detennination is oppressxi

Although there is room for interpretation as to what constitutes oppression, the two
alternatives are rather polar staw quo v. clear oppression and thus, self-detemination
This stpe of d e leads to the type of cul-de-sacs discussed in chapter three. The Court,
furthemore, avoided the ambiguous question as to what wnstitutes a "people", as well

as eschewed the issue of appropriate amending formula

These questions would,

apparently, be left to mgotiation. The Supreme Court's d i n g reflected both the impact

(on Canada) of international regdative change as it relates to the nature of legitimate
authority as well as Canada's ability to mediate it through its prticular dialogical
tradition.

The dialogid nasoning characte&ic of our legal systern must be employed at
the political level. During the Chsrlottetown Accord negotiations, the notion of "distinct

society", for example, was viewed by some as antithetical to the wntinuity of various

First Nations cuiâures. However, this assumes that the Quebecois vision is unilateral and
that a "distinct" Quebec governrnent wouid wish to pursue a vigonnis policy of

assimilation. Nevertheless, as Tully put it, ^the vision behind the distinct society clause
for most Quebeckers is multilateral, of Quebec as a societé gi~baie."374 This criticism
reflects a Trudeauian bias against the "sociologïcal nation", as well as a misconception

concerning the wmpatiiility of libcral and collective rightr

There are, of course,

members of the Quebec sovereigntist movement, such as Jacques Parizeau, who espouse

a more unilateml vision of ~ u e b e c . Tâese
~ ~ ~ s o ~ e r e i ~ s t however,
s,
are in the
minority, and the inability on the part of ROC to "imagine" a Quebec that would be as
accepting and accummoâau>g of diversity refleçts a similar spint of dominance and
universalist "sovereignty-thinking".

The word "nationaIist" does not capture the

divenity of Quebec any more than the word "liberal" explains the ROC.

Although

Quebec and Canadian "nationalists" may place different emphasis on collective or
individual rights, both "~tionalist"ideologies are, in a very Canadian way, hybriâs.

The principle of the equality of provinces was also considered by many as
inherently incompatible with the notion of ''distinct society".

The principle, far fiom

k i n g self-evident, as many would suggest, is contestable on meny fionts. The concept,
first of d l , assumes that the relevant units are "provinces", and equality is then defined
simply in relation to them. This is a misanalogy an4 as was seen in chapter two, is also
ahistorical. Forma1 federalism was a regdative d e and a practicai daice wd to

"bundle" both national and tenitorid diversity. The nature of the association that wouid
result between "equals" changes, as the sovereigntists bave made us aware, with the issue
of what the relevant unit of analysis is.

Furthemore, philosophically, the nature of "'equality" itself is far fiom
selfdent

As William Connelly put it, "equality" is an "essentially contestable

concept."376 It is, to put it in practical, political terms, negotiable. Many of Quebec's
demands could, in fm be expessed in purely libers) t e m s -et

in terms of "eqdity

of opporîunity", affirmative action or what feminists would cal1 "substantive equality."

In fact, Will Kymlicka, a well-respected Canadian philosopher, has cagentiy argued that
cultural context is a primary "liberal"

There is, in short, a great deal of room

for negotiation of these seemingly conbradictory principles through what Wittgenstein
calls "analogical activity". However, in order to be "just", the negotiation process must
allow actors to express the way in wbch they want to be treated "equally". A 'Just
Society", despite what Trudeau would have us believe, does not exist in a vacuum but
rather, is inherently contextual. ûne cannot, as was demonstrated in chapter two,
legislate scientifically for "humanity".

The epistemology employed must suit the

inherently social nature of the unit. As Tully so aptly put it: '[a] theory is always an
example or two mistaken as the comprehensive view of al1 possible exa~nples."~~~*
The

Trudeau vision and its legacy must be viewed a one example or vision among maay and,
indeed, one account of the nature of "liberalism".

Similarly, the Quebec sovereigntist

vision must be relegated to one vision among many.
Relaxing one's "3overeign" or modem asswnptions, however, not only
encourages a more inclusive process, but also reveals new institutional alternatives.
Challenging the concepts of exclusivity, continuity, and contiguity and their relation to
temtoriality provide new institutional "examples" to work with. These new "examples",
moreover, need not replace the old but, rather, may be combined to f o m new hybrids.

"Unbundling" sovereign assumptions ailows institutional solutions to be taïlord to fit
the "problem" rather than the reverse-

Charten are generally "non-territorial" in the sense that they are a way of
protecting both non-territorial cultural minonties and non-territorial identities against the
territorial majority. Canada has a history of employing both ma-territorial and territorial
solutions with regard to cultural àiversity. This, of course, was done at the time of
Codederation with the tercitorialiation of a hcophone majonty in Quekc wmbined
with a non-govmmiental, "non-territorial" rights regime for lrmguage minorities in both

Quebec and the ROC. Nevertheles, as Caaadian history demomtrates, these nghts were

vulnerable to the will of the provincial territorial majority. The Manitoba Schools
question and Ontario's Regulation 17 are only a couple of historical examples of how
c'non-temtorial" diplornatic space has been Molated.

These examples reflect the

dominance of a state tendcncy, when guided by sovereign ideas, to %undle" its territory

and constitute historical instances of "unjust' federal relations. The history of linguistic
minonties illustrates the way in which

Tut"

federal relations appear by examinhg

instances of following and going against niles as these above examples are, in retrospect,
viewed as "unjust" by both COQ (Canadians outside Quebec) and the Quebecois.
As was demonstrated in chapter three,

when "non-territorial'' Charters are

applied to a f&d systern with already institutionallydefined territorial minorities. they
can have the opposite effect: to c'bbune" one territorial unit at the expense of another.
Single charters, when applied to federal states, can, briefly put, have a de-federalinag

impact. Won-tem*torial"solutions cm have a territorializing impact depending on the
unit considerd
Relaicing "sovereign" assumptïons and adopting a "partnership epistemen allows

one to "i~x~agine"
osymmetn'cai rights regimes. The fint step in this proces, however, is

abandoning the imposing liberal-colldve rights dichotomy, a distinction with a purpose
as Schneiderman argues 'bot to elucidate differences but to emphasize disagreements in

principle beyond repaïr."379 Tbere is, for example, upon comparative examination of the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms aad the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms,
a great deal of convergence between Quebecois and ROC righîs cornmitments. A

majority of Quebeckers, fiirtbermore, for the most part, suppoa in priacipie, the rights

enumerated in the Canadian Charter Quebecois and ROC conceptions of rights diverge
most significantly with regard to language rights. More specifically, fkwphones in
Quebec are, in contemporary times, more willing to s d c e anglophone language
rights if they are seen as a threat to the fiinàamentd chracter of ~ u e b e c ? ~This final

point, however, must be tempered by the fact that Western populist rnovements, as
expressed in, for example, Refom Party policy, would also support tem-torial
homogenization of language. The general overlap between Quebecois and ROC visions

of rights, as well as the existence in b o t . Quebec and ROC of aiternate language rights
visions, highiights the poverty of the l~~ral-collective
dichotomy. It underscores, in

short,both "liberal overlap" and the partïcular nature of Trudeau's Charîer.
Constitutio~ismhas as its purpose, as Schneidemiau has a r g u a b t h to
legitimize political authority and to integrate society under the banner of its basic

b e l i e f ~ . ~ ~As
' demonstmted above, the Quebecois and the ROC sham many h i c
values. The most central issue with regard to the Charter, Save language rights, - is not its

content as much as its perceived lack of Legitimacy. The issue of legi*timacy,however, is
aiso stroagly debated among federalists and sovereigntists. Federalists emphasize

as

evidence of Charter legitimacy, the approval of Quebec MPs as well as poils thet
indicate both that the p i a t i o n exercise and Charter were well-received in ~ u e b e c . ~ ~ *
They argw that René Lévesque would nwer have co-operated and measure legitimacy

379schiuidarms David. uHmmRights, Fuiidimcrm DaTcrriiccr? Muitiple Cbuiar m iPumenhiP
. . p. 149.
Frame," in Giôbis, Roger rnd Guy Laforest (Eds.)38%id.. p. 153.
381~bid..p- 164.
382~ee,for example, Trudeau's "The Values ofa Jun Society," p. 423.

through the previously discussed Supreme Court interpretation of 4'substantial provincial
consent". Nationalists, on the other hami, cite wdlicting polls and argue that it is not

the House but rather the Quebec National Assembly that speaks on behalf of Quebeckers.
Quebec nationalists argue, finthemore, that a Quebec veto exists in convention and
regard the Supreme Court ruiing as ia historical disagreement with Canadian federai

p r a ~ t i c e . ~In~ ~Light of the above discussion, both in this cbapter and in chapter two,
federalists,

to a certain extent "confise legdity with l e g i t i m a ~ ~ .The
" ~ ~Supreme

Court's d i n g and the pocess smunding patriation was Mewed by Quebecois

nationalists not as illegal but rather as a "moral nipt~re~''~~~
Patriation resulted, fiom a

Quebec nationalist perspective, in a breach of "authentic a u t h ~ r i t ~regardles
, " ~ ~ ~ of its
3"Ibid.. p. 152. See Joo. Morest, Guy-A- dn
Montrd &
Kingston: McGrll-Queen's Umvcrsity Press, 1995. Although wben compared to Tnidm's unilateralism,
the Supretne Court's rmcndiagformula iuiing ( d i d prcviously) reprcscnted a compromise solution, it
did not recognize "nationsn and, as such, did not rccognUe Quebec in the rnanner in consistent with its
self-image.
3 8 4 ~ c n e i d
David,
~ p. 152.
3851t
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h
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386~owardMdill.n i r l p ~ that
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n
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y Icgïthme by distinguisôing bmvecn what he
cal1 "authentic" and "fonnal" autbority. Sec his "Quebec: The Moraiii of Secession," in Carms, Joseph
- .
7
AnplObhont Montreal & KingstonH W.)McGill-Queen's University Press, 1995. 'Authentic uithority*accorûing to Adelman "is not rooted in one's
b
t S O U ~ is
C~
the
role in an instituaoaai structure but cornes fmm uin authentic source, CithCT baauc t
ground of other authority or h s e it is the one most knowlcdgeable" "A state t d y has authority" he
writes "to tbe cxtcnt tbat its deCuions are uhbgiy a m p l i d with aRthout aay nsort to cotnmands." It
therefore "rcquires recognizingan authcmic utthocity for the me.-.[an4 [olnce the authentic authonty is
established, M o n of roles ind rrsponsi'ibiiities CUI be Suwivided in numerous ways to suit contemporary
rmlities and a wide varïcty of conditions dcircumstances." (p. 176). Although this thesis disagrees both
with Meiman's conception ofsovacisnty (hc equates it with a "people* or 'artion" on p- 181) and
conciusions (that Quebec is aiready*"psychicaiiy"or morally sovemgn because urthentic authority Les with
the Quebec ratber than (hadün m e ) bis distinaion bctwca "urtbaiticn rad "fiormal" autbority is usefiil.
Examinhg his article, is also usdiai to illustrate the tcnciency toward the monolithic. He concludes that,
since Qutbec is a d o n wtiooe ''unbeab'c wtbority" ud p h w y 10tics wah Quebec, tbch Quebec
secession is legitmate. In the end, firthermorc, AdclFan's aaaiysis relies on the idca of f o n d "role" as it
relates to authority. Tbe Quebeco'i in ûis view, since they a k a d y posscss 8 ' s o v ~ g n "govcmmtat arc
entitled morally to secede. In contnst, with regard to Aboriginal self-government "recognition of
seif-govenuncrita
d of lrndowLlcnhip ir not the sime as ncogmtion of the sovereign rights of a people that
can be exercised over a spcciûc tcrritory.-.[n]ody you cui't takt ywr M e piece of territory with you
when you opt out ofdu sue or a nrtion..unlcss r group views M a s 8 artion ud hu a politid unit with
jurisdiction over a spscific tenitory tbht it entrusts as tbc embodUmm of that wili, the political unit is not
sovereign and the group U not t d y r d o a , but r minonty witbia 8 nationw(p. 188). Ahhough Adclman's
distinction b e e n "uithentic"and Y o d " or "de"uithority is usd'ul, his uulysis of their location is
contrainal by "sovereignWterritohi rtaunnt;ons.

formal legitimacy. Aithough the Quebecois share many of the same values as those in
the ROC, many wish to belong to Caaada through Quebec. Shared values aloae, as
Norman bas convincingly argued, cbnstitutes a "myopicn vision of unity in a state
characterized by "deep" d i v e r ~ i t y - ~ ~ ~

Relaxing u n î v e d i s t assumptions would allow Canadians to consider multiple
citizenship regimes that could reconcile Trudeau's prized value of 'Yreedom" with
multiple ways of belonging. This could be accomplished either through hterpretative
clauses, such as the contested 'distinct society', or by establishing multiple Charter
regUnes and, for example, constitutiodizing the Quebec Charter. Basically, this
approach would temtoriake nationai belonging as was done witb f e d d i s m at the time
of Confederation. Multiple charters would compliment multiple territorial govemments.

TerritorialIy differentiated multiple charters represent one example of how "deep
diveaity" may be accommodateci in federal States.

Nevertheless, as Trudeau recognized, w-thin every temtonal majority lie
minorities. While asyuunetrical territorial application of a Charter, or multiple Charters,
may protect Quebec's minority interest within Canada, the issue of minorities both

within Quebec and within the ROC must also be addressed Basically, prtnerships
would have to be created within and across these units. Briefly pu?, there would have to

be partnerships within partnecsht'ps.

The problematic natme of perspicuous temtorial solutions is highlighted when
Abonginal proposais for self-government are considered The Canadian Charter, or even

a single "Aboriginal Cbartei", is not aecessarily, as many Aboriginal orgaxhtiom argue,
reconcilable with Abonginal diversity. Some Aboriginal leaders have, in fact, proposed
that each band decide whether the Canadian Charter will apply to theu govemment and

3 8 7 ~ Waoyne~. "The Ideoloay ofSh.rrd VJws:
. .A Myopic Vîon of Unity in the M ~ l t i - ~ c m
pp- 137-1 59.
m e , " in Carens,Joseph H-(Ed.).

suggest that the option of creating their own rights-regime be awilable.

Complex

mdtiplicity of rights regimes and asymmetry, in short, tnke on a aew meaning in an
Aborignal context Whet may, however, mult in the most new ground in terms of rights

constitutionalism would be examining the ideas tbat underlie Charter application to
non-temtorial govemment. Proposais for self-government without a land-base require
imagining the differential application of rigtas within a singk territory. Aboriginal
diversity both territorial and non-territorial may, in short, inspire a re-evaluation of the

principles of both governmental and rights-regime temtorial ~ o n t i n u i t y ~Aborigiaal
~~
self-government may necessitate a more Mgorous "unbundling" of "sovereigd'
assumptions.
The inherent problem with clear territorial as well as strictly personal "solutions"
witb regard to fiancophone-anglophone relations in Canada is apparent in the Meech
Lake summary of the wmplex reality of duplism. The agreement describes:
...the existence of French-speakùrg Canadians, centred in Quebec but also present clsewhere in Csnda, and
English-speaking Canadians, conc«itrated outside Quebec but also prin Quebec, coastitutts a
fiindamenta1 characteristic of Canada

Ln order to reflect this reality, new ways of relating on a majority-minority basis must k
imagined. Transcending the Trudeau-Lévesque cul-de-sac, in short, requires looking for
hybrid solutions by highlighîing ideaîional overlap. It was discussed in chapter thme
that, while both Trudeau and Uvesque operated on the assumption that dualism was

constitutive of Canada, each took a different approach: one

"petsonai"

(or what

Cameron, in the preceding chapter, called 'sociological') and the other "institutionai"
(and generdly, territorial). Upon M e r challenge of sovereign assumptions about

territoriality and dl-purpose govemmemt, one c m uncover the possibility of institutional
middle-ground between these two antagonists. Both territorial and "non-tmitorial"

minority concerns could be met if the two scorpion visions in that farnous bottie were
shaken and their stiaging tails clipped

In fkt, p h p s two new amchnids such as

niendly spiders spinning overlapping webs would emerge.

In the proceeding chapter Tmdegu's distinction bmveea the "temtorial *te"

and

the unation-state" was dimtssed in lsght of the fint chapter, it was argued that this

comparative differentiation is somewbst misleadhgas both the "temtorial" and "aation"
States

are temtorial. Trudeau also dininguished hetween the concepts of "ju~istic''and

usociologicai" natio~~.
The "jrnistic" nation, to remind the reader, corresponded with the

existing temtorial ccnation'7and the "sociologid7 nation with a temtorÏal miwntyTrudeau believed that the "sociologîcal" minority would inevitably desire independence
if nationalisrn rather than muon were the governing principle. Upon closer inspection,
however, one sees thaî the minority nation is seen as a threot in Trudeau's view by vVhie

of its temtorial concentration and institutional expression in Quebec. Trudeau, basically,
implicitly acknowledges the territorial nature of Quebec nationdism.

It was,

furthemore, by virtue of thïs temtorial, institutional threat, that he attempted to

"rebundle" Canada into a single territorialnation

Pan-Canadian bilinguaiïsm, consistent with the "rociological" approach to
dualism, is, nevertheless, premised on the non-territorial (or at least, non-territorially

federal) nature of minorities.

Trudeau's

The sociological approach to dualism, consistent with

vïsios empbssizes. as was seen in chapter three.

the extensive

inter-penetration of the linguistic communities and concludes thaf for this reasm, no one
political jinsdictioa may be viewed as responsïbie for their protection and management
According to the "sociological" argument, al1 provinces, as well as the federal

govemment, are equaily nspoasible for protecting Liaguistic minonties, and Quebec is,
therefore, in principle, reàuced to a province like the others.
To remind the reader, the uiaJtitutionalistsn7including Quebec separatists, argue

that a c'sociologicai" perspective neglects the issue of political power.

Cultural

minorities, tiom this perspective, need concrete governmental representation if they are
to survive. This was, as discusseâ previously, the logic behind the federal system as it
relates to Quebec. The logïc of cultural federalism, as was cited in chapter thm,is ' W t
a minority caa k given political power, can k tumed into a majority, in those culturaily
sensitive areas that require it, but can be treated as a portion of the population as a whole
in those matters which are deemed to be common throughout the system rad not related

to c u i t ~ r e . " ~ ~ ~
Chaiienging "sovereignn territorai assumptio~~~,
and drawiag h m these two

seemingly polar approaches, enables one to imagine more nuanceci compromise
solutioas.

The federal principle could, for example, be extended to include

non-territorial linguistic minorities. "Unbundling" territory through personal federalism
could reconcile Trudeau's concem for panCanadian Onicial Language minorities with
the

institutionaiist's argument about politicai power.

Novel

solutions to

minority-majority relations may be found by "uabundling"temitory
Few acadedcs

have considered the potential of non-territorial federalism in

anad da^* In his 1993 article that questions whether "L7heuredu fédéralisme personnel
est-elle am-vee?," Laponce explores this question and answers it contigently in the
negative. In general, democratic states "sont des Wtes temtorial" according to Laponce
and "c'est sur la base d'unitks spatiales conitigues qu'ils [democratic states] préîèrent

[emphasis added] administrer une justice qui perce les groupes p u r atteindre les

individus."391

Laponce recommends, therefore, the institutional temtorialization of

language in Quebec, New Brunswick, Nuaavut and on Abonginai resewes.

389Camcr~n,David R lklinnand Natïoaal Uioty." p. 240.
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Jean. p. 63.
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Nevertheless, although personal federalism is of limited applicability, it may, in his Gew,

be useful in conjULlCtion wïth territorial federalism.

More specifically, Laponce

concludes that although political organization sbould, in general. remin territorial,
personal federalism would be a usefiil way of enwinagiag the linguistic and cultural
continuity of dispersed hcophones and Aboriginals.
At this point, a distinction should k made ktwecn personai, non-territorial

federalism and tenitorid "imbundling". Essentially, whereas persona1 federalism would
have the individual as its unit, territorial "unbundling" involves creaîïng "enclavesw or
smaller territorial units within existing temtorial lmits w h m the new unit becomes a
territorially detined group. Whereas personai federalism would not necessitate
temtorial concentration and would involve choice,

in the case of tenitonal

"unbundiing", a new temtorïal majority (and aiso, to a certain extent, minorities) would

be created.
David Elkins is, most likely, the only Caaadian political scientist to have explored
the potential of non-temtonal federalism in any depth3g2 In his view, non-temtonal,

personal goverment, is the wave of the funire, and its flexibility very usefùl in dealhg
with cultural majority-minority issues. Elkins concun with Laponce about the viability

of personal fededism for dispersai firancophone miwrïties ùi the ROC. Elkùis
envisions the cmtion of two new "provinces", one fnuicophone and the other

Aboriginal. While the former, he asserts, w d d be modelled purely on the personal
model, the latter would, in his view, have to include elemenîs of both the territorial and
the personal models. As Caaadians are wellswan, land claims are central to Aboriginal
conceptions of justice.

For this reason, what E k n s d l s the "Aboriginal Peoples

Provincen would more likely k land-based without the assumptions of contiguity and

federalism could, fhûerrnore, be ernployed to empower
c ~ n t i n u i t y . " ~Personal
~~
Aborigllials that are " d i s p e d , as is the case in some urbrn centers. It could also be

used in conjunction with land-ôased self-goveming units.
A persmal-territorial hybnd modei may also k appropriate to EUons poposed

province of "La Francophonie".

For example, certain provinces, apecially New

Brunswick, may wish to cmte both what the BBB wmmission called unilingual or

bilingual territorial districts that are either to a certain degree self-goveming witbin the
province or tbat are federally linked with fiancaphone minor&ies in other provinces.

Federalisms could exist both witbin and transcend cwent provincial boundarîes.
The option of "reciprd accords'' dealing with miwrity edudon

rights has

also been raised The concept, however, is not new but, rather. fVd entered Canadian
discourse in 1977 when the Lévesque government uivited the other provinces to engage
in bilateral negotiation with regard to minority education rights. At the time, Quebec's

Assemblée Nationale was about to pass Bill 101 that would testfict English education to
children of whom one parent had been educated in English in Quebec. As McRoberts

has delineated, although the Premiers initially supported the proposal, Trudeau avidly
denounced it. It was subsequently dixussed at a Fïrst Minister's coderence and rejected
by al1 the ROC'S Premiers. It was argueci by both the Premiers and TmJeau that

fundamental rigbb rre n o n - n e g ~ t h b l e . ~Nevertheless,
~~
a provision for 'creciprocal
accords" was inserted in Bill 101 despite the outcome of the maference, and remains
there today.395
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The Quebec govenunent has a long history of providing governent h d i n g to
francophone organizations in the ROC. Similar relations, in fact, &te back to the late
19th century according to Silver.

In bis view, as one may remember fiom c h a p two.

although Codederation was pimarily about gainïng a homeland, of becoming a
territorial majority, in the late 19th cenhiry French Quebeckers began to identiQ with the
Métis, French minorities and fellow Catholics in other povimrs. Silver descn'bes these

relations as a fonn of bcextra-territoridity.*3%Rather interestiagly, fkthermore, he
attributes these extra-tenitonal hcophone relations to an understanding of British
hperialism. British imperialism legitimized, in his view, the notion of a homeland
interferhg in "extra" temt~ry.'~' The legitimization of territorial ?inbundiingy' within

Canada was influenced, in Silver's view, by international relations ideas and practical
Federation, cultural f

"unbundling".

i

m and "extra-temtoriality" were d l , to a

certain extent, legitimized by Canada's historical relationship with Britain.
Nevertheless, as was discusseû in chapter three, the rise of neo-nationalism in the
1960s, resuîted in an increased temitorialization of Quebec identity.

Revolutionyyand the rise of separatist movements,

The "Quiet

shihifted the fmncophone~

pa~-C;onadhn, focus to a Quebecois, stote-c~lllered,one.

"Extra-territorial"

francophones were larely deerned "dead ducks" and the idea of 'kciprocal accords"

lost ground.

The idea of "reciprocai accordsw, however, has re-surfâced recently in Qwbec
sovereigntist proposais. Lucien Boucbard, for example, has proposeci the creation of a
Secrétarzat de ia Francophonie d'Amérique if Quebec were to kcome sovereign

Nevertheless, the idea of inter-temtorial hcophone cooperation is not limited to the
"sovereigntists".

For exmple,

Le ComeiIe de la longue fianmise publisheà a

a
l864-l9OO. Toronto: University ofToronto

3%~ilver,A 1.
Press, 1982, in Elkins, David J- p. 222.
3971bid-, pp. 222-223.

document in 1994 arguing that the Quebec government had an "extra-temiorid"
responsibitity for the "French f ~ "includuig
,
both fiancopbonts outside Quebec and the
Acadiens. The following year, firrthermore, Louise Beaudoin, Quebec Minister of

Canadian Mairs, anwunced a policy shilar to the one proposcd in the Conseil's
document, baseà on "partnership'*tùrough "dialogue and active ~olidanty.''~~
The idea
and poteotial of r e c i p d accords in Canada is common to both domestic and
international partnership proposais.

Relaxhg "sovere5gn" assumptions also raises the possibility of wnzontiguous,
extra-territorial govemments. This option differs from the above ones as it would entail

a province, such as Quebec, offenng servicesdirectid in anotber province. McRoberts
has raised this possibility. "ln principle" he wntes %ere

is no reason why support for

the "opposite minority" wuld not entail the direct provision of educatiod and social

services."399 Contracts could be negotiated between Quebec and COQ (Canada ornide
Quebec) for this purpose, involving, perbps, border populations crossing into the other

nation to receive senices in their own language. In fact, in prïnciple, "[i]t could even go
so far as govemments maintainhg institutions in the other "nation".-

Such an

arrangement could, fbrthexmore, prove mutua1ly advantageous as the "host" government

would be £ieednom developing bilingual p o l i ~ y . ~ ~ '
Challeaging "sovmign" assumptions permits innovative approaches to cultural
institutional accomodation.

Canadian institutions have always provided for the

expression of multiple identities.

Closing the nationalist cul-de-sac requires that

Canadians question fiuther both their @al

and social "epistemes". Canadians must

adopf a àialogical appioach and examine new institutional altemaîives.

Canadian culture is, as Hardin has argued, a "public enterprise" onem4O2
Canadians, more than Amcricans, believe in the idea of 'liberty through" rather tban
"liberty from" governent Basidly, Canadians are "insîiMiodkts" and notions of

personal federalism for Canada's linguistic mhorities, as well as Aboriginal
self-government are consistent with this tradition.

Challenging "sovereip" temtorid assumptions, however, is not only useful in
ternis of highlighting procedural and institutional examples of "cultural" accommodation

buî, rather, also encourages a &b
temtorially constrained-

look at the way in which -an

institutions are

Ofillcial Language minoritles are only one of many

"non-territorial" rninorities in Canada

Questionhg temtoriality and adopting an

inclusive style of constitutionalism may lead to a consideration of how other
non-tem-torial, "Charter Groups" can be accommodatededIt may, in shorî, contriiute to
the debate about "intra-federal"means of non-territorial institutional representation.

The question of electorai reform, for example, has been on the agenda for
decades.

In

1969, Aian Cairns, one of the pioneea in this area, noted the tendency of

Canada's first-ptihe-posi system to over-reward the party mnning the lmgest share of
the popular vote,

to penalize minor parties with diffuse national support, and to

over-reward @es

with concentrated regionai supportm3 He argued that the major

parties were more reflective of the national electorate in ternis of popular vote rather than
seats and that Canada's regional identities were often

goveming

unfairly represented within the

m.404
Basically, Canada's electoral system distorts, et times, the territorial

representation of identities.
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However, the central theme of electoral refonn has now shifted to an emphasis on
the declining importance of temtory in Canaâian political culture. The focus, as Gibbins
and Youngman have noteci, is not so much on the regional representation within national
@es

and govenunelits but rather the unrepresentative mtwe of Parliament iuelf

Parliament, it is argued, should "mirrot" the nation, "legislatures should serve as a
"portrait of the nation," ceflecting mt only its regional character and the relative strength
of its political @es,

but also its social, ethnie, racial, and gender

The c m n t focu~poses. in Gibbins and Yomgman's view, "a more vigorous cbailenge
to the institutions of Canadian federalism; the challenge is not only to accommodate
more effeçtively the traditional tetitorial and linguistic cleavages within the Canadian
political community but, at the sarne time, to accommodate a growing number of

non-territorial interests.-

Non-territorial interests broaden the scop of the debate and

force consideration of both forma1 and informal institutions.
This refom agenda has been justified on many fionts. One argument holds that
if a parliament does not, over tirne, begin to reflect the diversity of its population, its

democraîic legitimacy may be questïoned. men ernphasize that when a parhament
mirrors its population it enhances the feeling of belonging in the community. '%finor

representarion" is desirable, according to this argument, as it "bundîes" identities. More
representation" will alter the nature of
controversially, still others suggest that 'bmin~r
politics. This argument is similar to the one that bas been put forward by some feminist

theorists who argue tbat hjecting "ferninine values" will pacie politics and alter the
nature of legislative kbaviour

in general. Diveroifjhg parliament, following this

argument, is a political good in i t s e ~ f ? ~ ~

Without exhausting the alternatives, reform to party nomination systems,
&mative gerrymandhg, reserved representation, and various types of proportional
representation have been proposed408 The fïrst option is perhaps the least controversid

and couid involve simply changing certain conventions of party pmtiee including both
cenbalizing control of party nominations and reforming electoral finance laws. The

second would involve redrawing territorial constituencies in order to concentrate a
particular minority vote. This option would be coostrauied, nevertheless, as many

minorities are scattered rather than territorially concentrated The iâea of m e d
representation is perhaps the most radical. It is, in a sense, the "electoral reform"
equivalent of p e m d fedetalism as it would permit the individual the choose whaher to

"rebundie" t h e i identity culturally or to remain part of the temtorial constituency.
Proportional representation proposals are perhaps the most flexible as they could permit
the expression of muitiple identities and increase voter choice. These reform measures,

fkthemore, codd be cornbineci with our existuig institutions; they could be wmbined

with both temtorial reform and personal federalism. The above proposals simply
represent new examples to work with For example, Gibbins and Youngman conclude
the following after examining the above discussed electoral reform options:
mhe most probable -*O
for s u d dectoral refonn is one tbat brings together Sarate teformets
and feminists. Whle this coalition may strikt some as unlikely, it d d well emcfge through a shared
cornmitment to d i based on the STV modd. By tbmrseh.es, ncither Senrte râormers nor feminists are
likel to generate aiough public entbiasm for eledorai reform to ocair but togethcf they might jus pull it

OR1
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The above idea of a STV mode1 partnership between feminists and Senate reformers is

an example of a Wittgensteinian "intmnediate case". The prtnership approach involves
looking for overlap through dialogue. Territorial and non-tmitorial identities are not
necessarily irreconcilable. Multiple identities force us to becorne creative "public

entrepreneurs" and, in contemporary tïmes, Caaadans must welcome non-tem.torial
partners into the dialogue.

Upon examinhg the past =rne&a-constitutional" pocases tbcre is good reason to
believe that a great cieai of overlap between "liberP1" and "cufturaliniational" identities
exists, and thet cornpromir is possible. More spaincally, p s t "mega~nstitutionaln

negotiation appears to indicate that "liiral" identities divide dong cultural and, at times,
temtorial lines. The debate between feminists smounding the ''distinct society" clause
during the Meech Lake Accord negotiations, indicates, for example, that ferninine

identity does not n-ly

supersede territoriaVnationai identity. More qxzifically,

while feminists in ROC were concemed about the impact of the "distinct society*'clause

on Quebecois women's C h e r protection, the latter supported the clause and wished to

express their femininity through Quebec. Sirnilarly, native women, for the moa part wish
to be have their "equality" expressed within the context of Aboriginal self-government

The complex interdependence of various "temtorieV~tional" identities and
"non-territoriaVll'beraln ones is, moreover, &dent

upon consideration of various

Charlottetown coalitions. The Native Women's Association's protest due to its absence
in the self-government negotiation pocess, for example, gamered interculturd suppo*

Mary Ellen Tltrpel descn'bes the Native Women's ability to gamer the support of
non-Aboriginal women's organkbom such as the Legal Education Action Fund (LEM)

as "interesting", noting that "[iJt also gathered support fiom unlikely sotmes, like

Preston Manning of the Refonn ~ a r t y ? I ~Territorial "unbundling", both culturai and
"liberaï', creates "diplornatic space?

Most of the crurcat Canadian literature deahg with constitutional reform focuses
on "catching-up" with what is perceived as temtoriaVnationa1'bso~ihides".Proposais for

a "Canads-Quebecn4 union, "aipartite coafederalism4 12, and u~nfederal-federal"4I3
hybnds a b u n d While these options have considerable ment and indeed, creatively
challenge the boundaries of "sovereignty-thinklng",

tbey over-simplify Canada's

'ccomplex interdependence" and beg the question of why these units would wish to

The above discussion indiceta that although r e + r g a n . g Canada as a
multi-national federation may provide an inchoate "partnenhip7' frameworlq further
territorial '3mbundling" would be needed both acronr and within the three "national"
units. Canadian

requires territorial- 'Lnon-temtorial"hybridity.

As dirussed above,

international political processes, and temtorially

"uobundled" institutions exemplify how a multi-national, and generally diverse

federation, such as the Canadian one, may be regdateci. The principles, dirussed

earlier, of continuity, multilateral negotiation and consent that guide international
"unbundling" should be employed at the domestic level. These pnnciples are what
constitute, in Tully's view, the d e s of a "just'' federal relation.
Institutional territorial "unbuadluig" is, fiuthermore, what provides the room for
"diplornatic space" at both the domestic and international levels.
organizations such as the United Nations, the latemationai Monetary Fund

International

w),and the
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I3see,for scample, Gibbii Roger. T h e Innianional Parameters of a Canada-Quebec P~marhip."in

North Atlantic Treaîy Orgmization (NATO) are non-contiguous feded arrangements
that provide societal iinks between states- These organizations, firrthermore, are ofka

specialized. The absence of a "sovereign" in the international mlm pmnits flexible,
specialized, non-territorial, institutions that fit the "problem" to emerge. Human rights
legislation at the international level provides, in a similar way as at the domestic level,
for non-territorial overlop and inter-societal dialogue. States, as was seen in chapter one,
create "non-territorial" space in wbich to coloperatively manage and protect their
"sovereignty". It is a bottom-up approach that recognizes the continuity of states, occun
through negotiation, and requires consent. Sovereign c6unbund1ingw
is the substance of

international societiesIf Canada were to k reorganized as a multi-ontional parniership. it would tind
itself caught up in a similar procedural logic" domestically as it fin&

itself in

interuationally. And, incfeed, the distinction between the two realms, domestic and
international, may becorne bluned, This ambiguiîy is reinforceci when one compares
"federalist" and Quebec "sovereigntist" proposais for "association" or "partnership". For
example, a papa presented at a Bloc Quebecois convention in April 1999 offered the
following models of pertnership as aitematives following a referendum "victory": 1.
informa1 economic integration; 2. economic union; 3. economic union with sectord

political partnerships; 4. ecmomic union witb wnfederation; 5. and economic union with
confederal and fedenl arrangements. The third option, according to the document,
muld provide for multiple or dual citizenship and would create non-territorial,

speciaked space (as is characteristic of al1 intemational institutions) for partnership ;
the fourth is a wnfederal model tbat would consolidate "political partnership through a

genuine political union without compromishg the sovereignty of the memkr countrïes"
and "holds out the posibility of union eitizcnship [emphasis added]"; the final option

could entail either a "confderal" or "federal" model. It would, according to the
document, perhaps hclude a "qualified mnjority" or "weighted vote" dong EU mode1

lines. Remarkably, this model would, in econom-c rnatters, allow for the representation
of regions within Canada According to the hument, the disadvantage of this model,
however, is 'Wlat it limits the sovereignty of the partners, both Quebec and Canada, more

tban the other r n ~ d e l s ."Sovereigntyn
~~~
is apparently, according to the authors of the
document, a matter of degree and not khd. Sovereignty is, however, most significantly,

a question of equality. As the sovereigntist document stated:

The concept of pemiership, as mentiormi earlier, wuld serve to aanow the gap between
the CanadiadQuebec 'Yederalist" and the Quebec 'csovereigntist".

Overlap and

"intemediate casesn exist within these degrees.
However, ""sovereignty" is not a matter of degree but rather is a question of

"kind". Although "autonomy" may be divided at both the international and domestic
levels, "sovereignty" denotes a partïcular'"Iifeform". A sovereign state is characterized
by the existence of a single legitimate authority on a defied temtory. A "sovereign"

Quebec would necessarily be constitutionally separated fiom Canada and, the nature of
"partnership", despite practid overlap, would k qualitatively different at the
international and domestic Ievels.
The notion of partnership was likewd above to the idea of fiiendship. Friendship

is, however, only one type of cbpartnenhip"and the crux of the ciifference k e e n the
international and domestic realms lies in contrasting the nahue of the m e r s h i p s "

involved.

More specincally, while domestic partnerships may be likened to

"fiiendships", partnerships at the international level are utilitarian and are a response to
4 i 4 ~ a n si'imab de tout le monde," Daumait de t
n
ddue Chna'«- de ri&aon su ie putarirut
p r é s m i su Bloc Quibsco'isa l'occasion de son Conseil générai des 17 a 18 a d 1999 a Riviin-du-Loup,

the problem of anarchy. Friendships, in contrast, are an issue of identity and represent a

different level of cornmitment and interdependence between adors- Friendship implies a

relatioasbip mther than simply a relation. Partnen at the international level are "Pllies"
and an 'ally', as kwis has obsewed, is qditatively different from a 'fkiend'. He states:

As a form of "love", fnendship is a feeling. It is aot utilitarian and there is not a duty to

be anyone's f i e n d

The utilitarian relations are taken as a "givenn in fkiendship

relationships. "Friendship", writes Lewis, "is unnecessary like philosophy, like art, like
the universe itselt..[4t has no siaival value; rather is it one of those things wbich gives

value to s u ~ v a l . ' ~While
~
transfer payments, health care, and flood relief may be
provided within political fiiendships, they do not wnstitute the subçtance of the

fhendship. Help is offered between niends by virtue of their niendship rather than the
reverse. Friendship partnerships represent the desire to live together as well as a sense of

interdependent identity. They represent a cornmitment, as Webber bas suggested, to a

Friendship constitutjonalism does not restrict identity-related choices in a manner
characteristic of international society. Oae does not have to cal1 oneself "sovereigdl in

order to be recognued domestically. Rather, fnendship parhierships allow the a~ther"to
name themselves in a manner consistent with how they wish to be recognized. There can
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also, within domestic fiendships, exist "distinct societies", "pro~inces~~,
"territ~ries~~~
"aationsn7and infinite ways of expessing identity. Domestic niendships allow partners
to name themselves in the manner in which they wish to be recognipd
Questionhg the exclusivity of territory and identity need not, however, challenge
the 'binsti~on"
of sovereignty as a whole. Constihitionalisrn is, to rdnd

the reader, a

way in which practicai territorial "unbundiing" is ïcbundled* to fit within the institution

of "sovereignty" as a whole. C~nsti~onalïsrn
regulates the particular nature of a state's

sovereignty. A constitution, in short, becomes the single legitimnte authority within a
particularlydefined territory Its particularity is, in a way, negated as it becomes one of

many uequaln sovereign uni&and is f e c o g k d as such by international society.
The potential threats to the institution of sovereignty as a whole were discwed in
chapter one. To remind the reader, it was argwd in that chapter that in order to ovethe sovereign states-system, there would have to be a general change in spatial and social

"epistemes".

This could accur, for example, if societies and units within a single

sovereign state were to begin to view international society and institutions as the
legitimator of their identities. The possibility of a world state and the proliferation of
non-temtorial "liberal" identities that appear to have a "diminished territorial state of
mindm were also discussed as a potential threat The Canadian case, nevertheless,
appears to suggest that many 'bpst-modern" identities wish to belong through a
territorial cornmunity rather than trsnscend i t
Unmanageable fragmentation and unlimited demands for "sovereign" recognition
was also mentioned, in chapter one, as a potential threat to cumnt political organizatioa.
The above discussion, however, illustrates that this could be managed by dividing

autonomy within states.

The perceived desirability of establishhg cultural autonomy

arrangements within states, however, is aot new. As Ruth Lapidoth has demonstrated,
following both World Wars, many states, in order to reconcile the compcting pinciples
of selfdetemination and the principle of nationalities with the idea of sovereignty,

considered and implemented autonomy arrangements.4

The concept of "autonomy" is

very much in vogue today in intemationai cucles os its potentiality bas gaineci new
importance in light of Uicreasing ethnic tension following the end of the Cold ~ a r . 4 ~ ~

The ubiquity of intra-state ethnic umest hsS lead some academics to comparatively study
pst examples of ccauton~my"
arrangements.

Upon comparative study of various

autonomy arrangemeuts implemented &r the Fint and Second World Wars, Lapidoth.
for example, concludes that the following factors may iacrease the prospects of success:
1. A tegime of uitonomy should be d I u h c d with the toucat of tbe popmlmtion imîemded to bendit
from it,
2. The regime should bc eSublWbad with tbe coueat, express or implied ,of ifomigm -te to wbieb the
rutonomous gmup may Lave &aie or otber .tti)ution.
3. The regime should be bcaencirl for botb tbt sîate and the popdation of tbe autonomous region4. The Iocal population sbodd be pennitted to eajoy tbe formai or symbdic parrpbernalia of
selfdetermination,nich as a &g, an uithem,ud an offici.Uy tecognized laquage5. The division of powers should k defined as clearly as possiile6. if activities of the centnl govuument in s p h th.t are d e r its uithority dirably r f F i the
autonomous region, the local wthorities sbodd, if possiile be coasalted.
7. AD organ for c o o ~ ~ betwœn
o n tbe antnl govanmeat d the l o d urthotities shodd be tstrblished.
Its composition, powers, mponsibilities, and procedures should be established, as far 8s possbk, in

advance-

8. Modes and mechnisms for s d ï q disputes bttwœn the enter and the I d urthorities should be
estabfished with maximum detaiI.
9. Under certain ciraunst~aces
it may be prefdle to cstabtish the autonomy in stages, tbat is, to fnnsfer
the relevant powers (and perhaps dso the territory involvd) graduallyY
10. The prospects for success are greata ifboth tbe c a t d gov«nment rnd the autonomous authoriba are
based on democratic regimes.
1 1. Every regimc of urtonomy must include gu~rantmfor tbe respect of humui ri*
kluding the
principle of equality and non4SCrimination among aü the inhabitants. Similady, iminority tbat lives
witbh an ctbnk gmrp tbat Lu bccn gmated autoromy rboold enjoy iiaority
12. A rather sidar stage of econornic developmart and sîandard of living in the monomous region and in
the state as a wbole rmy en)unr,chances ofsuocess.
13. If autonomy k establisbed for a limiteci paiod, the procedure to k followed at the end of that period
shouid be established14. If the autonomy unngunent iachides a cornmitmenito ccrtrin d e s ofbehviour, it may be helpflll i€
t b m rulua n k basa#on inttrutioad noms...
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Continuity, negotiation and consent are, in Lapidoth's view, the foundational pruiciples
gui-ding the successful implementation and regdation of autonomy arrangements. Her

work represents a comparative 'Wittgensteinian survey" and the above ~astihite,in ber
view, intercultural and, to a certain extent, inter-temporal overlapping noms. Canada,
by adopting a dialogid appmach in a spirit of goodwiL1, could poMde an international

example of successful implementation of a rich "autonomy" arrangement Canadians
should take particular note of Lapidoth's final point as one can not k sure that the
goodwill would exist, for example, in the event of a majority vote in Quebec on
sovereignty."
Nevertheless, autonomy arrangements, as conceived in the bulk of the
international relations literature remain, in certain respects, hierarchical. They are, in

short, ofleu perceived as existing, in a seose, vndrr a sovereip government rather than
between two autonomous govemments.

Moreover, the proposecl models oeglect the issue of international representation
and participation. Although not dl autonomous regions would necessarily desire such

representation and, in fàct, many autonomous regions are happy to leove foreign and
international politics to the central govemment, the Canadian case may mise the issue of
how domestic prtnerships wodd be projecteù ont0 and accommoàated within the

international stage.

Basically, the Canadian case may question the singularity of

Canada's voice or number of legitimate govemmental

at the international

level. While it is possible, for example, that Quebec aationalists would be content witb

international recognition via a multi-national constitution, there is good reasm to believe
~ ~ ~ ~ the
that they wodd want to pmtîcipate directly in the i n t d o a a l r r a ù i Essentially,

"~anada-Quebec'~*~
partnership could
international recognition of a ~~IlStitutioiulùed
constitute either a new international unit or constitutionaily foniiaiite a new way of

conducting Caoada's international relations. For exampie. international relations could

be speçialized or divided and Quebec's participation in such international forutns such as

Lo Francophonie wuld be constitutionally recognized. As Latouche has noted, th-s
already exists, to a certain extent, in practzce. As a parîicipant in Lu Fmncophoni,
Quebec already enjoys an ambiguou international status. Nevertheless, projecting

fnendship on the international stage may involve entering the international stage as a new
two- or multiple- headed unit Although this would be somewhat problematic given the

"sovereign" structure of international society and L institutions. it may indeed provide a
ideational push toward new regdative d e s , or even contribute to the legitimization of
new, more flexible, spatial constNctscts As Latouche suggests:
[Canada-Quebec International Partnership] rnight very well be received

"[a]

CQIP

- perbaps not

-

with enthusiasm but with a great deal of interest by al1 societies possessing an aiready

significant parbiership dimension and which are looking to give this dimension
institutional foundations that îransgress the canons of the Treaty of ~ e s t p h a l i a ' ~ ~ ~
Projecting Canadian partnefship at the international level may require nothing less than a
full rejection of the constrainâs imposed by international dimension of %overeignty".
However, more generally, the recognition of partnenhips at the international level
may

offer

an

example

of

how

new

regdative

des

goveming

the

4U~~Latouc&
" Q u e b s c , r s t u n d e r ~Q u e b e c n i-t i ~ i a t & N c w G b b J A g c nin
Scubonnisb, M o : Ndxm
Gagnon, A1ain-GOucbsc:
Canada, 1993, pp- 4 0 6 3 4 2 4 ~ h ue
~ a ~ a p i is
e ~ as, in ~ ~ n e n
m
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, t ~boriginaiapproacim
~
to seif-govcmmcnt
w
ro se that forcie reiations bt left to the f e d d governmmt.
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'selfdetermination-temtorial integrity7 cul-de-suc couid be developed Gidon Gotlieb,
bas recently offeiod a unique perspective in this regard, proposhg the implementation of
a c'states-plus-nati~ns'' approach both intemationally and d o r n e ~ t i c a l l ~ . ~His
~~

"States-plus-natiom" approach, essentially,

involves the recasting of the following

related concepts:

~ - t k ~ d t L e ~ ~ M r y r t c a d r t . ~ t o i a r t , m r b o f o r r ~
nations. This can occur through the graduai opening of intmtiod organimions, as wdl as the

gnnting~f&newmtaaitionil~top.rticiprtingnewauioiu(udirtinctfiomd.tlrr)~Jbatina
manner that does not r@e the mation of ncw territorial states.
of tbt
of -tu .idt
kd9tribrtiOm diort of ib
Grlpcrcnu t
k
attributes to diîkcot bands. The way to accompiish this is through the allocation of jurisdidonal,
fùnctiond, d tenitorid Cornpetencc dong new prinapks.
Bah tbe ddimitatioa o f l vao t boundary Unes rad faactionai barders for diltcrcnt
poqmu, such 8s for seairity Muigemmts. ïhis approoch bonows, for poprl.ted tCITitoncS,
practices that are d o g o u s to those of urban zoning.
N ' n a f home ffrdindjhn~rtolc tbe neopiitioa d tbe iotioi of r Wtioul homew (patrie or
heimat), which is anbedded in the consciousness of many nations. A national home is an entity with
defined geographic limits tht an, but o d a do sot, cocfcspoad to sute bouaduies. It is ui cnsity tbat
acists over, and somttimcs beyond, statc iimïts: a national-home regime would stipulate the national
ri*
to be cnjoyed m the nationai home without prcjudice to the integntY of the
involval. It
would constitute an ovnlay, so to speak, over an atisting stateG&emk@ - the adoption of dintetot Irym of ptrsoaaî statris uprusiog the üiks ktwccn the
i n d ~ d u dand tbe *te, u w d l ru tbose betweea tbe individual and the nation- ïhex can be
embodied in a distinction betwecn"citizenship," derivai fiom the sute, and "dorrîlity," derivecl h m
the nation.
Fimus of W
n the craîion of aew lriads d 8tt.cbaacatl or o n b i ammg utions rod
peoplu on the one band, and between nations .ad ruts on the otber- This u n occur through the
estabtishment of fùnctionai ~ 0 1 1 ofs peupla iide by ride with the
of ~ l a a ~ ~
[empbrsis rddeû].

-

-

-

-

Gotlieb's approach highlights the potential of temtorial and non-territorial hybridity at
both the international and domestic levels. His work, in essence, represents how the

world-scale. For exampie, it proposes the recognition of new 'Wike" uni& and multiple

citizemhip regimes.

Remahbly, it puts forward the idea of personal federalism

arrangements that ~aascendstate boundaries and are represented at the international

a

4 * 6 ~ i b Gidon
.
To m x h E
New York, NY,U S A : Council on Fonign Rdations Inc., 1W3.
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level. States and nations would exist side by side as fnends do (rather than face to face

as lovers do),
In an "age of cultural diversir Cauadians could become leaduig entrepreneurs in
both domestic and international wnnitutionalism. The "states-plus-mtions" approach is
very much Canadian, At the time of Confederation both temtorial states and nations
were recognized as legitimate actors institutiouiiy. Institutional recognition of diverse
units at the intemationai level would be in agreement with Caaadr's "public enterprise"

culture.

Regardless of the fate of the institution of "sovereignty" as a whole, what is
certain is that maintainhg the territorial integrity of the Canadian state necessitates, as

Trudeau realized, divorcing cultural federalism Corn temtorial federalisa It also,
however, requires replacing a single pan-Canadian vision with a discourse than includes
multiple visions. Cauada's mntinuity requircs that Canadians relax their territorial

assumptions and consider novel, perhaps non-territorial or 'temtoriaVnon-territorial
hybnd' forms of 'tnbimdling". Canadians m u t mject imposed monologues and commit

to a dialogical process.

The above discussion also illustrates the need for new regdative d e s at the
international level. The Trudeau-Lévesque cul-de-sac is not Wque to Canada, and

escaping it may require radical "unb~ndling~~
of the territorial assumptions underlying the
concept of sovereignty at both the domestic and the international levels.

The

"state-plus-nations" approach provides an innovative exemple of how this could be
accomplished.

The issue of which groups would constitute a "people" or a ''nation" an4 thus, k
entitled to seprate international representation a m , at least theoretically,
problematic. This same issue, of course, eists at the domestic level wben considering
which rninorities are entitled to institutional representation. According to Gotleib's
rnodel,

domestic and international autoaomy arrangements would conespond

institutionally and, at times, o v e r ~ a ~ . ~ *These
*
issues would, therefore, require
negotiation at and between both the -onal

and domestic levels.

Domestically, the argument as to who is legitimately entided to separate
governrnental representation takes many forms nevertheles, the pmctïcai implications

are generally the same. Elkins, for example, has proposed as criteria, Hirschman's
concepts of "exit, voice, and ~ o ~ a l t y .The
~ * "exit"
~
option refers to whaher groups
have chosen (or not) to corne to Canada, the "loyalty" element refers to whether groups

have expressed the desire to exist withïu Canada, and 'toice" refers to the way in which
groups desire to declare themselves or be instiMionally accommodated. M e r applying
these criteria, EUMs wncludes that fhnwphone minorities in the ROC and Abonginais
have legitimate claim to govemmental institutions. Neither group chose Canada but,

rather, Canada came to them. Both groups, fbrthermore, have expressed their loyaity to

Canada by v h e of, for example, entering into treaty negotiations or supporting

pan-canadian bilingualism. Therefore, these groups are, in EUUns view, legitimately
entitled to an institutional "'voice".
Charles Taylor, bas concluded the same, although for somewhat dinerent reasons.

Taylor, to remind the reader, distinguishes between "first level" and "deep divenitf.
The fonner refers to groups that wish to belong to Canada directly, and the latter to those
groups tbat wish to belong to Canada through a distinct cultural community. The

practical implications of both approaches, neverîheless, are the same. Both Taylor and
Elkins conclude that Aboriginals and the Quebecois are legitimately entitled to
one in b u d a n would k
428~epmentatioaw d d ovallp in the sase tlvt a "donn, the
represented both seprratdy and within "state" rqmscmdon- ïk sane double- representation issues that
are rai& with regardto crsynimcaicrlf d d s m would thus be at issue or "mirrond".-!ni
Asymmetry, ofcourse,iIrerdy cxists at the international I d . Vetos and the "doublmnajonty"principle,
for example, are cmpioyed at tbc UN. Funhcrmone, in tenns of poprl.tioa, JI intCIlYtionJ institutions vote
on a asyirimemcd basis. Icelaad, for example, as a member of NATO with a population of270,ûûO is
considercd "equal" to the United Stum.
- . - .
42%hrmn,
AlkR O. E& V
w
Sov-.
p.
States. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970 discussed in Elkins, David J.
222.

institutional recognition Taylor. nevertheless, does not address the issue of francophone
minonties outside Quebec.
Taylor's approach is consistent with the didogical one. Legitimacy is achieved
by "putting oneself in the shoes of the other" and recogninng the "'other" in ternis of how
they see themselves. While looking at the issue of legitiaucy historicaily may be usefbi,

as Elkins did in terms of "exit", "loyalty" and 'toice", this approach fieezes these
criteria histoncally. It is, in a sease, usehil in assessing what is consewative in Cana&
but lacks a tbeory of change. The diaIogicaI approach enriches tbese criteria Since

dialogue pemiits the "other" to Uitroduce themselves, as well as is open to new partnm,
it possesses a theoxy of organic change. Old actors may introàuce themselves differently

across time and new m o r s may cumulatively be added. The distinction between %nt
level" and "deep divenity" is therefore apt. It does not, despite what some would
suggest, place differing

value on either, but rather ody highlights that "First lever

overlays and grew out of an already "deep" or institutionaiized divenity. Dialogue is an

on going process and, dualism, which is, by definition, dialogical, has indeed produced,
as Cartier predicted it would, " ahealthy spirit of emulation."
'Deep diversity" as undemood through dialogue, must be recognized both
domestically and intematioually. Regdative temtorid "uabundling" is needed and must

occur through dialogicai partnerships at and between ôoth the domestic and international
levels.

This involves, in a sense, îurning domestic partnerships as well as the

international regdative pocess on their heads and creating hybrids in both reolms. It
nay, although not necessarily, involve, transcending the concept of "sovereignty". The

distinction betwan the intemational and domestic iealms would h m e increasingly

bluned if inter- domestic/international cu-operation at this level were to mu.. While

"friendshipsn may currently be the "stun" of domestic partnerships, the more utilitarian
nature of international jmrtnerships may, with time, be transfonned. Nevertheless, the

above discussion with regard to domestic Canada indicates that temtoriality remains a
significant social-intemationai nom-

As was seea recently in Kosovo, international interference in domestic flairs is
already, to a certain extent, wnsidered legitimate practice. Reco-ng

b t h ''States"

and "nations" at the international level may, for this reason, sirnply q u i = institutional
"catch-up7'with regdative noms inherent in practïce. 'Sovereignty" may or may not be
surpassed as the ideatiooal impact of regulative change connot

k predicted What is

certain, however, is the need, both domestic and international, for creative public

entrepreneruship-

Concluding nioughts:
In human üfé tbcre must rlwrys be phce for love of the good and love of one's owm Love ofthe good is
man's highest end, but it is ofthe nature ofthings that we corne to know and to love what is good by first
meeting it in that which is our own this pcrtiahr body, this fâmüy, these 6icnds, this woman, tbis part of
thc world, this set of traditions, this coulltry, thïs civiluation.
Gsorge Grrnt, Techndqy ami Ehpire-

-

The politicai science Literature is, in wnternporary times, full of obi-es,

and

the theses îhat the world is witnessing ôotb the demise of the "sovereign" state and the
passing of the Canadian experiment are characteristic of our era's obsession with

"death". Some view these testimoniais of death with "lament", others deny it and still
othen welcome death as an opportunity for re-birth. Few political theorists, however,
have directly confrontai the death of either the sovereign state system or of Canada.
They cannot explain why the moniund patients appear, in many ways, dive and well.

The theoreticai debate conceming the fate of the sovereign state system, as was
seen in chapter one, is polarized between those who argue that "sovereignty" has suffered

a series of "mini-deaths" and is on its way out and those that maintain that "sovereignty"
is an absolute, qualitative condition that remaias unaffecteci by what they would deem
"micro" change. The former M y of theory implicitly suggests that death happens in
stages but does not tell us anything about the nature of "finai exit". The latter body of

theory implies that "sovereignty" has a constitutive or qualitative basis but carmot
adequately address change; it lacks tramformative logic.

Taken together, as was

discussed in chapter one, the two theses are theoretically incompatible; they constitute a
contradiction.

43%uulsentence ofm r g e Grant's

lrmnf "Thq wcre holding tbar rnnr outstretched in

love toward fùnher shore" (ünc takm fiom Vug& Aencid (book 6). Grant's translation).

This contradiction is very much a Canadian one. Canada is ofien desrnid as
"coll~ervative";a label that is unable to elucidate change. It k g s the question of what it
is that ''CanadaW conserves and, as such, lacks both reproductive and transformative
logic. Canadian unity has always hingad on achieving balance between "conservatism"
and "liberalism", between contïnuity and change. Understanding Canada requires a,

seemingly contradlctory, theory of "couservative change."
Theorking both "sovereignty" and "Canada" as dynamjc, histoncal institutions

responds to this paradox by embracing i t "Sovereignty" is a historicdly-specific, social,
dialogue. Its consewative basis, the idea that there should exist an intemationally

recognized single legitimate authority on an exclusive, wntinuous and contiguous
temtory, structures conversation between states that are, nevertheless, actively involved
in changing the tone of the conversation across time and through practice. Change at the
international level is guided by the inherently social principles of equality, unanimity and
independence of states, as well as their reciprocal obligation to respect these qualities in
other sovereign actors. States renegotiate the bomdaries of "sovereignty" in accordance
with these principles.

Similarly, as was dernonstratecl in chapter two, Canada's

constitutive basis, its federal diversity, is regulated by dialogue between societal actors.
Conservative change in the Canadian context occurs when the principles of continuity,
multilated negotiation, and consent, the essence of a "just" federal relation, are

observed-

The central proposition of this thesis is that a re-evaluation of the concept of
sovereignty wodd lead to a better understanding of

"Canada".

Several important

conclusions &se nom the discussioo: Upoo comparative examination of the first and
second chapters, it becomes apparent that Canada's constitutive basis is in disagreement
with the essence of "sovereignty".

Caaada's inherent federalism, both temitonal and

cultural, was, fiom the outset, difficult to reconcile with the idea of sovereignty. The

'Canadian expriment" was made possible, as was seen in chapter two, by regdative

renegotiation of the boundaries of sovereignty. Canada's tirne, space and parti*cular
politicai circumstances permitteci an ideational distinction between "autonomy" and
"sovereignty" that legitimized a unique federal theory.

In addi-tion, as was seen in cbapter three, the idea of "sovereignty" bas, in more
contemporary times, obstnicted Canadian constitutional
ideational constraints have potarized constitutional options

Sovereignty's perceived

The idea that inter-national

equality is the '"M
of international politics bas force4 for example, the Quebecois to

choose between "Quebec" and TanirAan. The ideational legacy of the Trudeau and
Lévesque visions is, moreover, still with us. Their echo wu heard, for example, during
the 1995 referendum campaign on Quebec sovereignty.

Questioning sovereign assumptioas opens new constitutional avenues. It reveals,

as was dernonsûated in chapter four, both a procees more appropriate to States
characterized by "'deep"

diversity and uncoven novel

institutional models.

"Sovereignty" and 'Canada" are, in many ways, a poor f i t A new political metaphor
must animate Canadian constitutionalism.

Moving "towards a just society" in Canada, this thesis has demonstrated, requires
conducting constitutionalism in a spirit of friendship. It requires true dialogue that
recognizes that equalit;. and difference are not rnutually exclusive.

The idea of

fiiendship is inherent to man. It represents man's desire for comrnunity, recognition,
Fnendship, in essence, represents non-assirnilative

expression and independence.

interdependence; it is a "strange combination... of fkeedom and ne~essity."~~It is, to

use

a

concept

popular

in

C d a n

politicai

discourse,

a

fom

of

"sovereignty-association."
The idea of fnendship is both inherent to man and is native to Canadkn political
culture. It is, of course, idealistic to suggest that Canadian politics are and have been

43 '~lwm,Man.
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New York NY: Simon & Schuster, 1993, p. 550.

consistently characterUed by mutual regard Canadian history can be interpreted in
many ways. Nevertheless, as Wittgenstein would suggest, there is a way of grasping a

nile that is aot through interpretation, but rather, that is exhibited by assembling
examples where actocs are viewed as following, or going agauist rules in actual cases.
When one speaks of fkiendship, as Bloom has observed, "we bave in mind more
relations that act as the standard for recognizing the l e s perféct

The d e s of

fkiendship are revealed by exarnining cases of "going against" and ' Y o l l o ~ h gthem
~ ~ in
actual cases; "[tlhe low is known to be what it is ody in Iight of the awaremess of the

hi&

-7433

Friendship, fint and foremost, requins trust- Without trust Were is QO real love
or Mendship" but only "imitations of t h e t r ~ . " ~Political
~~
trust breaks down with

instances of '&goingagainst7' niles.

Friendship bas broken down when authentic

constitutional authority is divorced fiom its forma1 expression in a state's constitution.

"Once trust is shaken," fûrthennore, "love and fiiendship degeneraîe into tyrannicd
jealously or Iose al1 their intensity and r e a ~ i t y . 'When
~ ~ ~ tmst is shaken dialogue breaks
dom.

It is, however, questionable whether the necasary level of trust for just federal

dialogue currently exists in Canada Faith has fallen victim to the legacy o f our leaden

polarized monologues guided by sovereign asswnptions. The Trudeau-Lévesque debate
and its legacy is but one, nevertheless important, example of how conducting

guided by "sovereign" assumptions breaks down politicai trust
c~nsti~onalism
Canadians hear continually about how faith in Canada has been shaken in
Quebec. Nevertheless, it must be emphasid that the mistrust is muhial. Many
Quebecois feei slighted by the ROC and seek genenl recognition and the

acknowledgernent of historical m g s . The ROC, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal,
on their parts, doubt Quebec's conmitment to the federal partnership and resent the
constitutional focus on Quebec. Furthemore, while most First Nations are commiïtted to

"Canada", past injustices bave significantly eroded trust between Aboriginals and
non-Aboriginals.

If trust is to be re-establisheà, historical wrongs must be

acknowledged This could kgin, for example, with a mutual achiowledgement on the

part of federalists and soverrigntists of the unjust procedural nature of both the 1982
patriation and sovereignty by Unilateral Declaration of Independence. Morwver, both
Quebec and the ROC Canada m u t acknowledge the extent of the injustices that Fint
Nations have suffered, as well as express a joint cornmitment to fair dialogue with them.
Federalists, furthemore, must acknowledge the theoretical and practical potential of

asymrnetrkal federalism, botb as it relates to Quebec and First Nations, based on
mutually recognized equality and a commitment to negotiation. Quebec sovereigntists,
on their part, must admit that "sovereignty" is not the ody constitutional avenue
availabie. They must also acknowledge the legitimacy of the middle-ground Dialogue

can only begin when apologies are made and forgiveness is offered Apologies and
forgiveness would both open the constitutional process and represent a friture

commitment to mutual respect. Only when both wrongs are acknowledged and victim
mentalities are shed can dialogue between equals begin.

Consti~ionalpackages cannot, fiirthemore, be presented to the Canadian public
as concessions to either Quebec or Aboriginal people. Canada's leaders must present
consti~i*onal
refonn in a way that highlights how it &es

sense in ternis of the whole.

Friendship is inbeiently reciprocal. Dividing autonomy within States is not a zero-sum

game. Autonomy must k divided in a way that pemiits expression of ai1 identities
including the non-Aboriginal ROC'S identity; its division must be decided through
multilaterai negotiation between consenting equals. Autoaomy must be formalty divided
in a way that reflects authentic mthority. Constitutions are a framework through which

dialogue occurs; they should recognize al1 partnen and Iegitimate a dialogical ammding

process.

Openiag a genuine dialogue, however, may require extra-federal means.

Canada's curent institutional structure constrains the nature of the Canadian
conversation; it encourages a split personality both in the ROC and Quebec. Although it
is the view of this thesk that Canadian identities are interdependent and therefore, to a
certain extent inherently split, wosiructive dialogue requins that the actors involved are
viewed as authentic rqresentatives of the parti~uiar identity.

This thesis, therefore, may also have important implications for leadenhip. It
raises important, dficult, and potentially very controversial questions about the nature of
legitimate representation. For example, the thesis raises the issue of the desirability of
"minor representation". 'Mega-constitutionalism" in Canada has been driven pnmarily

by h c o p h o n e leadership When one recalls constitutional debate since 1982 one tfunks
of the Trudeau-Lévesque debate, the Mulroney-Bourassa package a n 4 the
Chrétien-Bouckd-Parizeau confronîation during the 1995 referendurn- It is intelligible
that leadership, and not only our institutional structure, has perpetuated the notion that

the Quebecois must choose beîween "Canadan and "Quebec" and that it has encouraged
the presentation of constitutional packages to the ROC as concessions to "Quebec".

Leadership may have contn'buted to taking focus away fiom the whole as an important

identity, the English-speaking one, is sometimes missing nom the debate- Constructive
coastitutional dialogue may require minor representation where the ROC, Quebec,
Aboriginal peoples and perhaps some "non-temitonal" identities are represented.

This thesis is not suggestïng, however, that "mimr representatioa" wcessarily
entails physical or ethnic minoring

A didogical approach requires that as many

Canadians as possible see themselves or recognize their identity in their leadership.

Canada's "mega-constitutional" impasse may, in short, require a "mega-process" of
leadership selection that is "extra-fderal". Voters do not elect their leaders based solely

on their constitutional positions; they are not necessarily included in the process of
leadership selection; they do not necessarily even vote based on leadership but, tather,
may vote based on party affiliations. Perhaps most importantly, dialogue betvwen
leaders is constrained by power and roles associateci with iaStitutiodized positions. The

constitutional position of the Prime Minister, for example, may be viewed
asymmetrïcally by virtue of h i d e r role. One potential way that the role or power issue
could be overstepped is by having the Canadian public at large elect wgotiators to act on
thek beMK Negotiators could, furtberrnore, be elecud based on systerns that allow

more nuanced expression of identity than the %nt-past-the pst"system. Instead of
presenting tutio ion al packages to the public as afuit accomplis t h t simply requires
marking a clear 'les" or "no" answer as the Charlottetown package was presented,

negotiaton representing various identities could be elected with aa understanding that if
the outcome of their negotiation were based on the unrnimous consent among quals

then it wodd be accepted as legitimate by dl. Transcending the cunent constitutional
impusse also requires a spirit of friendship at the grassroots level.

This thesis, however, also has more general implications about the fùture of
political organization. Viewing "sovereignty" as a social institution highlights both the

infiequency of constitutive change as well as how such cbange could occur"Sovereignty", as this thesis has demonstrateci, is a formidable institution that continues
to structure conversation both between and within states. The continued power of the

idea of "sovereignty" is, firrthermore, apparent in the sheer nurnber of intra-sîate groups
that desire sovereign recognition. Secessionist challenges to existing sovereig states are

cast in sovereign discourse.

Nevertheles, viewing "sovereignty" as an histosical and ~ocially~constni~ted
institution also highiights its expendable nature. The rise of the sovereign suite system,
as the first chapter has established, was neither inevitable nor

mir

it unilinear. Al1

institutions are subject to challenge and as Spruyt suggests "'existing institutions are not

necessarily the most efficient respomes to such challenges."436

Furthelmore, as

sovereign states multiply, Spniyt's observation that the "hillest ariiculation of the feudal
organization and the church, in both a theoreticai and practical sense, occuned shortiy

before their demiSemis espcially p o n û e r o ~ dThe
~ ~ ubiquity of sepadfi movernents
presented in sovereign language could either reinforce sovereip orgarhtion or
represent the last gasp of an institution in decline- What is certain, b o w e r , is that in
order for sovereignty to be, as Trudeau put if "surmomted", there would have to be a
general change in both social anâ spatial "-sternesn.

New idas about spatial

organïzation and authority wodd have to becorne dominant Change, in short, would

have to be constitutive rather than regdative in nature-

The discussion, however, also bas fiindamental implications with regard to the
Canadian case. Basidly, euuninhg both "sovereignty" and "Canaâa" as social and
historical institutions reveds that the "death" of "sovereignty" does not necessarily

imply the "deaîhw of "Canada".

Future constitutive principles of international

organization may, in fact, better compliment Canada's conmMive basis. indeed, the

new international center of p v i t y may be one that ùistitutionally recognizes different
spatial pnnciples ami "deep" interdependent divenity. The "sovereign imperfections7' of

the Canadian mode1 may become federal virtues Ïn an era of intense intra-state ethnic

conflict George Grant rnay have been right when, in 1965, he suggested that "~overeign~~
states are on their way out. What is aot certain, however, is that the death of "sovereign"

ideas will necessarily lead to its replacement with a 'imiversal and homogeneous state".
Canada's "death" as a sovereign state may, despite wbat Grant suggested, have very
different implications. Burying the idea of "sovereignty" may resdt h m dccpening
diversity.

In conclusion, there is some evidence to suggest that Grant was not entirely
pessimistic about Canada's fiate- George Grant klieved that the LChuman
condition is
anguish" and that % despair becomes an open possibility to the sensitive and intelligent

in our society, the opportunity for a profouad adult education will become u n l i ~ n i t e d ~ ~ ~
In his view, " d e n men encornter nothingness they are at lest driva to seek reality.'439
Grant, by providing Canadians with images of "aothhgness~in his Lumenf, may have
been hoping that they would ""seekrealiîy".
Grant was, 6 m aud foremost, a philosopher who believed that the joumey toward

uncovering the "Truth" is travelled by Yoving one's own."

Grant was a "public

philosopher" that used issues such as "national sovereignty", relevant to al1 Canadians, as

a way of conveying his deeper philosophical messages. "Ail clear thought" in his view
"'arises in and through wncrete situation[s]" both "publicw and "private.-

Acwrding

to Grant, furthemore, "...those who are taken up with doing wcessary and practical
things just don? bave time to think through the central issws of their s ~ c i e t y .Lument
~'
may have been a cal1 to Canadians to become philosophers, to challenge modem

assumptious an4 to achieve a tnie "adult education" in the ancient sense. Transcending
the Canadian cul-de-sac, this thesis agrees, must begin by ""lovingour own."

Hidden

constitutional paths open with a realization tbatfcdrdism ZFf&ndship.
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